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ABSTRACT

A novel approach to model-based recognition using brightness models is presented

along with a new technique for model representation based on invariance and

uniqueness. Model-based recognition in robot vision is considered the most suitablc

approach for industrial applications that require identification and accurate location

of previously modeled 3-D objects from scene images. A review of the literature on

object recognition is presented along with a discussion of the constituent modules of

a vision system.

A brightness-intensity sensing module is described whereby the CCD camera

must effectively view inside a confined area of a machine without interfering with

its operation. A brightness calibration procedure is conducted to properly set the

câmera and correctly interpret camera intensity readings. The resulting scene irnages

are real pictures that contain shading, shadows and specular highlights and other

image information useful for recognition. New brightness features, with a number

of invariant but unique properties, are introduced and used for object modeling and

recognition. These features are extracted through scanning the image for signifi.cant-

contrast regions, then fitting the brightness distribution in small image patches to

surface polynomials. A topographic analysis of the surface fit is then perforrled to

detect brightness features consisting of cli,ffs, ri,dges and convex hillsi,des, follou'ed by

a process of perceptual organization to group the detected neighboring Iocal features.

A multi-view model representation is adopted where a set of pictures correspond-

ing to different views of the objects are used for object modeling. These uniformly

sampled views of an object are organized into a graph structure called the pose graph.

The corresponding pictures, called model 'images, depict the object at all possible

configurations and conditions that may be encountered in the scene. For each model

i,mage, brightness features are extracted, and their attributes are compiled off-line

into the model database with indices of invariance and uniqueness. These indices are



measures of the degree of invariance and distinctiveness of the feature attributes, and

they correspond to three levels of invariance and uniqueness which are distinguished

as the always-i.nuari,ant and object-un'i,que, th.e range-inuari,ant and range-uni,que, and

the pose-specifi,c. These levels are determined and assigned by comparing and match-

ing the features in the different feature seús corresponding to the model i,mages, Ihen

applying some rules of consistency and conformity.

The object recognition is finally performed by establishing feature correspon-

dences between the scene features and the pre-compiled model features to detertnine

the object identity and estimate its pose (position and orientation) in the scene.

This is accomplished through matching the scene features with the always-i.nuari,ant

features of all the objects in the model database to determine the identity of the

scene object, then matching the scene features with the range-'inuariant fealtres of

the identified object to estimate its pose. This system is tested using a set of t5'pical

manufactured objects with curved surfaces and complex surface characteristics that

make their recognition using the classical techniques quite challenging. These objects

are modeled using the proposed brightness models. Finally, satisfactory recognition

(identification and pose estimation) results are obtained and presented.
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CHAPTER 1.

Introduction

1.1- Industrial Robots in Manufacturino

In recent years, the industrial robot has been successfully introduced and integrat-

ed into high-volume production systems as a major component of programmable

automation, also known as hard automation. Robot manipulators have been

considered the most flexible, efficient and reliable machines that could be employed

in automated manufacturing systems. However, they have been limited to sirnple and

repetitive tasks involving application of sealant and giue, seam welding, spra)¡ paint-

ing, laser and water-jet cutting and simple pick-and-place routines. The success of

industrial robots in high-volume manufacturing was mainly attributed to the highly

structured and fully controlled nature of these production systems. In fact, parts and

tools had to be accurateiy positioned in the robot workspace by means of special-

purpose part feeders, fixtures and part-alignment devices equipped with primitive

sensors, to provide such structured environments. Since very large batches of parts

were produced, the high cost of designing, building and setting up these positioning

mechanisms was justifi able.

Today, the manufacturing industry is shifting towards a ne\l¡ trend of medium-

sized production systems producing a variety of similar but not identical parts in

small batches. Besides, this style of manufacturing systems is characterized by a pre-

dictable but not-controllable environment which is relatively iess structured and more

dynamic than in high-volume automated systems. In such relatively unstructured

environments, robots with the present sensing capabilities may not be able to perform
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and complete even simple taslcs that could otherwise be successfully accomplished in
a highly structu¡ed and controlled. setting. Instead, such simple tasks have depended
for a long time on the operator's ability to sense and react to changes and distur-
bances in the environment. Today's industrial robots need. to expand their capabiiities
beyond simple repetitive tasks toward.s more complex materials handling tasks and
assembly applications, while still handling the difficulties resulting from the unstruc-
tu¡ed side of the manufacturing envi¡onment. Therefore, these robots are required to

.operate "intelligently" in such dynamic environments by using flexibte robot sensors

and employing general but efficient object recognition techniques.

To meet this objective, a general-purpose robot vision system needs to be devel-
oped as a part of a variety of manufacturing tools; a system that is suitable for a wide
range of accuracy, flexibility and dexterity levels and maximum speed and minimum
cost requirements. Such system should be capable of fully automating many tasks
that have, for a long time, depended on manual labor, such as material handling, part
transfer, assembly, and packaging. It is believed that it is becoming technically and
commercially possible to develop such a robot vision system. This is due to the recent
adr¡ances in machine intelligence, the availability of sophisticated optical sensors, and
the adr¡ances in computer technology by the development of faster processors, abun-
dantly larger memory sizes and mo¡e efficient architectures and algorithms.

Robot vision is considered the most prominent non-contact sensing technique.
Range sensors and video cameras a¡e ofben referred to as vision sensors. Range sensors
measure the distance from a reference point to objects in the scene. Brightness-
intensity sensors consist of video or TV cameras used to determine the visual
properties of an object in the scene, that is by measuring the intensity of light reflect-
ing from the object su¡faces and projecting onto the image plane through the camera
lens' A vision sensor can be used alone or could be integrated into multi-sensor sys-
tems for autonomous and dexterous manipulation of a robot hand in ,øarious robotics
applications [1]' This is the subject of a recent theme referred to in the literature
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as multi,-sensor fus'ion, which involves the integration of multiple sensory information

for the interpretation of the scene structure and for the guidance and manipulation

of robots [98].

This work is only concerned with tasla involving the early stages of object

detection, recognition and location in the robot worlcpace as "viewedn by the robot

sensor. Simple laser sensors may be used to perform such tasks of object detection

and recognition. However, these sensom lack the flexibility and the ease of setup that
make it effective and useful for modern manufacturing applicatiors. Vision sensors

appear to be the most suitable tools for sensing the scene in a natural and effective

way without requiring extensive robot motion. The process of scene structu¡e inter-

pretation using computer or machine vision is the subject of what is known as the

three- di,mens,ion al ( 3 - D ) obj ect recogn'iti, on problem.

L.2 Three-Dimensional (3-D) Object Recognition

Over the past three decades, the 3-D object recognition problem has been a very

active area of research in computer vision due to its strong appeal to researche¡s

and its applicability to modern manufacturing, industrial, military, and consumer

environments. The 3-D recognition problem is a difficutt one, and the development

of a practical, general-purpose vision system has not been 'rery successful. Instead,

research in this area has advanced along several major fronts, resulting in componenr

techniques and specialist programs that are restricted by specific constraints and

limited to special situations. These systems did not receive significant use in industrial

and manufacturing applications. In fact, most impressive solutions and sophisticated

vision systems were developed mainly for experimental use by resea¡chers; only a few

systems were suitable for production use. Part of the reason for the lack of use of

3-D vision and recognition systems in such applications is the high computational

requirement of present general recognition techniques. Most vision systems employed.
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in industry and manufacturing a¡e limited to 2-D recognition of simple objects and

apply some constraints on the envi¡onment such as controlled lighting. Nevertheless,

the recent adr¡ances in computer and machine vision should not be ignored as the

adr¡anced laboratory systems of today may become the practical systems of tomorrow.

Most vision systems that are designed to recognize objects in a scene compare

scene or image features constructed from sensory information against model features,

which a¡e entities stored in a model database describing the objects to be recognized.

The use of the prior knowledge of objects' shape and appearance (stored in the model

database) for identifying instances of the objects' models in the image is the basis of

the approach known as the model-based recognition paradigm.

1.3 The Model-Based Recognition paradigm

Model-based recognition may generally be regarded as a process which operates on

two fronts: (1) ihe model front which involves training the system to learn about the

objects and their appearances and representing the prior knowledge of the objects

and storing it into the model database of features; and (2) the scene.image front
which involves feature extraction and organization into useful entities for recognition.

Recognition is accomplished through matching between the model space and scene

space. Models can be formed based on geometric properties of an object,s visible

surfaces or contours, or based on photometric properties and shading ofobject su¡faces

as projected onto the image. Models can also be represented internalty by series of
2-D views such as silhouettes or can be e>ipressed geometrically in a 3-D coordinate

system in terms of model featu¡es or primitives such as curves, sufaces and volumes.

The image sensory information can be obtained through gray-scale or brightness

intensity (2-D) imagery or through range (3-D) imagery. Image or scene fearures are

distinctive shape descriptors of the object obtained from the scene image. The task of
selecting features is strongly dependent on the model representation and on the type of
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sensory information of the scene. object recognition is comprised of two major tasks:
(1) identifying one or more objects in the scene using the pre-defined object models
and (2) computing the object's pose (position and orientation) by determining the
rigid transformations which "align" the object model with the correspond.ing image
object' The power of a model-based recognition'systern is determined by the richness
of the model and the ability of the system to correlate the model with the sensed
image [216].

The model-based approach is well suited for industrial applications in manufac-
turing for many reasons. First, the objects to be recognized often belong to a certain
subset of factory's tools and products, and their identities, functions, shapes and
appearances are known in adr¡ance. F\rrthermore, the manufactu¡ing environmerrt is
relatively structured, and the position and orientation ofthe objects to be recognized
are predictable and constrained to some extent. Such objects may be lying on a
conveyor belt or attached to some fixture in a specific r¡/ay. In addition, the light-
ing conditions are generally indoor and can be easily and flexibly controlled. The

' camera(s) *"y be fixed at some strategic locations in the scene or attached to the
robot gtipper, whose position and orientation are well defined. An object recognition
system is considered useful and practical if it is capable of recognizing and locating
complex parts in "real-time" and still provides a high accuracy in determining pa^rt

location and orientation. Such a vision system should also be easily programmed and
quickly setup by the operator to accomplish many tasks of robot handling, inspection
and visual control.

In the past, model-based'vision concentrated on intensity imaging and the inter-
pretation of the so-called "bloc,k world," a significant domain comprised of polyhedra
(flat-surfaced objects on'a table top). Recent vision systems e>çanded to range
imaging and recognition of more complex objects, but were timited to regular objects
represented by simple geometries. Most of the previous work in model-based vision
has relied solely on the object geometry by using either edges and line-drawings

Ð
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obtained from intensity images or surface descriptions obtained from range images.

It is believed that in addition to its geometr¡ an object may be characterized by other

intrinsic properties such as reflectance, texture, surface roughness, and material type.

F\rrthermore, it was argued in the iiterature that recognition of 3-D objects does not

necessarily require the reconstruction of thei¡ shape [150]. In addition, one can argue

that shape can be quite "expensive" to reconstruct in the first place, and that 2-D

data of projected 3-D features may be sufficient to infer certain geometric properties

and recognize objects of regular shapes and determine their poses. However, edges

and line-drawings may not always be meaningful and reliable, and they may not effec-

tively represent objects with complex free-form shapes. F\rrthermore, edges may nor

be readily obtained from low-contrast, noisy intensity images. In fact, a great burden

can be placed on the detection of edges as a result of su¡face refl.ectance 'øariatiors, oc-

clusions, shadows, glare, and poor or non-uniform lighting. Besides, edges detected in

intensity images do not always correspond to physical edges and. su¡face boundaries.

It is known that gray-level shading contains significant information about sur-

face cur'¿atrue and about changes in surface reflectance, and it was demonstrated

that people a¡e able to infer depih relationships between image regions more quick-

ly and easily from shaded pictures than from line.drawings. However, gray-level

shading is often neglected and discarded when edges are extracted or binary images

are obtained. Little effort was put into incorporating and successfully using shad-

ing for object modeling, scene representations and object recognition. It seems that

researchers in computer vision feel that most objects that need to be recognized have

regu-lar shapes,.and that edges and lin+d¡awings a¡e suitable representations which

a¡e insensitive to variations in lighting and invariant to changes in the viewpoint;

hence, they may not find it necessary bo use brightness models for object recognition

of such objects. F\:¡thermore, shading and brightness models seem to pose many

challenging problems in terms of representation and analysis. These challenges result

from the high sensitivþ of the brightness distribution to small changes in the view-
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point or object pose and to changes in the lighting cond.itions (intensity and direction
of light incidence), especiaily for objects with curved su¡faces and complex reflectance

properties. The appearance in the image of local object features also va¡ies consider-

ably with changes in the camera poses, object displacement, and lighting conditions.

However, the global appearance of certain objects in brightness images is very dis-
tinct and unique, especially if directed lighting is used. Another major issue that did
not receive much attention in object recognition using brightness images is und.er-

standing and interpreting arbitrarily illuminated scenes with shadows using intensity

images. Waltz [228] was among the few resea¡chers to develop techniques for extract-
ing useful information about the scene in the presence of shadows, but his techniques

were limited to scenes of polyhedral objects and line-drawing descriptions. This work

attempts to use shaded and brightness-based models in the presence of shadows for
object recognition' as lve believe that brightness models are rich in information and

can result in compact models of objects with complex geometries.

In model-based recognition, the prior knowledge of the scene is stored in a model

database and is then matched against the feature information extracted from the

scene image of the objects at arbitrary-poses. Object models can be constructed in
various ways which can be classified, based on the choice of the coordinate sysrem, as

object-centered and viewer-centered representations. Viewer-centered representations

use several views (2-D projections) of the object in a coherent way to form the

object model, while object-centered representations a¡e obtained by selecting a set of
predefined primitives to define the object model. Object-centered models are more

frequently used and provide a natural way to e)ieress objects independent of view,

but they are difficult to adapt when'dealing with objects having complex geome-

tries. In addition, object-centered models, which are independent of the viewing

process, require the computation of the non-Iinear transformation between.the view-

er coordinates and the object coordinates for matchi.ng and solving the object pose.

Object-centered models are more practical when used with range imagery, where the

ry
I
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properties of the sensor are known in advance, and the 3-D primitives a¡e extracted

directly from the 3-D sensory data. Viewer-centered representations seem to be more

convenient when dealing with brightness-intensity (2-D) imager¡ especially when

the system deals with a limited range of viewpoints. A common approach is the

multi-view representation using aspect graplæ, where the space of possible views is

discretized into a finite set of views characterizing topologically distinct projections

ofthe 3-D object.

- In the past, most vision systems relied on manual mod.el construction, which is

timeconsuming and can severely limit the capability and flexibility of a vision system.

In recent yeaxs, a new methodology for constructing models, namely CAD-based vi-

sion, has emerged whereby models were generated directly from commercial CAD sys-

tems [75]. However, CAD descriptions a^re object-centered models, thus they require

more analysis and preprocessing to obtain object models that are useful for recogni-

tion. In this work, the multi-view representation approach will be adopted because

of its suitability to represent 3-D objects with brightness models and establishing the

correspondence between the scene image and the object models and recognize the

scene object(s) by simple indexing-based matching techniques.

L.4 Thesis Objectives

The r¡Itimate objective of most resea¡ch projects in robot vision is to develop a general-

purpose vision system suitable for industrial applications and capable of performing a

variety of ta^sks ranging from object recognition of a 'uariety of 3-D objects and tools to

grasping and dexterous manipulation. Such a vision system must also be fast, flexible,

accu¡ate and cost-effective. Figure 1.1 illustrates a typical application example where

a general robot vision system is needed to identify and locate an u¡finished part, pick

it up and load it into a die-press, operate the machine, unload the finished part from

the machine, and place it on the stack of the finished parts.
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Figure 1'1: A typical application for a general robot vision system.

The difficulties that may be faced with the robot manipulation in such application

include: part dynamics resulting from the constantly changing heights, positions and

orientations of the part stacks; some parts may be upside-down or þing on their sides;

some parts are not processed at that station; and other parts may come in difierent

sizes, thus requiring different ways of handling. In other words, the vision system

must assist the robot syster.n in handling the right part in the proper manner without

damaging the pari surfaces, must place it in the machine at the right orientation,

and must insure that the manufactu¡ing operation is performed successfully. Among

the other diffi.culties that a robot vision may face in such an application.is that parts

have to be placed in a confined and poorly illuminated area of the machine, which is

typically made of steel and is highly reflective in terms of lighting. Therefore, special

I
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considerations regarding the sensing tools need to be made along with developing

special techniques for the interpretation of the sensory data.

Developing such a general vision system is the subject of a long-term, team project

which takes more than just a thesis worth of effort. The intent of this thesis, however,

is to contribute to the aforementioned objectives by taking advantage of the recent

ad'uances in both the computer and the robot sensing technologies. This thesis con-

tributions aim at improving the performance of existing vision systems by handling

more general, curved paxts with more complex surface properties, extracting more

useful information from the images and developing an efficient model representation

scheme that allows quicker database indexing and simpler featu¡e matching. The

proposed novel approach to model-based recognition consists of the following:

(1) Introducing more expressive brightness features obtained from brightness-

intensity (2-D) images of a wide range of object classes;

(2) developing a new structure of the model database based on the leveis of

inr¡a¡iance and uniqueness of the local features and the globat object appearance;

and

(3) proposing a suitable recognition technique to identify object(s) in the scene and

estimate the object(s) pose (position and orientation) in the worlcspace.

These concepts need to be implemented and combined into a structu¡e of a general

vision system that is suitable for industrial applications. This system is then tested

for different objects under different conditions to evaluate its performance.

1.5 Scope of the Thesis

This section addresses the motir¡ation of pursuing this project and. summarizes the
contents of the thesis by highlighting its major contributions and the novelty of the
proposed approach.

10
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This work is about developing a vision system based on brightness models that
take advantage of shading, shadows, and reflectance changes and to use a mujti-view
representation along with a new structu¡e of the model d.atabase based on feature

invariance and uniqueness. Thus far, no attempts have been reported in the literature

that make use of brightness-based features, except for a simple method proposed

by-Nayar and Bolle [167] who used reflectance ratios as photometric in'¿ariants for

the recognition and location of 3-D objects. It is betieved that the structu¡e of
computer-integrated manufactu¡ing systems (with predictable and restricted object

poses and limited viewpoints) is quite suitable for such an industrial vision system that
uses brightness models, which in tu¡n can be obtained directty from the associated

CAD system. Therefore, the object appearance can be conveniently mod.eled using

the multi-view representation, that is by storing the local brightness features in a
database of brightness features obtained from a set of shaded pictures. These pictures,

called the model i'mages, cover the range of all the views of the object for all the

possibly-encountered camera viewpoints and object trarsformations. For now, the

model i,mages are obtained from the same camera used for sensing and imaging the

scene. However, it is intended in the future to extend this work to use synthetic

pictures of the objects obtained from the associated commercial CAD systems, since

most existing CAD systems have high-performance rendering capabilities and can

produce very realistic shaded pictures of the objects conceived on those systems.

In this thesis, four modules representing the major components of the proposed

recognition system are developed. First, the sensing component of this vision system

employs a regular light butb to illuminate the robot workspace which may be a
confiired and'poorly-illuminated a¡ea of a machine. A black-and-white CCD cam-

era is used for acquiring images of the scene. Tbe camera and the üght source

(bulb) are fixed in o¡der to reduce the level of r¡ariance of object appearances, Images

are captured and digitized using the Matrox MVP-AT frame grabber installed on a

486-PC micro (personal) computer. Images are stored in the computer's permanent

11
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memory for analysis and for the construction of the model database. Additionally,
range information (3-D data) obtained using passive or direct, active ranging may be
very useful and can increase the accuracy, speed, and reliability of a brightness-based
recognition system. Range information can also simplify the pose estimation problem
by avoiding the effects of the non-linea¡ projective (visual) transformations. However,
the proposed solution to the recognition problem in hand (object identification and
pose estimation) is limited here to brightness-intensity sersing using a single CCD
camera.

The second modr:Ie deals with image segmentation and. feature extraction.
Algorithms were developed to extract brightness-based image featu¡es through fit-
ting of brightness surfaces (distribution) into su¡face polynomial functions and
topographically labeling the extracted featu¡es as clffi, rid,ges and hi,ttsides. Local de.
tected brightness features are then organized into feature groupingsthat are easy and
convenient to handle, store and retrieve. The third mod.ule deals with the construction
of the model database based on ne\ry rules of featu¡e invariance levels of the bright-
ness featu¡es obtained from the mod,el irnages. Tine mod,el images consist of a set of
pictures of each object imaged under all possible conditions that may be encountered
in a specific manufacturing operation and within the possible ranges of object and
camera poses (positions and orientations). The mod.el database contains a collection
of brightness features exbracted from these mod,el ,images and organized in a st¡uc-
tured way based on rules of inva¡iance and uniqueness. The final module represents
algorithms which match the features of the unknown image (for an arbirrary pose
of an object) with the featu¡es stored in the model database, afierwhich the object
identity is determined and the pose is estimated.

A program is developed to implement these algorithms and execute the difierent
tasks of feature extraction, model construction and feature matching. This program
is written in C and uses a software called Image-Worl{rarne (IwF) [164]. rwF is a
usefirl progranìming "shell" that allows programmers to quickly develop application
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programs of machine vision and image processing in a modular way. IWF has a set of

featu¡es and tools for quickly and easily capturing, storing, and retrieving digital im-

ages, in addition to performing various tasks of image analysis and graphical dísplay.

This software runs on the PC ptatform using a personal computer and the Microsoft-

Windows programming environment. The ever increasing speed, la^rge memory and

open architecture of the personal computer make it a platform of choice for a vision

system that could eventually be a key component of a complete computer-integrated

manufacturing system. Another reason for choosing the PC platform is the great

support and modularity provided by Microsoft-Windows for applications involving

computer graphics and image processing.

Finally, this system was tested in a set of recognition e>periments in order to

demonstrate how the brightness features introduced in this thesis could be incorpo-

rated to model objects for recognition. A small set of objects is æed to demonstrate

the performance of the proposed approach and its ability to handle similar objects,

general-shaped curved objects and objects with different surface characteristics.

1-.6 Thesis Organization

This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 reviews the literature on model-based

recognition in robot vision; it also discusses the different components of a recognition

system, namely the sensing modules, the image segmentation and feature extrac-

tion methods, the model representations, and the matching techniques. Chapter 3

describes the sensing component of the proposed system and the process of cam-

era calibration for brightness. Chapter 4 introduces the new brightness-based fea-

tures and describes the proposed image segmentation and featu¡e extraction proce.

dures. Chapter 5 discusses the proposed multi-view model representation and presents

the construction of the model database based on featrue inr¡a¡iance and uniqueness,

and it also describes the matching process for establishing feature correspondences.

13
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Chapter 6 presents and discusses the recognition experiments that are conducted to

test the proposed system and show its reliability. Conclusions and. recommendations

for futu¡e work are presented in Chapter Z.
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CHAPTER 2

Background and Literature Review

2.L General Overview

Three'dimensional object recognition involves the identification and pose estimation
of one or more objects in'the scene using a previously-constructed database of models.
Object recognition systems can be categorized based on the ,,dimensionality,, of the
object model representation and of the sensory information structure [25]. Modets
may be represented internally by a series of 2-D views such as silhouettes or may
be e>pressed'geometrically in a 3-D coord.inate system in terms of mod.el points,
curves' su¡faces and volumes. On the imaging side, the sensory information can
be obtained through gray-scale or intensity (2-D) imagery or tl,rough range (g-D)
imagery. The choice of object model representation strategy-and type of image or
sensory information results in the following four classes of recognition methodologies:

o 2-D-2-D (2-D image, 2-D model) recognition techniques are simple and often
practical in constrained environments.

o 2-D-3-D (2-D image, 3-D model) recognition techniques are popular and'well-
established. These enjoy the ad.¡antage of combining the descriptive power of
3-D models with the inexpensive and fast 2-D sensing.

o 3-D-2-D (3-D image, 2-D model) techniques involve wasteful matching of
redundant 3-D sensory data (images) to 2-D model projections. These methods

have not been'studied in any depth.
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o 3-D-3-D (3-D image, 3-D model) techniques have recently received much

attention, especially with the availability of reliable range sensors and the recent

advances in 3-D modeling and the emergence of computer-aided design (CAD)

based vision.

Another type of representation, namely the 2]-D representatiors, ffiây be considered

in cases when there a¡e attributes of both 2-D and 3-D representations. These repre-

sentations depend on local surface properties of the object in each view [48]. Other

resea¡chers may think of range imagery as 2|-D because no i¡Jormation about hidden

su¡faces is obtained [75]. Fbther discussions of the object recognition techniques and

algorithms will classify 2]-D representations as 3-D.

This chapter reviews the literature on model-based recognition and discusses the

different issues related to the problem of object recognition. There are four major

issues that are important to designing, analyzing and/or reviewing an object recog-

nition system. These issues are:

o Sensing and data collection, also referred to as image acquisition. The most

commonly used sensing tool is the intensity video camera which measures the

intensity of visible light. The output of a video camera is digitized and stored in

a two-dimensional array of numbers, each number corresponding to the average

intensity sensed in a sampled area. Other sensory modules are the laser range

scanners and sona¡ sensors which are used to measure the distance to the objects

in the scene. Different sensors provide inforrnation on different aspects of the

. sensed environment, and the choice of the appropriate sensor is largely appli-

cation dependent. There axe many functional properties that are taken into

consideration in the selection of appropriate robot sensors. These include the

sensor resolution, dynamic range, speed of data collection, and sensitivity to

shock and vibration.

o Description of the collected data and extraction of representative image features.

The sensory data in its "raw" form is huge in size and is not very useful unless it
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is symbolically represented in an unambiguous, unique, robust (not sensitive to
noise and missing data) and convenient way. Various types of featu¡es, consist-

ing of points and vertices, lines and contours, surfaces (planar, quadric, etc.),

and/or volumetric primitives, may be considered.

o Representation and construction of object models. There are many techniques

for constructing object models. Model representations may also be classified,

based on the choice of the coordinate system, as object-centered and viewer-

centered representations. Viewer-centered representations use several views of
the object in a coherent way to generate a model. Object-centered'represen-

tations a¡e obtained by selecting a set of geometric primitives that define the

object shape. CAD systems have been recently used to flexibly defi.ne object-

centered representations and automatically construct object models.

o Matching the object description f¡om the image to that of the model. This is
performed in two steps. In the first step; each object present in the scene image

at an unknown a,rbitrary pose is identifibd by- establishing correspondences

between the (partial) description of the object (to be identified) at the unknown

arbitrary pose and the (complete) description of the object models. The choice

of the appropriate matching technique depends on the type of application and

the model representation. In the second step, a geometrical transformation

(usually a rotation matrix and a translation vector) is determined. using the

feature correspondences, resulting in the exact pose (position and orientation)

of the identified object(s).

These issues will be addressed again with more detail in the following sections. There
are othe¡ important and critical side issues that do not often receive significant

consideration. These issues include robustness, speed, the number of parts that can

be modeled by a vision system, and the amount of model data and model details that
can be stored and handled by the system.
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2.2 Survey Articles on Model-Based Recognition

Many survey articles have been written to describe the state-of-the.art technologies

and methodologies of model-based recognition in computer vision. These a¡ticles

also reviewed the most prominent vision and recognition systems and highlighted

the major contributions made by these systems and their sub.component techniques.

Only five of these articles are described below. Other articles, which address the

robot vision and object recognition problems and review some of the existing vision

systems, are included in the survey articles described below and are not listed here

again.

- Binford, 1982

The early survey paper by Binford described a selection of model-based

analysis systems developed up to the early eighties [26]. These systems involve

applications ranging from labeling of large areas in aerial photographs to inspec-

tion and visual control in repeated manufacturing tasks. This su¡vey paper also

critically analyzed those systems and addressed their problems which consist

of the lack of capability and suitability as useful and practical systems. This

paper also projected the future applications of vision systems and presented

the objectives and design guidelines for developing a general vision system. Six

objectives of a vision system were identified: that it demonstrate high perfor-

mance' be general, complete, intelligent, €ffiy to use, and that there be system

support. The principles of design of general vision systems that were discussed

include mainly representation and interpretation.

- Besl and Jain, 1985

Later, a comprehensive survey on state'of-th+art object representation and

recognition was presented by Besl and Jain [t7]. This paper closely exam-

ined the object recognition problem and discr¡ssed the necessary components

of a recognition system from a general qualitative point of view. These com-
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ponents are: (1) the model representation, (2) the description process which

involves featu¡e extraction, (3) the understanding process which involves match-

ing of model to data descriptions, and (4) the rendering process which produces

synthetic sensor data from object models. This article also proposed a set

of characteristics for an ideal system to solve the object recognition problem.

Then, the use of range images of the scene i¡rstead of intensity images was

addressed. A review of the literatu¡e rele'¿ant to 3-D object recognition was

presented'with emphasis on the techniques used for obtaining, processing, and

characterizing range data. The review also addiessed the central topics of image

formation, image processing, rendering, surface representation and cha¡acteri-

zation, object reconstruction, and object recognition.

- Chin and Dyer, 1986

Chin and Dyer [48] prepared a comprehensive review of 2-D and B-D object

recognition literature, but with an emphasis on industrial applicatiors. In
their review, a comparative study and survey of model-based object recognition

algorithms for robot vision was presented. The recognition algorithms were

described based on.the model representations which were categorized as 2-D,

2+-D, and 3-D representations. Three central issues common to each category,

namely feature extraction, modeling and matching, v/ere examined. This review

described and evaluated most industrial part recognition systems developed up

to the mid-eighties, and it provided insight for the progress of future robot

vision systems.

- Nitzan, 1988

Nitzan [169] wrote a survey paper that described the structure of robot sensing

systems and the techniques for measuring and preprocessing 3-D data. The

article also dèscribed the robotic applications of 3-D vision in the manufacturing

of a wide range of products from microelectronics to heary equipment. The

article promoted a task-oriented vision framework by suggesting that a cost-
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effective robot vision system can handle only a class of tasks rather than be

general prupose and by organizing vision techniques into a general structure for

a robot sensing system.

- Arma¡r and Aggarwal, lgg3

A recent comprehensive survey was provided by Arman and Aggarwal [6] to

review model-based vision systems using dense-range images. Their article

addressed the complete paradigm of model-based object recognition with
' emphasis given to systems that use 3-D data and 3-D models and systems

that consider mostly curved objects. Recent publications related to each

sub-task pertaining to object recognition from dense-range images were also

presented. The literature was reviewed in the context of the constituent

sub-tasks of recognition systems including 3-D sensing modalities, low-level

processes, numerous representations, object modeling schemes, and matching

strategies for establishing correspondence between the model and object de-

scriptions.

This chapter will not duplicate the review of all the recognition systems that
were reported in the aforementioned survey a¡ticles. On-ly the major contributions

that were made in the vision systems that were reported in the literatu¡e will be

highlighted, with empha^sis on the fou¡ issues discussed above, namely the sensing,

image segmentation, model representation, and feature matching.

2.3 Review of Prominent object Recognition systems

The¡e have been numerous attempts to develop a general object recognition system by

researchers and scientists in computer and machine vision. Many object recognition

and model-based vision systems have been developed over the past three decad.es.

Despite the major developments in this area of research, one may still fin¿ many
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problems and shortcomings that need to be solved and barriers that need to be over-

come [103, 131, 168]. Nevertheless, all the positive aspects and major developments

deserve significant recognition, and researchers should reach further toward.s signif-

icant use of the existing systems in real applications and more advancement of the

state-of-the'art in computer and machine vision. V/hen reviewing the literature on

model-based recognition, one often comes across the following vision systems:

- The program developed at MIT in the early 1960's by Roberts [193] which

is considered a landmark in machine perception. Roberts' program used

2-D brightness images of the scene and demonstrated the recognition of sim-

ple poþhedral (flat-surfaced) objects by matching lines on the 3-D model to

corresponding lines by accounting for corners and junctions at the edges. He

then derived the perspective transformation that projects the matching 3-D

polyhedral model into an intensity image of the object and solves for viewpoint

and object parameters.

The system developed by Yachida and Tsuji [242] using a simple feature graph

representation and a two-level model (for coarse-to'fine processing). This

system also used a multi-stage feature extraction process based on the idea

of "planning" and is guided by the knowledge of the object structure. The

matching process examines the scene information and model graphs of the ob-

jects by fust relating simple features at a coa¡se resolution which are used as

cues, the fine model featu¡es are then compa^red to r¿alidate the match.

The model-based vision system of Perkins [1S0] which r¡sed a structural featu¡e

approach to construct 2-D models from boundary segments, called concurves

(combinations of line segments and æ6), which in trun represent the 2-D

boundary shapes of parts. This system determines the position and orientation

of partially overlapping curved paris f¡om 2-D irnages, that is based on cross-

correlating the currrature as a function of the curve length between the scene
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description and the model database.

- The SRI Vision Module developed at Stanford University which is the

'þrototypical" system of the global featu¡e method 12, Bzl. The SRI module is
distinguished by the trai,ni,ng-by-shr,owing method, where the user interactively
selects the set of global featu¡es used for constructing the object model. Match-
ing uses the decision-tree method based on the list of global features, with the
treebeing constructed automatically from the model.

- The vision-based robot system, CONSIGHT-I, that was developed for practicai
production plant use. It \üas conceived (at General Motors Research

Laboratories) by Holland et a,t. [rr4]. This robot system, which employs a
simple vision subsystem using structured (one-line) lighting and a linea¡ array
camera' was designed to operate in a t¡pical manufacturing environment to pick
up pa,rts randomly placed on a moving conveyor belt.

- The ACROI\nnv{ system of Broola [34, 35] which is frequently referred to in
the literatu¡e. ACRONYM is a rule'based system for model-based 3-D inter-
pretation of 2-D images and is regarded by many as a comprehensive approach

to recognition. It is recognized for its flexibility, the modularity of its design,

its use of view-independent volumetric object models, its domain-independent,

complex and large-scale structu¡e. This system uses generali,zed, cyli,nd,ers to
represent 3-D objects and generalizedribbonsto represent thei¡ 2-D projections.
The matching is based on the prediction-hypothesis-verification paradigm and
uses generalized symbolic reasoningto calculate bound.s on viewpoint and model
parameters from image measurements.

- The system of Oshima and Shirai [1,7L,172] for the recognition of objects with
planar and smoothly curved su¡faces. This system uses a relational-featu¡e
graph description of planar and curved surfaces (derived from a range map)
for model construction. Matching consists of comparing an observed relational
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graph of surface descriptions with a set of graphs for each viewpoint of each

object modeled.

- The vision system developed by \Mong et aL ll5ï,2g6,2BT,2gg, 23g] for the

shape analysis and recognition of 3-D objects based on'attributed, hgpergraph rep-

resentati,ons (AHR) and hypergraph rnonomorphi,sms. AHR,s for various views

of an object are constructed from 3-D range images, then are synthesized into a

complete AHR that represent the entire object. The complete AHR's are then

included in the model database. Recognition of a 3-D object from any view of

the object is achieved by finding lhe graph nlonomorphi,smbetween the AHR

of that view and the complete AHR's of protot¡pe objects.

- The work of Grimson and Lozano-P,érez [95, 96, gz] on the recognition and

localization of 3-D objects from sparse range data using constrained search of

i'nterpretati,on trees. They used 3-D positions and surface normals (recorded

by a set of tactile sensors or by 3-D range sensors) for the identification and

localization of objects from among a set of known objects (modeled by planar

faces or polyhedra) having up to six degrees of freedom with respect to the

sensor. They define a hypothesize-and-verify treesearch procedure for matching

the observed (extracted) surface points with the model polyhedra su¡faces.

- The ITYPER system developed'by Ayache and Faugeras [z] for the recogni-

tion of objects lying on a fl.at surface from 2-D images. This vision'system,

which uses a recognition technique involving the generation and recursive er¡al-

uation of hypotheses, is employed for automatic picking and repositioning of

partially overlapping parts using an industrial robot arm. Objects are modeled

as polygons, and "privileged" segments were used for matching while exploiting

angle constraints.

- The system developed by Bolles and Cain [28] for iocating partially visible 2-D

objects. The locøI-feature-focusmethod was developed for modeling 2-D objects,
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using key features automatically selected on the basis of a detailed analysis of

CAD models of the objects. The matching process uses clusters of mutually

corsistent featu¡es to hypothesize objects and also uses templates of objects to

verify these hypotheses.

- The SDPO system of Bolles and Horaud [29] which represents a generalization

of the local-feature-focus method [28] to 3-D. This system uses range sensory

data and a su¡face'based model consisting of two parts: an augmented CAD

model and a set of feature classification networks. The system uses a úree search

based matching scheme which selects a sufficient number of compatible features

(one at a time) to form hypotheses about the object's identity and pose, then

uses additional features for hypothesis verification.

- The SCERPO system of Lowe [150] for the recognition of 3-D potyhedral

scenes from 2-D images. This system relies on perceptual organi zation l:4gl
to form viewpoint invariant structu¡es and perceptual groupi,ngs (based on rules

of collinearity, end-point proximity, and parallelism) from straight-line edge

segments. It then uses a probabilistic ranking (or evidential reasoning) method

to reduce the sea¡ch space along with a process of spatial correspondence to
perform the matching between the image and model while iteratively solving

for unknown viewpoint and model parameters. Lowe's work was later extend-

ed to the recognition of objects with curved surfaces and internal pa^rameters

representing articulations [151] and to model-based motion tracking [152].

- The model-based vision system of Milutinovic eú aI. [15g] which rvas

implemented in a srnall computer envi¡onment. This system used a basic

solid modeling system to generate 3-D rnodels of mechanical parts. The model

structure of this system consists of a set of synthetic bina^ry images containing

(ideal) 2-D projections for every stable state ofthe object. This system extracts

global featr¡res and employs a simple rnatching procedure to determine the real
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object's stable.state position and orientation.

- The model-based recognition system of Lamdan et aI. ll45l for the recognition

of flat objects in 3-D space is based on the geometric hashi,ng techni,que [146].

Sets of point featu¡es called interest points are extracted and organized into a

hash table of in'øariant features. Scene invariants a¡e then used to index into

the hash table andmatch '¿arious model objects against the scene of overlapping

flat (2-D) objects and industrial parts.

Finally, the recent system of Rodriguez and Mitchell [19a] which was developed

for manufacturing applications. This industrial vision system is capable of

identifying and determining the position and orientation of non-overlapping flat

pa.rts (lying on a table'top) in 2-D scenes subjected to moderately unconstrained

conditions. Part of the approach was to remove unwanted image data including

shadows. Redundancy \¡¡as included in the featu¡e space to compensate for

imprecise featu¡e measurements. This system is designed for manufacturing

appücations such as material handling, assembly and object sorting.

This review of some existing vision systems is by no means complete, as the

literature of 3-D recognition is very extensive and very hard to contain in this limited

space. Only the most prominent work and major contributions axe reported here to

compare the proposed approach with the existing techniques. A few other systems

wiil be discussed later in the description of the different modules of a vision system.

It should be noted here that most vision'systems are based on lin+drawings or

surface.based models to represent objects with simple prismatic and cylindrical shapes

or a combination thereof. Some of these systems have been developed to be robust

against missing data, occlusions, and many forms of image degradation. However,

many systems fail to address some important and critical issues, such as robustness,

speed, efficiency and. practicality. Industrial vision systems a.re of particular interest to

this work since this thesis attempts to develop an efficient vision system for potential
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successful implementation in manufacturing. Currently, the industrial vision systems

are [mited mostly to simple tasks such as part inspection and character recognition

using 2-D images. Vision systems employing range (3-D) imagery have not been

widely used in applications; this is mainly due to the slow speed of all the sub-tasks

involved from data collection to identification, particula,rly the segmentation and

low-level processing. However, g-D vision Ís slowly shifting towa¡d.s industrial and

manufacturing applications, especially with the po\ryer and efficiency of developing

.CAD-based modules for the automatic generation of object models using commercial

CAD systems [20,22,75, 101]. CAD-based vision is an emerging theme that deals

with the use of CAD-generated object representations and has been an active research

topic for the past few years. This topic will be d.iscussed again with the review of
model representations.

The following sections review the literature on the inno¡¡ative approaches and

major developments and achievements made on individual components of object

recognition systems.

2.4 Overview of Robot Sensing

Robot sensing is a major component of a robot vision system and involves the
acquisition of useful and meaningful information about the physical scene. Robot
sensors may be classified as i'ntemal-state and ertemøl-statesensors [Zg]. Internal-

state sensors are placed at the robot arm joints to detect r¡a¡iables such as kinesthetic,
joint positions and joint loads. These sensors are used as feedback d.evices for robot
control. External-state sensors are placed at the robot gripper or fixed around the
robot workspace. They are used for detecting variables such as proximity, touch, range

and visual properties of sensed objects in the robot workspace. The external sensors

are in turn classified as contact and non-contactsensors. The contact sensors include
tactile sensors that respond to physical contact such as touch, slip or torque and
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are used at the terminal stages of object grasping in high dexterity applications [4].

Tactile sensing requires extensive manipulation and. assistance f¡om other sensors

before establishing contact with the object being recognized. The most prominent

non-contact sensors include proximity, range and brightness-intersity sensors. Prox-

imity sensors detect the presence or absence of an object within a specified distance

interval and a¡e used in near-field work for object grasping or collision avoidance.

Although vision sensing was originally used to refer to tasks involving brightness-

intensity perception and understanding of visual information, it has become a corrmon

general term that refers to range sensing and depth reconstruction as well. Brightness-

intensity sensing using video (or TV) cameras, often referred to as 2-D vision sensing,

measures the emitted visible light and determines the visual properties of objects in

the scene. Range sersing, referred to as 3-D vision, involves measuring the distance

from a reference point to visible su¡faces of objects in'the scene. Some range sensing

techniques i¡rvolve the use of multiple brightness intensity images for recovering depth

(3-D) information about the scene.

Sensors could be used alone or could be integrated into multi-sensor systems for

autonomous and dexterous manipulation of a robot hand in ,,¡arious robotics appli-

cations. For instance, when a sensing module, such as touch, can¡ot be reliably

used alone, it could be supplemented with other powerfui sensing modalities, such as

vision, that provide additional information about the object shape and surface char-

acteristics. This is the subject of another emerging theme in the literatu¡e known as

multi-sensor fusion which involves the integration of information obtained from mul-

tiple sensors (e.g. vision, touch, proximit¡ etc.) for the interpretation of the scene

structure and for the guidance and manipulation of robots [98]. There axe many other

multi-sensor systems that a¡e described in the literature [1, 87, 1-L2,2I8]. An example

of successfully integrating vision and touch is given in [3]. The combined lR/Vision

system of Dar et aI. l5I) for inspecting solder joints of suface mounts on a printed

ci¡cuit board is another example of a multi-sensor system, where a thermal camera
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using IR (Infra-Red) sensors is employed to measure the emitted. thermal radiation

from the heated solder joints.

Only tasks involving the early stages of object detection, recognition and localiza-

tion in the robot workspace as "viewed" by the sensor(s) a¡e of interest and concern

to this work. These tasks can be accomplished in a natural and effective way using

vision sensing without requiring extensive robot motion and manipulation. A review

of the literature on brightness and range sensing and a description of the technologies

used by these methodologies are given in the following sections.

2.4.L Brightness-Intensity Sensing

Brightness-intensity sensing involves the measurement of the light intensity as it
reflects from the object surfaces and projects onto the image plane through the camera

lers. Digitized intensity images are arrays of numbers that indicate the brightness at
points on a regularly spaced grid. Intensity sersing involves the physical elements of
illumination, geometry, reflectivity of the scene and image formation devices.

Brightness intensity sensors, commonly referred to as TV or video cameras,

consist of either the vidicon camera or the solid-state imaging sensors and associated

electronics. The vidicon or tube camera is based on the vacuum-tube technology where

an electron beam scans a tight sensitive element to produce the video signal. Vidi-
con cameras produce very high-quality images but a¡e bulky and heavy and require

frequent adjustment of the scanning beam and replacement of the ryacuum tube. The
solid-state camera, on the other hand, is based on the semiconductor technology and

often uses Charge-Coupled Deuices (CCD's) which were fi¡st developed in the early
1970's at Bell Laboratories. The vidicon carneras offer very high resolutions which are

beyond the capabilities of typical solid-state cameras [63]. Nevertheless, solid-state
cameras offer a number of advantages over vidicon cameras. They are compatible
with digital hardwa¡e and processing techniques and have lighter weight, smaller
size, longer life, lower energy consumption and higher shock-resistance compared to
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vidicons. In addition, solid-state cameras axe stable (both in position and. sensi-

tivity) and are virtually maintenance.free. During the mid-eighties, the solid-state

technology surpassed vidicons as the primary means of acquiring video images for

most vision applications. Better manufacturing methods and inno'¿ative designs have

emerged with improving performance and enhanced sensitivity, resolution, and signal-

to-noise ratio [13]. CCD cameras are also becoming very affordabie, much smaller

in size, and lighter in weight. The state-of-th+art solid-state imaging technology

includes the Charge-Coupled Deui,ce (CCD) imagers, which a¡e in turn classified into

fuame- hansf er and' Interli,n e- hansf er CCD imagers, and the Charg e- Inj ecti,on D eaice

(CID) imagers. The reader can refer to [13] for a thorough d.escription of solid-state

technology and'imaging devices and their modes of operation and different applica-

tions.

The CCD camera is composed of discrete light-sensitive elements (sensors) or

photosites. The light energy falüng on'each element buitds up a charge proportional

to the integrated (incident) light intensity. These cha.rges are collected in capacitors

and then transferred from the array into an amplifier which outputs the image as

a series of voltages. These voltages which are analog quantities are then converted

into discrete numbers for computer processing by means of analog-to-digital (A/D)

converters. The fuarne-lTansfer (F-T) CCD, pioneered by RCA in the early L980's,

contains two a,rrays of pixels, one for active imaging and a second to store the field

previously collected during the integration period. Charge packets of electrons a¡e

transferred from the active register to the storage register through a series of clocking

pulses. F-T CCD's provide complete frames in each transfer (integration period)

and exhibits contiguous pixels, but suffers from streaking (manifested by-white lines

on'the screen) in the presence of bright higtùights. The Interli,ne-Tbansfer (I-T)

CCD, first developed to solve inherent diffculties in the F-T technology such as

streaking, presents a different approach to pixel design, transfer, and storage ofvideo

information. Charge packets are transferred from the active to the storage register
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one line at a time, but in a fraction of the time required by the F-T CCD, reducing

the probability of highlight smearing (isolation of individual pixels). The effective

pixel-to-pixel isolation in I-T CCD's inhibits cha.rges from spilling over to adjacent

pixels which is perceived as blooming [13]. For both types of CCD's, opaque rnateriai

is used to cover storage elements to prevent stray light from changing the contents of

any individual pixel druing storage or readout. F-T CCD cameras tend to be smaller

in size and lighter in weight and respond better to moviag objects than I-T CCD

cameras [209], but the I-T CCD's have lower noise and provide wider dynamic range.

F-T CCD cameras without "dead" (opaque) areas a¡e also available to replace I-T

CCD cameras with small lines of blind spots used for readout [110].

The CID imager, developed by General Electric for aerospace applications, have

two unique featu¡es of addressable pixels and non-destructive readout. The CID

imager allows the user to select individual pixels by accessing row and column

electrodes. CID's could be used to image very bright objects and dim areas within

the same scene by reading the highlights before they saturate and allowing more

integration time for dim areas. The readout is controiled by the user, and different

types of read, such as progressive (sequential), partial area and individual reads, are

possible. CID's also have wider dynamic range (due to their deep pixel wells) and have

greater resistance to blooming and smearing than in conventional CCD imagers. CID

do not have opaque areâ"s on the imager. However, CID's have less sensitivity than

F-T or I-T CCD's and may require additional consideration for the frame grabber

and monitor when used in non-standard video modes.

Finally, one carl presently get the "smart cam.era" which has a computer inside

that perforrns some image anaþis before the sensory data leaves the camera, and

that makes it more suitable for real-time imaging [110].
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2.4.2 Range Sensing

Range sensing for object recognition deals with the measu¡ement of the distance
from a reference point to objects in the scene. The common techniques used for
range sensing include triangulation, structured lighting, microwave and laser time-of-
flight ranging and ultrasonic. Some of these techniques are direct methods such as in
the time'of-flight laser range fi.nding, while others a^re image-based'techniques, also

refer¡ed to as shape or visible'surface reconstruction techniques, requiring analysis of
one or more brightness images to extract range information.

Range sensing is generally distinguished as active and passive. Passive range tech-

niques do not involve direct interaction'between the scene and the sensors for the pur-
pose of easing and assisting in'the sensing task. They instead rely on ambient lighting
and do not impose any intrusive energy sources on the physicat scene. Passive rang-

ing techniques include stereo vision [S8, 157]; shape from textures [235]; range from

focus[66, 166, 178]; and shape from rnotionlBT,224l. Active sensing, on the other

hand, impose structured tighting and energy sources (ultrasonic, X-ray, microwave

and laser) on the environment to assist in measuring depth and determining the o¡'
jects shapes. Tlpical active range methodologies include ultrasonic (or sonar) [64, 65];

timeof-flight laser ranging [182]; radar ranging l2}2l; brightness ratio [Bg]; shape

from shading [127]; photometric stereo [240]; shape from contours 1116, t44, 2r0];

and structured light with lines [206], grids [99], color-encoded structured light [BB],

and multiple-slit projection with random cuts [155]. For a more elaborate description

of range sensing techniques, the reader can'refer to a ¡ecent review by Jarvis [1gB].

Range sensing is generally used in the literature to refer to the active ranging

techniques that directly produce depth maps of the fietd of view. Range sensors a^re

beginning to be universally accepted parbicr.rlarly in industrial applications as a useful

tool for remotely and directly determining the 3-D shape of objects. However, the
prices of active sensors remain very high, particularly for present laser range find-
ers which have improved in aÆcuracy and data collection speed, thus these sensors
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remain inaccessible to many. Besides their high cost, these sensors are very sensi-

tive to scene disturbances and require frequent maintenance and. calibration. When

compared to passive and brightness-based ranging, active range sensing, pa.rticularly

direct ranging, appears to be simpler and more efficient as it requires single views

and does not require any image analysis such as establishing correspondence in stereo

vision. Besides the quick and direct acquisition of depth, one advantage of direct

ranging is that intensity-image problems with shadows and su¡face ma,rkings do not

occur. However, passive ranging using general lighting conditions may be preferable

for many reasons. First, passive sensing does not require the extra hardware needed

by active systems, thus costs less to implement. Second, passive vision sensing is more

flexible and allows for human involvement in the sensing process; in that, it produces

a wide range of visual information and clues, such as color, shading and specularity,

that can be easily interpreted by humans. Passive vision also employs a'uariety of

ar¡ailable video cameras and other affordable sensors.

It may be useful to note here that vision sensing may be corsidered active if
the observer or sensor is involved in some kind of activity to control the geometric

parameters of the sensory apparatus and movement to obtain a better view of the

scene, just like in human perception which is active in this way [5], but this definition

of sensing activity is not very common in computer vision [teratu¡e.

2.4.3 Sensor Planning

Sensor planning for robot vision has recently become an active area of research. Sensor

planning is a broad problem that d.eals with developing strategies to automatically

determine sensor pa,rameter values that achieve a desirable ta^sk that the sensor-based

system is to accomplish. Such task may consist of the detection of certain features,

the recognition of an object or the manipulation of an object. The sensor planning

problem is solved given information about the environment such as the object under

obserr¡ation, the a',¡ailable sensors, and the task to be accomplished. Ta¡abanis and
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Tsai [2t5] presented a review of the research in the area of sensor planning, focusing

more on the planning of a vision sensor and illumination source(s). This sensor plan-

ning problem aims specifically at determining the camera and itluminator parameters

(position and orientation) that satisfy certain feature detectability requirements (e.g.

visibility, fieid of view, depth of field, resolution, etc.) by using knowledge of the scene,

the sensors and the task to be accomplished. In this thesis, a simple sensing strategy

will be pursued. This strategy does not require the automatic sensor planning, since

it employs a stationary sensing system (camera and illuminator) whose configuration

is subjectively-planned and selected by the user. The conditions of the proposed.

sensing strategy are acceptable and well within the constraints and task requirements

of model-based recognition in the manufacturing environment.

2,6 Image Segmentation and Feature Detection

Raw images obtained from a vision sensor are often composed of large arrays of image

data which cannot be directly interpreted by the computer. It is often convenient to

pariition or segment an image axray into a smaller set of low-level groupings that are

organized in a structured way. This image information, which represents a symbolic

scene description, is then'matched against a previously known (modeled) description

of the scene objects. Although image segmentation is generally viewed as divid.ing

the scene image into its constituent parts, it can also be regarded as a process of

reducing the large amount of pixel data into a few entities that a¡e useful for matching

the sensory data to the prior knowledge of the scene. Many image segmentation

techniques have been developed to partition images of static scenes and exbract a

set of features and primitives for image interpretation and object recognition. Most

of the classical segmentation techniques require pre-processing of the image, filtering

and noise removal. In addition, they often make unnecessariþ restricting assumptions

about the scene and the structure of the sensory data. Such assumptions include the
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constraints that image regions are regularly shaped and approximately constant in

brightness and that all image edges are linear or circular due to the simple shapes of
the objects in the scene. These techniques often require controlled lighting to avoid

shadows, specular highlights and noisy background.

The classical techniques for image segmentation include edge detection, region

growing, and thresholding. These techniques are well described in textbooks on digitat
image processing [11, 85, 188, 195]. Thresholding, which is an amplitude segmentation

technique based on selected th¡eshoid values, produces binary or piece-wise constant

images. The different image regiors such as object, background and shadows can

then be distinguished, and global features corresponding to regional descriptors such

as âreas and perimeters can be obtained and used for recognition and localization.

These featu¡es are simple and often invariant descriptors, and they have been used in
simple industrial applications but a¡e limited to 2-D representations. Region growing

methodologies which attempt to group pixels into connected regions based on sim-

ilarity measures,.such as approximate equality, have also been used to directly find
regiors in 2-D images. These techaiques have been exiended to volume growing tech-

niques for segmenting 3-D images. The reliability of these techniques depend to a
great extent on the seed selection. Edge finding involves the d.etection of intensity dis-

continuities which correspond to edges, which are then 1inked into contiguo's curves

and contours representing object boundaries. Edge segments are local featu¡es that
have been successfully used for object recognition in a number of vision systems. The
different types of image features that can be used for object recognition are d.escribed

in detail in Section 2.6.L. The topic of edge detection from intensity images has been

well resea¡ched, and extensions to edge detection from range images have also been

addressed [L47, 163, 223).

The detection processes of regions and edge contours are local and sensitive

to local '¿ariations in the image intensity. Besides, edges tend to be fragmented

and discontinuous, and they are often very similar and hardty distinctive. This
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has motivated the development of special segmentation techniques based on per-

ceptual organization [149]. These techniques corsist of organizing the fragmented

low-level descriptions into higher level structu¡ed descriptions which are then used

for higher level reasoning [161]. In the perceptuai organization process, relation-

ships such as collinearit¡ parallelism, proximity, and connectivity between local

features are detected to generate d.escriptions of the structural properties of the

scene [160]. A variety of relational features, including d.istance and relative orien-

tation measurements interrelating substructures and regions of an object, are also

obtained and used for matching in object recognition.

Segmentation algorithms based on function approximation have also been

developed for image analysis by fitting specific surface firnctions to image data. Most

of these techniques apply for both intensity and range image anaiysis. A good

review of these segmentation algorithms is given in [18]. F\¡nctional approxima-

tion'was adopted by Pavlidis [176] as a mathematical foundation for region growing.

Similarly Ha¡aück and Watson [108] and Pong et al. ll87l also developed segmenta-

tion'algorithms based on the facet model. F\rnctional approximation was also used

to label image pixels as edge or non-edge. As such, a complete scheme using the

topograph'i,c primal sketchwas developed to labet pixels based on the facet mod,el and,

local surface function approximations [109]. In this scheme, a bivariate (two-variable)

cubic polynomial fi.t was done to locaþ estimate the image-intensþ surface. The

topographic classification, based on the first- and second-orde¡ directional deri,øatives,

generates categories consisting of a peak, pi,t, ridge, røui,ne, saddle, flat, and a hi,ttsí,de.

Other work on detecting topographic structures in intensity images that preceded

the topographic primal sketch, include the techniques developed by Johnston and

Rosenfeld [134], Peucker and Douglas [182], and Toriwaki and Fbl<umura[2LT]. These

techniques characterized the surface shape by the sequence of positive and negative

differences as successive surrounding points were compa.red with the central point.

Paton [175] used a six-term quadratic expansion in Legendre polynomials fitted to
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a small disk around each pixel. Research on topographic analysis has continued

but was limited to character recognition applications [45, 230]. The detection and

analysis of topographic structu¡es from intensity images has not been used in fea-

ture extraction for object recognition. Pa¡t of the reason for the lack of interest in

this approach is that methodologies have yet to be developed for grouping and. as-

sembling topographically labeled pixels to form primitive features useful for solving

practical vision problems. There is also no theory for linking the topographic struc-

tu¡es in images to the geometrical and photometric properiies of the scene objects.

Although significant research was done in trying to understand image shading and to
exbract object shapes from shading, these methodologies are very restrictive by the

controlled lighting requirements and the non-realistic assumptions such as ignoring

mutual reflections or interreflections. Besides, there \rr'as no clea¡ understanding of

how and why certain topographic shading patterns arise in images.

The segmentation techniques pertaining to intensity (2-D) irnages have been ¡e.

viewed here, with a brief discr:ssion of the usefulness and possible extension of those

techniques to range (3-D) images. A more elaborate review and discussion of the

segmentation and feature extraction techniques in range images are described in the

recent review paper by Arman and Aggarwal [6].

2.6 object Modeling and Model Representations

Model-based vision is characterized by identifying a priori known objects in scene

images containing the objects at arbitrary poses. Object models are therefore needed

to store the prior (symbolic) knowledge of the objects in a well-structu¡ed. databa.se

of featu¡es and primitives. The model database is then indexed to match the mod.el

descriptions to those retrieved from the scene images. The following sections describe

and review the different model representations and discuss the selection of object

features that make up the object models and the corresponding image featu¡es used
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for matching between the modei and image space.

2.6.L Feature Selection

In 3-D object recognition, features often represent the symbolic descriptors of the

object projections derived from the segmented scene images. These features a¡e

referred to here as image featu¡es. Featu¡es may also represent the constituent

primitives of object models and are referred here as object features. A vision system

is distinguished by the type of image and object features that it employs. The types

of image features should be selected such that they can be extracted reliably in the

presence of noise and other distortions incurred in the sensing process. These features

should also be easily computed and extracted from input images. Along with the s-

election of image features, one must address the related issues of how to represent

objects in terms of object featu¡es comparable to the image featu¡es obtained from

the input image and how to organize the search associated with extracting image

features and matching them with object featu¡es. Image features ofben correspond to

visible object features. This correspondence is inherent in the visual transformation

from the physical world to the viewing space.

2,6.L.L Image Features

Image features a¡e extracted from input images using a number of segmentation

techniques as described in Section 2.5. Image features can be classified as local and

global. Local image features and primitives consist of a subset of the object's bound-

ary and regional descriptors such as corner points, edge segments, surface patches

and volumetric primitives. Such local featu¡es as 2-D points and 2-D contours are

obtained from intensity images, while 3-D points, 3-D contours, surfaces and volu-

metric features are obtained from range images. These features a¡e ofben combined

and grouped, either explicitly within the feature extraction process or implicitly at

the matching stages, into a va.riety of structural descriptions and relational graph rep
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resentations of the object. Groupings of the same featu¡es and. some combinations of
surface, edge, and point features have been considered. and reportedly used for object

recognition. Relational features are also obtained to d.escribe distance and relative

orientation measurements and to relate the different substructu¡es and componenrs

of an object and its projections. Global features a¡e full regional descriptions of the

objects organized into global feature vectors or in some kind of graph structures.

A global featu¡e set may consist of a list of numerical r¡alues that are invariant to
translation, rotation, and possibly scating [48].

Many examples of local image features are described. in the literature, a few of
which a¡e described in what follows. Lamdan et at. ftaíl extracted. local 2-D point

features, called i,nterest poi,nts, which were then structu¡ed into invariant point sets

by applying geometric constraints. Rueb and Wong [196] also used 2-D point features

(at the intersections of lines and edges) for the recognition of &D objects from a single

perspective image. Perkirs [180] obtained 2-D contours, called concun)es (chains of
edge points fitted into lines and arcs) which are boundary segments representing the
2-D bor¡ndary shapes of parts. Na.kamura and Nagao [165] used local features that
cor¡sist of a set of corners and parallel iines for the recognition of partially occluded

2-D objects. Lowe [tSO] also extracted straight-line edge segments (2-D contours)

from intensity images, then organized them into viewpoint invariant structures and
perceptuøI groupi,ngs using perceptual organization. Hebert and Kanade [111] used

3-D edges and contours for object recognition from range data.

Bhanu [19] used surface'based features for object recognition, where each curved

surface is broken into its planar approximations. Bolles and Cain [28] extracted
local features such as holes and corners by analyzing CAD-models of the objects,

then obtained a set of relational features such as the d.istance between featu¡es that
describe the position and orientation of objects. Similart¡ Bolles and Horaud [2g]
obtained a combination of (3-D) edge and surface features from input range images.

Umeyama et ø1. [225] obtained primitive local patterns (which are pairs of adjacent
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facets) from range data and matched them with those in the model by using both

the edge and surface information together. Grimson and.'Lozano-Pérez [g0, 95, 96]

used object points, surfaces, and surface normals for the recognition of 3-D objects

modeled by planar faces. Fan eú al. [68] r¡sed simila¡ features with the relationships

including weights that depend on the type of edges between the surfaces. Oshima and

Shi¡ai l1'7I, L72l extracted surface-based featu¡es and their geometric and topological

relationships. Finally, Pentland [179] demonstrated successful extraction of volumetric

superquadric primitives from range images of curved 3-D objects. Superquadrics (or

superelli,psoi,ds) are simple volumetric representations requiring few parameters.

Global image features consist of regional descriptors such as areas and perimeters

and are generally obtained f¡om binary or piece-wise constant images. The SRI

Vision Module of Agin and Gleason [82] and other related systems extracted an' ad,

hoc set of global features from binary images. These features were used'to con-

struct the object model as a feature vector, in that a number of gross scala¡ shape

descriptors such as area, perimeter, and moments of inertia *ere computed. Holland

et al. lII4) determined the object boundaries by detecting discontinuities in the light

Iine projected on the 3-D object, then computed a set of global featu¡es such as area

and centroid for each object as it passes through the light line. Other systems used

global siihouettes to describe and recognize ai¡craft 3-D shapes. For instance, Dudani

et aI. [59] used a set of global features that were algebraically combined into a sequence

of moment im'ariants. Wallace and Wintz [227] used another set of global2-D features

that consist of the normalized Fou¡ier descriptors. Finally, Yachida and Tsuji [242]

obtained relational sets of coarse and fine featu¡es. Simple features, describing the

object's gross properties such as size and shape are first extracted at the coa¡se level

using local histogramming and dynamic thresholding. These features are then used

to guide the extraction of fine features, such as circle and small hole.
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2.6.'1,.2 Object Features

Background and Literature Review

There is a number of geometric modeis for 3-D solid objects that have been used for

object recognition. Object features, which are the major components that constitute

object models, represent special shape properties that are used to model and represent

physical (3-D) objects.r Model features can consist of 3-D points or vertices, B-D

contou¡s (edges and cu¡ves), surfaces, and volumetric primitives. One or more

examples from the literature are given for each type of these object featu¡es as follows.

Rueb and Wong [196] modeted 3-D objects using 3-D point featu¡es (vertices at the

intersections of edges and su¡faces). As mentioned above, these vertices correspond to
2-D co¡ner points in intensity images. Lowe [150] modeled the B-D scene of polyhedra

(flat-surface objects) with the 3-D edges corresponding to su¡face inte¡sections and

matched their projections to the 2-D line drawings obtained from the scene image.

Again, Fan eú ø1. [68] used object descriptions in terms of their surfaces, where the
su¡faces of an object is segmented into surface patches and the complete description
is organized into an attributed graph describing the individual su¡face patches and

their interrelationships. Similarl¡ Oshima and Shi¡ai ILTI, i.T2] used su¡face patches

(planar and curved) to represent mod.els in terms of a relational feature $aph.
Other resea¡chers used a number of volumetric featu¡es to model B-D objects. The

simplest volumetric primitives are the small voÌume elements (cubes) called aoxels,but
they are not commonly used as they are memory intensive. Other simple volumetric
models use a variety of box-shaped primitives (cubes or pa.rallelepipeds) [1gg],
(space-curve) skeleton models [222], sti,ck figures (lines or slim cylinders) [154], and
overlapping spheres [170]. For i¡stance, Roberts [193] modeled B-D polyhedral objects
using shapes such as parallelepipeds, wedges and hexagonal prisms, then matched

the projection of their su¡face boundaries (&D contours) to the correspond.ing lin+
drawings (polygons) extracted from iaput intensity images. The other common vol-
lFlat ph¡æical objects are still considered here as 3-D objects, although they are regarded by some

researchers as 2-D objects based on their simple viewing-projection properties.
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umetric primitive is the generali,zed cyli,nder or cone. Generalized, cylind,ers were fi¡st

introduced by Binford [25]. A generalized, cyli,nd,er is constructed by sweeping a 2-D

shape (calied the cross section) along a curve in space using well-defüred transforma-

tion'(sweeping) rules. The ACROI\MvI system of Brooks [34, 85] vsed, generali,zed,

cyli,nders for modeling objects and used generali,zed, polggons (ribbons and. ellipses)

as image features to represent their 2-D projections. Pentland [177] corstructed B-D

object models using a family of shapes known as superquad,rics (or superellipsoi,ds) that
only require few parameters. Similarly, Dickinson et al. [57] constructed object models

using a set of qualitatively.defined volumetric primitives, also known as geons 128,241,,

which are a'øariation on superquadri,cs deformed by bending or twisting.

2.6.2 Model Rèpresentations

The performance and effectiveness of the recognition process are greatly influenced

by-the model representation of the objects. Numerous representation schemes have

been developed, but most of these schemes are application-dependent. Each scheme

is suitable for varying assumptions on the object shapes and on the sensor. No single

representation was developed to be suitable for all applications.

Many computer-aided-design (CAD) geometric solid modeling techniques have

been considered for solid object representation in vision applications [17]. Other vision

systems have used graph structures expressed as semantic networks (or trees) to model

objects. Graph representations have the flexibility required to represent different

types of model primitives at different resolutions. Tlrpicat graph structures consist

of nodes (or cells) representing the model primitives and edges (or arcs) representing

the relations between the primitives.

As described ea¡Iier in this chapter, models can be categorized based on the

dimensionality of the constituent featu¡es as 2-D and 3-D models. Models can also be

classified more conveniently, based on the choice of the coordinate system, as object-

centered and ui,ewer-centered representations. Object-centered representations define
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the object model by selecting a set of predefined primitives expressed in a coordinate
frame independent of the viewing process, while viewer-centered representations use

several views (2-D projections) of the object in a coherent way to form the object
model.

2.6.2.L object-centered and viewer-centered Moders

Object-centered models are general, complete and exact representations that are
frequently used in 3-D object recognition. These models rely on a single description of
each object's spatial structure that can be compactly stored in memor¡ and they use a
variety of viewpoint-independent object features (see Sect. 2.6.L.2). Atthough object-
centered models provide a natr:¡al way to express objects using a canonical description
independently of the viewpoint, they remain difficult to apply when dealing with ob-
jects having complex geometries, and they require the definition of a unique coor-
dinate system for each object. Since object-centered models are independent of the
viewing process and because intensity images are basically viewer-centered, recogni-
tion from intensity images needs to d.efine a sophisticated correspondence procedure
and requires significant resources to determine the non-linear 2D-to-BD and 3D-to-
2D transformations between the viewer coord.inates and the object coordinates before
going into matching' a process that may be time-consuming. F\:rthermore, the 

'seof object-centered models for recognition from single intensity images has required

'¿arious assumptions about the object shapes and scene structu¡e (e.g. flat objects,
parallel projections, and stable poses of 3-D objects lying on a plane) in order to
compensate for the missing pose information. Object_centered models may not be
suitable for ulconstrained scenes with occlusions, but they appear to be practical
when using range imagery whereby the properties of the sensor are known in advance
and the 3-D primitives are extracted d.irectly from the range (g-D) data.

Viewer-centered models, also known as mr¡Iti-view models, corsist of a set of
topologically distinct views (2-D projections) of a 3-D object as it would appear in
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the image' Viewer-centered representations tend to be more convenient when dealing

with brightness-intensity (2-D) imagery. In addition, viewer-centered models avoid

the need to solve for the non-linear transformation from viewer-centered to object-

centered' coordinates by representing an object in terms of its possible 2-D projections

and silhouettes. However, in some cases they must treat distinct views of the same

object essentially as distinct objects. Viewer-centered'mod.els are easier to produce

than object-centered models and can be quickty searched for matching features, but

they require larger amounts of storage space. This is in exchange for the reduction in
the magnitude and complexity of the computations that wou]d. otherwise be required

to account for the viewing transformations. In addition, the amounts of search depend

on'the number of views and the total size of the model database. The number

of views used in a multi-view model is a timiting factor on the complexity of the

matching process and the speed of the recognition task; as the number of views in
the model set increases, the storage space increases, and the matching time required

for searching the model increases accordingly. However, the number of views required,

to model a 3-D object can be minimized by appropriate selection of the views and

shape primitives to be stored. The number of views is also reduced'when the system

involves on-ly a limited range of viewpoints as in the case of structured industrial and

manufacturing applications.

2.6.2.2 Review of Model Representation Schemes

There is a number of schemes for the geometric modeling of solid. objects that have

been used for &D object recognition. These solid modeling representations include:

the wi¡eframe representation which simpty consists of a &D vertex list and an edge list

of vertex pairs [190]; the constructive solid geometry (CSG) representation which is

specified in terms of a set of volumetric primitives (e.g. blocla, cylinders, spheres) and

a set of Boolean operators (e.g. unions, intersection and subtraction) [191]; the surface

boundary representation (B-rep) which define a solid object using the B-D surfaces
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that bound the object [36, 190]; the generali,zed-cylinder oî sueep representations

(described earlier in Sect. 2.6.1.2) which are used for modeling solid B-D objects [25];

and the spatial occupancy representations which define the object by using non-

overlapping sub-regions of the 3-D space occupied by an object [113], two common

examples of such a scheme a¡e the uoxel representation and the octree representation.

The uoxel representation is a simple method which uses small volumetric elements

(fixed-sized cubes) to represent the discretized 3-D space, but it is memory intensive

.and is not commonly used. An octree or quadtree representation is a more compacr

hierarchical representation ofspatial occupancy [158]. The reader can refer to [17, 86,

40, 189, 190' 191] for a detailed description of the different solid-model representations.

Many other object representations have been described in the literature. These

use a variety of graph structures that describe the topological and the geometric

structure of the object models. A very common approach to represent B-D object

models is through the multiview representation, based on the concept known as the

øspect graph;that is using a set of topologically distinct views or a set of uniformly

sampled set of views and projectiors obtained from viewpoints aroutd the object.

Koenderink and r¡an Doorn [140, 141] first outlined the basic concept of ospect graphs

in which 3-D objects are modeted with a finite set of aspects describing distinct views

(projections) of the 3-D object in terms of its visible surfaces. Aspect graphs are

viewer-centered representations that have recently received significant attention from

the computer vision community [50, 69, I4Z, LB6].

An aspectis defined as the topological structure of singularities in a single view of
an object, and a change ia aspect is referred to as a ui,sual eaent(or accidental view).

An object is described by a graph, referred to a,s ußual potential, where the aspects

form the nodes of the $aph and the eaents form the arcs of the graph. Aspect graphs

are often constructed from a set of prototype objects from all possible viewpoints,

but they cannot always make a full 3-D description of the objects. Representation

completeness depends on the object complexity and the number of viewpoints used.
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A number of researchers described techniques for creating representations based on

the aspect graph' Many algorithms have been developed for computing exact aspect

graphs of polyhedra under orthographic projection [g0, g1, 1gg, 1.g4, 1g5, 1gg] and for
polyhedra under perspective projection 149,2II,212]. Some of these algorithms have

been impiemented [184, 200, 2I2,229)..Other algorithms have a]so been developed for

constructing the aspect graphof solids of revolution [6L, 62,L4ï],simple curved objects

bounded by quadric surfaces 146, 471, general cu¡ved objects defined by-algebraic

surfaces [181]' objects with complex arbitrary shapes [139], deformable general,ized,

cy li,nders [234], and a¡ticulated' assemblies [80] .

Aspect-grøpå based representations have a good potential for use in object recogni-

tion; particularly in industrial vision applications where pa^rt recognition is often sim-

plified by the limited allowable viewpoints and the timited possible configurations due

to stable object poses, object symmetries and distance constraints. Hence, the number

of distinct views required to model the parts and objects is small and finite. In recent

years, many object recognition systems which are based on the aspect-grapä approach

for model representations have appeared [81, 4]., 42, 56, l'J.r, r24,l2g, rTB).In these

systems, approximate aspect graphs of polyhedral 3-D objects were successfully wed

in object recognition ta"sks. Among these modules, the characteristic uiews tech-

nique has been a common approach proposed and implemented by Chakrayarty and

FÏeeman [a1]. In this technique, the continuous view sphere (or view space) was dis-

cretized into a finite set of uantøge poínt domains, and heuristic constraints on the

orientation of the objects with respect to the camera were applied to reduce the object

representation to a smali subset of the aspects.

Horn and Ikeuchi [119, 123, 128] used multi-view EGI (Extended Gaussian Image)

models to represent and recognize 3-D objects. Each model object is represented by

its mapping on the Gaussian sphere, and each scene object is also represented by an

EGI' Object recognition is accomplished by comparing the EGI's of the scene objects

and model views. Similarl¡ lkeuchi [I24, 1,25] developed a technique for automatic
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generation of vision programs to recognize 3-D objects for bin-picking tasks. He ex-

plored the concept of visible faces to generate generic representative views that reduce

the pose freedom and group the infinite apparent 2-D shapes of the objects into a
finite number of equi'ualence classes or aspects. The aspects are then used to auto-

matically generate vision pro$ams in the form of i,ntervretati,on treesfor recognition.

The recognition process consists of two sub-stages: the aspect classification stage that
deals with the aspect change and the linear-change determination stage that deals

with the shape change within an aspect. Dickinson et aI. l57l also suggested the use

of 2-D aspects to represent a small set of volumetric primitives rather than represenr-

ing an entire object directly, and they proposed a hierarchical aspect representation,

called the aspect hi'erarchy that is based on the faces appearing in the aspect set.

The aspect hi,erarchg consists of three levels, namely tine aspects, faces and, bound,ary

groups.

Relational graphs have been widety used in computer vision to represent knowl-
edge (visual and geometrical) in a structured way. A number of graph-based represen-

tatiors have also been proposed and implemented for object recognition using object-
centered models as described in [29, 34,49, 6g, 754, 77L, r72, 23g]. For example,

simple model representations using relational graphs based on surface primitives are

employed by the vision systems of Fan et aI. 168l and Oshima and Shirai IITI, IT2],

where the nodes ofthe graphs represent the su¡facepatches (planar or curved) and the
links represent relatiors between adjacent surfaces. Bolles and Horaud [2g] obtained
a 3-D object model that has four components: an extended CAD model, a feature
classification network, a planar patch model, and a wireframe model. The CAD model
is the primary model from which the other models are derived, and the feature clas-
sification netwo¡k consists of a standard volume-sruface-edge-vertex description and.

pointers linking topologically connected features. The planar patch model contains
Iists of small plana^r patches on the object surfaces, and the wireframe component of
the model consists of a list of objects such a^s cyünders and planes. These models
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are used for rendering and displaying the hypothesized objects. The ACRONYM

system of Brooks [34] used a hiera¡chical descriptions of objects based on general,ized,

cyli'nders. These descriptions a¡e structured into two sets of graphs: the object graph

specifying the generali,zed-cylinder object models and the spatial relatiorships among

them, and the restricti,on graph specifying the constraints on the object mod.els of a

given object class and'the subclass inclusions.

Marr and Nishihara [15a] illustrated the hiera¡chical organization of shape

information in a 3-D model description, called the sti,clc figure d,escripti,on This is an

object-centered representation of 3-D object shapes, where the objects a^re represent-

ed by a hierarchy of. generalized cyli,nders with straight a:<es (or sti,cles), each with its

own local coordinate system that is aligned with its axis of elongation or symmetry.

Walker and Herman 12261used the strr,cture graph which is a fou¡-level structure.

Nodes at the bottom level represent object vertices, and groups ofvertices form edges

at the next level. Closed paths consisting of edges form planar surfaces, which are

in turn grouped into objects. Finall¡ Wong et aI. 1237,238,239] proposed a similar

representation for recognition and shape synthesis based on attributed, hypergraphs

which are hierarchical graph representations, whereby an object is considered to be

made of primitive blocks, each possessing its own graph representation. The object-

level representation is called a hgpergrapä, which is basicaliy a grouping imposed'on

the vertices of a more detailed graph. Each vertex of the more detaited graph corre.

sponding to a surface ofthe object, and each group in the grouping corresponding to

a primitive block of the object. Such a hierarchical representation leads to a reduction

in the complexity of matching, since the recognition of primitive blocks can be used

to quickly eliminate inapplicable model objects.

This description of model representations is by no means complete. However, it
addresses and reflects on the most common and practical representations that have

been reported in the literatu¡e.
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2.6.3 object Model construction - cAD-Based vision

Most existing systems have relied on manual model construction. This process of
model building by hand [130] or by learning from example images [ag] is crude,
cumbersome and time-consudng, and it can severely limit the capabiliiy and flexi-
bility of a vision system. A few other systems attempted. to automatically construct
object models, but they relied on ad, å.oc methods and were limited to specialized
programs' In recent yea,rs, a new methodology for automatic construction of object
models, namely CAD-based vision, has emerged, where models were generated
directly and automatica[y from commercial cAD systems.

CAD-based vision is an emerging theme that deals with the adoption of CAD-
generated models for representing object mod.els in computer vision applications. This
has been an active research topic for the past few years. Bhanu l2O, z2lwas arnongsr
the fi¡st to address the automatic generation of object models using commercial CAD
systems' He also discussed the need for a systematic way of constructing object
models for both robotics and robot vision applications, particularly for model-based
recognition and for programming and controlling robotic manipulators. CAD-based
vision has many advantages: First, CAD provides a suitable envi¡onment for the
conception and design of industrial objects and new manufactu¡ed products. It also
has the potential for obtaining rich model descriptions of an object,s geometr¡ surface
properties and characteristics (e.g. color, reflectivity, roughness, texture), especially
with the adr¡ances in computer technology and developments in the areas of CAD and
computer graphics. Recent versions of CAD systems can incorporate imaging and
illumination models that closely simulate the real physical scenes and can produce
very realistic rendered (shaded) pictures that depict the real object appearances.

Although CAD models, which are object-centered representations, are rich
descriptions, they are, in thei¡ actual form, incomplete and remain not suitable for
robot vision purposes' as object featu¡es need to be more expücitty represented. This
has been the major difficulty and the main problem add¡essed by researchers in CAD-
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based vision, that is to bridge the technology gap between CAD and robot vision and

to develop a unified CAD-vision system. Such system should be able to automati-

cally-generate models of arbitra"rily-shaped objects and to automatically synthesize

recognition strategies from the CAD database. Other objectives include obtaining

new object model representations, representation conversion algorithms, automatic

feature selection for recognition, and planning with a variety of objects [20].

Significant research in CAD-based vision has been done over the past few years.

An influential contribution was made by the SDPO system of Bolles and Horaud [29]

which derived the so-called extended CAD model and produced useful features for

hypothesizing and verifying objects poses. Ikeuchi [12a] abo generated object recog-

nition programs automatically from CAD models. Hansen et al. [100, 101, 102] aiso

devised and implemented a system for automatic generation of recognition strategies

based on the 3-D geometric properties of shape obtained from a CAD system. This

system automatically selects an optimal set of cha¡acteristic (discriminatory) features

based on a set of feature constraints. Flynn and Jain [75] reported a representation

technique based on geometric infe¡ence to produce a relational graph representation

of 3-D objects from a geometric CAD model (specif.ed using the IGES design stan-

dard and'a polyhedral approximation). They also developed a process to trarslate

from one data format to another by extracting higher-level information from the

CAD model and storing it in a new data structu¡e appropriate for vision tasks. This

model translator is an integral part of a recognition system based on i,nterpretati,on

tree search [7a]. Shapiro and Lu [203] devised a similar model representation module

that converts a 3-D CAD model to a &D vision model that contains the surfaces,

ed.ges, vertices, and topology of the object. The vision model is in turn converted to

a uiew class mod,el that contains a set of view classes or representative views of the

object. For each view, line'drawing features are organized into a hierarchical struc-

ture (called relati,onal pyrami,d). The relational information in the pyramid is in turn

described through a graph called a surnrnl,ry stntcture. Zhang et al. [2 3] derived
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ui,ew-i'ndependent relati,onal models by automatic reasoning from a CAD wireframe
model. The relational featu¡es consisted of 2-D line-segment primitives subjected to
coui,si,bi,Iitg and geometric constraints.

There axe a few other issues that have been ad.dressed by researchers in the
area of CAD-to-vision in a special issue of Computer vi,si.on, Graphi,cs, and, Image
Process'ing (CVGIP): Imøge Und,erstand,i,nglS2]. This special issue evaluated the state
of the art in the a¡ea on CAD-based vision, suggested directions for future work and
development in this area, and addressed a number of related. concepts for potential
usefulness of the CAD-based vision methodology.

2.7 Model-Based Matching

Object recognition is generally completed by the process of matching image features
exiracted from the input image with model features stored in a database containing
all aspects of the object(s) to be recognized.. The matching process can be regarded as

consisting of two components: (1) the correspondence problem of establishing matches
between image and model features in ord.er to recognize the object(s); and (2) the
pose computation problem of exactly determining each object's pose (position and
orientation) in the scene and viewing parameters. The pose can be computed directly
from the feature coffespondences through some complex mathematical formulations,
or it ca¡r be obtained by refining and improving a rough estimate of the object pose
that was obtained at the recognition srage.

2.7.1 The Correspondence problem

In model-based recognition, the correspondence problem can be formulated as the pro-
cess of matching the scene data descriptions to the prior knowledge of the object(s)
by establishing a unique correspondence between a set of image features and specific
3-D object models that describe all aspects of the object to be recognized.. This come-
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spondence step often reveals the object identity and may also yield a rough estimate

about the object pose and the viewing pa,rameters. The matching process depend.s to
a great extent on the structure of the model representation and its constituent model

features. As described in [48], techniques for matching global features are usually as-

sociated with statistical pattern recognition. This approach uses properties that are

based on the enti¡e image and entire model, hence they are not applicable to images

containing multiple objects or pa,rtially occluded instances of an object. On the other

hand, matching techniques based on local features are generally associated with syn-

tactic'matching methods using partial information about the objects, hence they are

more tolerant to occlusions and multiple-object scenes. Methods using a combination

of local featu¡es and relational descriptors are usually associated with graph match-

ing techniques. The organization of search may be considered either model-driven

(matching controlled by model features) or data-d¡iven (matching controlled by scene

image features). Data-driven schemes tend to be more efficient because the number

of object features from any viewpoint will be less than the total number of features

on'the object. However, it may be advantageous in some cases to use a model-driven

approach, especialiy when identical or occluded objects a.re present in the scene. Be.

sides, model-driven matching techniques are invariant to translation and'rotation and

are not sensitive to noise and image distortion. In this section, the prominent match-

ing techniques used for object recognition are described and reviewed, with emphasis

on'the recent techniques and implementations of these methodologies.

A variety of matching techniques based on the hypothesize-and-verify strateg'y

have been proposed and implemented for matching in object recognition. This

strategy, originaliy proposed by Roberts [193], divides the problem into first

hypothesizing correspondences and then'verifying and testing the hypotheses against

e"¡aluation criteria. The verification process often involves the computation of the

pose of the hypothesized object. In the past, matching schemes relied on classical

pattern recognition methodologies and cröss-correlation techniques based on total
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image matching. These methods include, among others, template correlation [5g],
statistical pattern recognition [58], and parametrized geometric fi.tting [9]. Other
hypothesize-and-verify based techniques were described in conjunction with syntactic
pattern recognition [78, 84] and relational structu¡e matching [14]. These inciude: the
Hough transform based techniques [10, 53, 20I,207,208] and other clustering tech-
niques [2L3' 221]; relaxation labeling techniques [21,,52, LBT, Lgl; inexact matching
(nsing relational structures) [202, 205, 204]; and, attributed tree search (using graph
morphisms) [67, 198, 220]. Some of these matching techniques are computationally
involved and very sensitive to noise, occlusions and random pose. Some of these
methods have also been limited to 2-D shapes, and hence they are not practically
usefi¡l for model-based recognition of B-D objects in robot vision.

Most matching techniques developed up to the mid-eighties have been reviewed in
sÌrrvey a¡ticles such as [6,17,48]. Some of these matching techniques were described
ea¡lier in this chapter along with the general descriptions of vision systems and dis-
cussion of model representations. The recent and most prominent techniques with
the potential for practical use in 3-D recognition a¡e described again here. These
techniques include tree search, attributed graph matching, model-based indexing,
alignment-based methods, and automatic programming techniques. There has been
some work on applying the neural-network approach to solve the matching and B-D
recognition problem (e.g. ;8, 44, r74l), but these techniques are not studied or re.
viewed in this thesis.

2.7.L.1 fnterpretation Tlee Search

The interpretation Úree sea¡ch approach, initiatly formalized by Grimson and Lozano-
Pérez [95], involves systematic construction of bindings between irnage (scene)

features and model features and the testing of these bindings through the application
of predicates derived from the model database. The combination of bindings between
scene image features and model featu¡es form a úree of labelings where each path from
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a leaf to the root represents an interpretation. The basic algorithm which searches

all paths is exponerrtial in the number of image features, resulting in a combinato-

rial explosion when the number of features increases. Extensive work was done to

develop techniques and algorithms for efficiently exploring the space of solutions and

minimizing the amount of. tree search. This is achieved by apptying prior knowledge

to prune and organize the search.

Grimson and Lozano-Yérezand their colleagues extensively studied these concepts

of i'nterpretation trees and tree search techniques to find the correct correspond.ences

between image and model features (surfaces or edges) without exploring the entire

space of possible correspondences [89, 91, 92, 94,95, 96, gz]. Their approach con-

sisted of exploiting constraints that could be used to efficiently disregard inconsistent

matches and even exclude entire sub-trees, Two types of constraints were used for

pruning the tree search: unary constraints (dealing with one feature at a time) and

binary (dealing with the interrelationship between two featu¡es). These included io.

cal geometric constraints corsisting of length-constraints, angle-constraints, distance.

constraints and component-constraints and also cross-type constraints such as the

cross-dístance, cross-angle and cross-component constraints.

Bolles and Cain [28] described the local-feature-focus method for 2-D recogni-

tion; where matching starts with a search for a unique cluster of mutually consistent

features to hypothesize objects, then templates.of objects are used to verify these

hypotheses. The local-feature-fòcus method'was adopted in SDPO [29], but in a more

computationally efficient way. In 3DPO, recognition was accomplished by matching a

few distinctive featu¡es and "growing" that match to a small number of featu¡es in the

scene, using the addítional featu¡es sequentially to eliminate the dègrees of freedom

in a hypothesized pose transformation of the model in the scene image. Verification

consisted of projecting into the scene a synthetically generated map of the object for

the hypothesized pose and'comparing that range map with actual range data.

Other algorithms were dèveloped to search the interpretøti,on tree by exploiting '
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the constraint of rigidity [7, 7Ol. Ayache and Faugeras [7] used a group of similarity-

type of transformations to prune the tree search and coupled the search algorithm
with a recu¡sive parameter estimation to achieve high positional accu¡acy. Faugeras

and Ïlebert [70] also expioited the rigidity constraint into a prediction and verifr-

cation scheme for selecting subsequent matches in the i,nterpretation tree, with the
recognition and localization being performed simultaneously. Prominent edges and

large surfaces weïe used for hypothesis formation. Verification v/as ca¡ried. out by

keeping track of a registration error computed initialty during the hypothesis forma-

tion stage and updated subsequently when model to scene matches were attempted.

Knoll and Jain [138] exptored a search technique for hypothesizing a match using the
feature indexed hypotheses method. This method took advantage of similarities and

differences between object types and wed features common to several objects in the
object model set to hypothesize the object's identity and location. The match was

then verified through template matching to determine the correct match.

An alternative technique to efficient tree search is through framing the labeling
problem in terms of constraint satisfaction networks, where each node in the network
represents a scene image feature (or simply image feature) and the iabel represents

its matching model feature. An energy function accouating for the model constraints
is specified over the constraint satisfaction network such that the best labeling of the
image featu¡es produces the minimum energy'¿alue. The minimum energy state of
the constraint satisfaction network is determined by applying optimization techniques.

Bolle et al. l27l described a paradigm for recognition using networla of constraints
between each level of representation from extracted image features to object hypothe.
ses. Rela:<ation labeling techniques were used in a similar context to prune the tree

search. Although relaxation labeling is an old technique, it has recently ¡eceived

some attention for solving the matching problem in &D recognition. Bhanu [1g] used

relaxation labeling to determine the most consistent matches of image regions to the
regions of the 3-D model. Ben-Arie [16] also used rela>cation techniques with sta-
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tistical constraints on interpretations. Relaxation-based systems work by-assigning

to each model primitive a number of possible matches with features in the unknown

image. A vector is stored'for each featu¡e in the unknown image giving the estimated

probability that it corresponds to each image feature. These vectors a¡e then updated

iterativel¡ with nearby compatible labelings supporting each other. Each feature in

the unknown image is matched to its vector entry with the highest probability at the

end of the labeüng process.

Recently, Wheeler and Ikeuchi [233] used sensor modeling to improve the effi.ciency

and the accuacy of object recognition based on treesearch. In their approach, they

exploited the prior knowledge of the entire sensing process to generate statisticat like.

lihoods of the hypotheses which were pruned by probabilistic constraint satisfaction.

They also proposed a localization technique to refine the pose estimates obtained

from a minimal set of correspondences between image and model features.

2.7.L.2 Attributed Relational Graph Matching

Another approach to establishing correspondence is by representing both the sensory

data and model data by means of attributed relational graphs, where the nodes of a

graph represent the features (e.g. su¡face patches) and the arcs ofthe graph represent

the relations among the features. The problem of establishing correspondence may

then be approached as a $aph isomorphism problem [54]. Sinúlar to the úree search

method, many pruning techniques are required to reduce the number of possible

solutions.

The ACRONYM system of Brooks [34], which used graph models of objects repre

sented by generali,zed cyli,nders and their spatial relationships, employed a matching

scheme that reasoned about projections and symbolic constraints through predic-

tion; description and interpretation. Geometric reasoning techniques were used for

predicting (through tlie pred'icti,on grøph features) and then analyzing the ranges of

variations in the object model classes in terms of size, structure, a.nd spatial relations.
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Predi,cti,on grøphs which were invariantly observable provided a coarse graph for hy-
pothesizing matches of objects to image featu¡es and contained instructions on how

to use measurements of image featu¡es to deduce 3-D information about tentative
object interpretations.

Oshima and Shirai ll7l,1'721, who represented objects through a relational-featu¡e
graph, employed a matching technique that consisted of a combination of data-driven
and model-driven search processes to compare the observed. relational graph of su¡face

descriptions to a set of graphs for each viewpoint of each object modeled. Recognition

was achieved by first extracting (from a range map) large smooth surfaces, then form-
ing the kemel which consist of regions (nodes) of high confidence of being found. An
exhaustive search was then performed to select the candidate models that matched

the kernel nodes. A depth-f,rst searchwas finally applied to build the correspondences

for the remaining surfaces based on similarity of region properties and su¡face adja-
cencies.

Fan et øi. [63] used attributed graph representatiors to model B-D objects, and
performed matching in three modules: the screener, the graph matcher and. the ana-

lyzer. The screenerfound the most likely candidate views fo¡ each object and. reduced

the possible models based on the number of nodes, visible B-D area, and the number
of plana,r nodes in each graph. The grøph matcher performed a d.etailed comparison
between potential matching graphs, chose the model graph with the largest set of
matched nodes (using the type of edge adjacency, the curr¡ature, the orientation, and
the distance between the centers of inertia), and computed the B-D transformation
between them. The ønølyzer took a critical look at the results and proposed a split
and merge of object 8raPh, where the unmatched graph nod.es (surface patches) in
the scene were finally grouped into the already matched graphs (object) or separated

from the graphs and considered as separate objects.

Jain and Hoffman [130] described an evidence-based technique to identify B-D
objects by searching for notable featu¡es of objects. Their method incorporated into
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the matching strategy the numbe¡ and type of existing models stored in the libraryof

objects. They used a number of featu¡es that are arranged into three groups, namely

shape features, object face features and boundary information features. The image

was segmented into these three types of features which are referred to as euidence

conditi,ons. Evidence rules corresponding to the evidence conditions were derived,

each rule consisting of the features, the bounds on the values of the features, the

number of occurrences of the feature, and a set of weights representing the certainty

that the feature belongs to a certain model. Objects were recognized using a measure

of similarity between the set of observed features and the set of evidence condítions

for each object in the database, whe¡e the most accumulated evidènce (referring to

the maximum similarity value) was used to identify the object(s) in the range image.

Wong et aL 1237, 238, 2391 used hierarchical graph representations based

on' attri'buted hypergraphs and proposed an attributed hypergraph monomorph,ism

algorithm for matching relational structures. The effi.ciency of this technique lies

in the reduced number of comparisons, that is finding the optimal graph monomor-

phism appäed to a small portion of the graph (representedby hyperedges) instead of

searching the enti¡e graph. Recognition started with compiling the search list that

included all models screened frorn the database, then searching the list to find the

hypergrøph rnonornorphi,sms from the object to the model hgpergraphs.

2.7.L.3 Model-Based Feature Indexing Techniques

One of the problems facing object recognition is that of efficiently searching a large

database and selecting the possible model candidates. F-or efficiency, it becomes

necessary to minimize the computational effort during the on-line recognition phase

by'exbensively-preprocessing the database (libra"ry) of object models (off-line). A

number of techaiques were developed to achieve this goal.

A model-based recognition technique, known as the geometric høshi,ng method,

was introduced by Lamdan et aI. 1745,, 146l in the context of recognizing flat ob-
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jects from intensity (2-D) images. This technique is based on exploiting invariant
image and model features to buitd correspondences, that is by pre.compiling into a
hash tøble of in'¿ariant features derived from object mod.els and using scene inva¡i-
ants for fast indexing into the hash table. Geometri,c hashing involves two stages:

a preprocessing stage and a recognition stage. In the preprocessing stage, a model
representation is constructed (pre'compiled) by computing and storing redundant,
transformation-in'¿ariant model information in a hash table. Then during the recogni-
tion stage, the same invariants are computed from featrues in a scene image and then
used as indexing keys to retrieve from the hash table the possible matches with the
model features. If a model's features score enough hits, the existence of an instance
of that model in the scene is hypothesized. Since only local features a¡e used to
compute the in'¿ariants, it can cope well with the problems caused by occlusions.
Lamdan et al. ftaíl implemented the geometric høshing techni,quefor the recognition
of flat objects, that is by assuming an orbhographic projection trar¡sformation an¿
using a set of local point featu¡es called i,nterest poi,nts. Geometric hashí,ngbased on
point sets showed considerable sensitivity to sensor noise for cluttered scenes [gS]. In
contrast, Iine features are more robust and can be extracted more accuratei¡ hence
they are more adr¿antageous to use with this method than point featu¡es. Edwards
and Shoureshi [60] implemented. a geometric hashi,rzg based technique that explored
the straight-line and parallel-line inr¡ariance properties of the orthographic projection.
Another recent implementation of the geometric hashi,ng techni,queusing line features
\¡¡as proposed by Tsai [219] for the recognition of 2-D or flat B-D objects undergoing
r¡arious geometric transformations.

Flynn and Jain [76] extended the geornetric hashi,ng techni,quesfor recognition in
the 3-D-&D domain (usins range data and CAD-based solid models). They employed
precompiled interpretation tables of inr¡ariant features computed from triples of su¡-
face patches (planes, cylinders and spheres). Many surface.surface pairing constraints
were calculated for all the models in the database. The interpretation tables, which
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were constructed off-line using the pairing constraint rralues, contained one entry for

each possible su¡face-su¡face pairing, and for each entry there were all possible r¡alues

for the relationship. To recognize a model in a given scene, the su¡face pairing mea-

surements were derived from the scene, and the corresponding values were located in

the appropriate entry in the interpretation table.

Finally, Kim and Kak [136] proposed a recognition scheme using bipartite match-

ing in conjunction with discrete relaxation. This method, which is capable of fast

pruning large segments of the search space, consists of three modules: the filtering

module for efficiently reducing the number of candidate models by finding a complete

matching in a biparti,te graph; the pruning module to enforce relational constraints

among surfaces and their immediate neighbors using discrete relaxation labeling; and

the module for deriving the rigid transformation using the corresponding features.

Burns and Kitchen [38] proposed the predi,cti,on hierarchy for rapid object recognition

from a large database. A tree struchre was constructed by predicting the 2-D ap
pearance of 3-D structures in adr¡ance and merging similar predictions arising from

different models. The tree was then quickly traversed for recognition. Similarl¡

Swain [214] developed a d,eci,sion-tree approach to object recognition. This method

employed topoiogical, relational, and view-dependent information in its decision rules.

2.7.L.4 Recognition by Alignment

The concept behind the alignment method, also known-as the recognition-while.

positioning scheme, is to determine the minimum amount of information (feature

correspondences) needed to solve for a possible initial pose estimate, and thereby

minimize the amount of search required in'matching local model and image features.

Other correspondences a¡e then'found by local search in the image to over-constrain

the pose. This approach may also be classified under pose computation, but is listed

here because it is more of a matching technique.

The alignment principle was first introduced by Roberts [193]. He tued topology
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matching to find suitable model points (corners and edge junctions) with a set of topo-

logically equivalent points in the image, then used the mean-square error technique

to check if the points positions are related by a simple transformation. Acceptable

model matches are transfo¡med to the image space to verify that they are part of
the object being recognized. Perkins [180] used a simple alignment technique for
matching the concunte data and determining the transformation from model coor-

dinates to image coordinates. The matching process works by setting the order in
which combinations of model and image concur.¿)es are matched. Mod.el and image

concun)es a¡e then aligned by cross-correlating contou¡s in the g-,9 space (angle of
the edge point versus distance along the chain of edge points), yield.ing a tentative
transformation. The transformation is checked in a global manner by matching a
representation of the total model data with the total image data. Lowe [1b0, 151]

introduced a technique for ranking perceptual groupi,nqs through probabiiistic evi-

dence to o¡der the tree search and reduce the sea¡ch space duing matching. He rsed
a process of spatial correspondence to bring the projections of the B-D model into
direct correspondence with the image by iteratively solving for unknown viewpoint

and model parameters. Thompson and Mundy [216] also introducecl an alignment

method that approximates the perspective projection with an orthographic projection

and used clustering to derive the transformations from multiple feature (vertex-pair)

correspondences. Recognition consisted of detecting clusters (points) in the transform

space whose coordinates mapped a significant number of model features to scene im-
age features.

Recently, Huttenlocher and Ullman 1727, L22l described an alignment method for
the recognition of polyhedral objects under a weak perspective imaging model. The
approach wa.s divided into two phases: (1) determining potential alignments (trans-
formations from model to image coordinates) using a minimum number of features
(corner points and points of inflection along ed.ge contours) to solve for the trans-
formation; and (2) verifying these alignments by projecting the mod.el featu¡es onto
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the image and comparing them with the image. During the alignment phase, each

transformation was verified by comparing the transformed (complete) model contours

with the image edges. If a significant portion of a model's contou¡s was matched, the

transformation would be accepted. Basri and Ullman [15] also described an alignment

approach for the recognition of rigid objects bounded by curved smooth su¡faces. In

their technique, they add¡essed the problem of predicting the appea,rance of the object

following the transformation, and used 3D su¡face cu¡'¿ature at the points along the

silhouette.

2,7,L.5 Automatic Prograrnming Techniques

The automatic programming methodology involves the automatic generation of recog-

nition procedures and strategies for a given model. This methodology enables the

recognition system to recognize alarge set of objects with no additional constraints

or conditions with each addition of a new model and also requires less time for model

analysis to achieve matching. A number of such techniques have been developed for

object recognition in model-based vision.

Goad [83] initiated the first of such off-line algorithms by studying the automatic

synthesis of general recognition strategies and developing a method that compiled

visible edges of an object into an 'interpretati,on tree. Each branch of the tree was

constructed to execute th¡ee stages: prediction, obserrration and back-projection.

Hebert and Kanade [111] also developed a recognition scheme called the 3-D

profile method which used &D bounda¡ies obtained from depth information. This

method built recognition-oriented models of 3D objects by representing oçlicitly the

viewer-dependent geometry of the object and including guidelines for the tree search

procedure. The matching consisted of three steps: a hypothesis step for selecting a

small number of matchings in order.to estimate the transformation, a prediction step

for determining the pairings that were compatible with the initial hypothesis, and a

verification step for evaluating all the resulting possible matchings.
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Ikeuchi 1124, I25] proposed a recognition strategy in the form of an interpre-
tation Úlee based on visible regions. In this scheme, all possible object poses ,ü/ere

first grouped into atti'tud,e groups, where each attitudr grouping \¡/as a set of aspects,

and each aspect was a collection of topologically equi,øalent views or poses. An
i'ntetpretøti,on tree that discriminated among different aspects was constructed (from
a geometric model) such that each node of the úree corresponded to a presence or
an absence of a prominent surface. As neighboring su¡faces were observed in the
scene' the i'nterpretation tree was searched to categorize the pose of the object as

belonging to one of the attitude groups. Eventually, separate strategies were invoked
to calculate more precisely the object pose from its atti,tud,e grouping.

Hansen and Henderson [1.00, 101] also developed a system for the automatic gen-

eration of recognition strategies and generation of representations based on the CAD
models' They described a technique for quantifying several properties of B-D features.

These properties, which consisted of robustness, completeness, consistency, cost and
uniqueness' were then utilized to generate a specialized recognition scheme. The recog-
nition scheme, called strategy tree, described (in a systematic and robust man¡rer) the
search process used for recognition and localization of particular objects in a given
scene' This method was not dependent on any set of specific features, it rather se-

lected the given features to be used in the matching of objects to the models based

on the above properties.

2.7.2 Pose Computation

In model-based vision, the pose (position and orientation) cornputation is a cru-
cial step for determining the object pose relative to a model reference frame. The
pose computation may be formalized as that of computing the transformation matrix
(involving th¡ee rotatiors and three translations) given a set of correspond.ing features
and the intrinsic properties and parameters of the imaging device (e.g. camera).
The corresponding features represent, on one hand, the B-D model information (data
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relative to the model reference frame) and, on the other hand, the image information

(2-D perspective projective data obtained from intensity images or 3-D range data).

Pose computation may also involve a pose refinement process which accurately com-

putes the object pose given a previous estimate about the object pose and'viewing

parameters. In some cases, the pose is refined while (new) feature correspondences

are established as in the case of alignment-based techniques.

In the literature, most research work on pose computation has focused on

solving the inverse projection problem, where the image (projected) data consists

of brightness readings obtained using a video camera. Kanade [135] solved an-

alyiically-the inverse orthographic projection problem. The orthographic projec-

tion'is a suffciently close approximation to the perspective projection (PP) in

cases when the size of the viewed object(s) is much smaller than the distance

from the camera iens. However, human and camera vision can be more correctly

and accurately modeled using the perspective projection, thus more emphasis was

placed on solving the inverse perspective projection (IPP) problem. Significant work

was reported on solving this problem with applications to object localization in

monocular vision'155,7I,72, L04,105, 106, 1.07,1.I7,148, 150, 192, 193]. Relatively

less work was done on solving the pose estimation and computation problem from

range data in 3-D vision [70, 107].

Different types of primitives and geometric representations have been used for

solving the pose computation problem, and many different techniques have been

reported'in the literature. For example, Faugeras and Hebert [70] presented'a method

for object position computation problem based on surface primitives extracted from 3-

D range data. Haralick [105] derived a variety'of relations that govern the perspective

projection using various geometric features such as points, Iines and angles extracted

from brightness images. Ha¡alick [10a] also solved the IPP problem using rectangles.

Richetin et al. [I92] solved the IPP problem using zero-cun¡atu¡e contour points for

the localization of objects modeled by generali,zed cyli,nders. Recently, Ferri et al. lTLl
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presented anaþic procedures for the perspective inversion using straight-line seg-

ments, circula¡ arcs and quadrics of revolution.

Researchers have also tried to d.ete¡mine the minimum number of featu¡es (points
or lines) required to obtain an exact unique solution to the Ipp problem. It was

shown that a finite number of solutions could be found if at least th¡ee points were
used' Huttenlocher and Ullman [122] showed that the three.point problem had a
simple solution for orthographic projection. Fischler and Bolles [22] showed that
there might be as many as four solutions if three corresponding points were used
and that solving the IPP problem required. in general six point correspondences.

They also proposed an analycic formulation for a unique solution using four coplanar
points' An analytic solution was also proposed by Horaud et al. lrl1l for fou¡ non
coplanar points. Similarly, Horaud [115] proposed analytic procedures for solving
the IPP problem using three non coplanar lines. Dhome et al. [55] gave a method
for determining all the solutions using th¡ee a.rbitrary lines. Again, Ferri eú al. [Tr)
obtained anaþic solutions for the IPP problem using four coplanar lines or three
orthogonal Line segments.

In many other cases, all ar¡ailable corresponding features, which are more than
the required minimum, are used to solve the IPP problem using least-squares or
other error minimization techniques. Roberts [t9e] proposed a classic solution using
a minimum square-error technique for finding the transformation between the model
points and the observed image points. Lowe [i50, 151] presented an elegant least-
squares technique to iteratively solve for the viewpoint and object parameters from
point-tepoint and line'to-line correspondences. Haralick et al. [l0T] classified the
pose estimation problem into four d.ifferent estimation problems from corresponding
point data' They presented closed-form lea^st-squa.res solutions to the over-constrained
2'D-2-D and 3-D-3-D pose estimation problems, they also gave a globaily convergent
iterative technique for the 2D-PP (2-D perspective projection)-B-D pose estimation
problem and presented a simplified.linear solution to the 2D-pp-2D-pp pose estima-
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tion'problem. Liu eú al. llaSl proposed a linear algorithm using eight or more line

correspondences and a nonlinear algorithm using three or more line correspondences,

where line correspondences were given or derived from point correspondences. This

method solved for the rotation matrix and translation vector separately. Finally, there

are some issues related to numerical and iterative solutions that are seldom addressed

but are critical to obtain a reliable solution. These issues include the selection of the

starting pose for convergence, the stability of the solution, and the efficiency of the

solution in terms of computations.

Object recognition and pose computation as described in the literatu¡e have relied

solely on geometric features to compute the viewpoint and viewing parameters. Shad-

ing and photometric properties have also been considered within the shape.from-

shading paradigm for shape reconstruction [118, I20, I27], but they have not been

widely used and successfully applied for object recognition and pose computation.

Solving the object recognition problem using shading and photometric properties is

a difficult and ill-posed one, and it is not practical due to the high sensitivity of

brightness-intensities to disturbances in the object poses and lighting conditions and

due mainly to mutual reflections (or interreflections).

In this thesis, it is attempted to r¡se shaded models and brightness features for the

identification of objects and the estimation of their poses. The correspondence step

makes an efféctive use of the brightness feature properties to identify the object(s) in

the scene image and give a rough estimate of their poses. Accurate pose computation

will rather rely on the geometric properties of the extracted features using a pose

refinement method simila¡ to the linear shape change approach proposed by Ikeuchi

and Hong [126]. Other sensing modules such as range (3-D) sensing could be used to

quickty obtain minimal but accurate information for fast and accu¡ate computation

of the object pose. This work attempts at solving the object recognition problem by

identifying the scene object and determining a rough estimate of its pose.
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CHAPTER, 3

Sensing and Camera Calibration

Sersing is a major component of any robot vision system. Selecting the right sensors

and the proper methods of acquiring reliable and useful sensory information are very
important issues. In this work, brightness-intensity sensing using a CCD video camera
is employed to collect data and acquire images of the scene. This chapter describes
the characteristics of present CCD (Charge-Coupled, Deui,ces) cameras and discusses

the suitability of brightness-intersity sensing for a general vision system. A procedure
of camera calibration for brightness is then described. This caübration step is required
in order to provide reliable sensory data and to aliow correct interpretation of this
information.

3.1 Brightness sensing for the proposed system

This section describes the sensing strategy adopted in the proposed recognition
system' The characteristics of the CCD camera used in this work are described along
with a discussion of the necessary adjustments and pre-processing to obtain reliable
and accurate sensory information. This section also discusses some important aspects
of the image acquisition process.

3.1.1 Sensing Strategy

A sensing strategy is proposed to flexibly illuminate and sense the scene which typ-
ically consists of a confined section of a machine. This area of the machine is often
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poorly illuminated and is composed of many shiny and highly refl.ective surfaces. The

proposed sensing strategy is designed to take advantage of the benefits of passive

vision and the capabilities of the modern CCD cameras while applying constrained

but flexible illumination to the scene. For this strategy, it is proposed to use a single

CCD camera along with a regular light bulb that provides at least 80% of the scene

lighting in the camera field of view.

The light bulb used here approximates a point-like illumination source a¡rd

produces directed (or directional) lighting, which results in high-contrast brightness

gradients, shading effects on the object surfaces, glare and specular highlights.

Directed lighting also produces shadows that can provide high degrees of invariance

and uniqueness of the local and global appearance of the objects. Directed lighting as

such can be regarded as a form of energy applied to the scene to assist with the scene

sensing as in active modules. Using the CCD camera with the light bulb combines the

advantages of passive vision and the porù¡er of active sensing. Passive vision is sim-

ple, flexible and inerpensive and produces significant visual information that can be

easily interpreted by humans. Active sensing takes advantage of applying energy to

the scene in order to assist with the sensing and interp¡etation of the scene structu¡e.

This sensing strategy is particularly suitable for the proposed brightness-based vision

system for the recognition of 3-D objects in manufacturing.

A measurement of depth, obtained for instance from an active sensor such as

touch or passive module such as stereo vision, may be desirable to provide additional

accuracy and speed to the recognition and locating process.

3.L.2 Characteristics of the CCD Camera

The solid-state camera using Charge-Coupled Deuíces (CCD's) is composed of discrete

light-sensitive elements (sensors) arranged in a two-dimensional (2-D) array. Today

solid-state CCD black-and-white cameras have very high performarce and have very

high resolutions provided by 1000 x 1000 sensor elements. They are getting smaller
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and smaller in size. They are also becoming more affordable than ever before. Fur-
thermore, new CCD cameras come equipped with a number of new featu¡es that allow
easy setup and adjustment according to the task in hand. Among these features are
the electronic shutter speed control and the switches for conveniently adjusting the
gamma mode, automatic/manual gain control (AGC/MGC) and the camera amplifier
gain' Another feature of new CCD cameras is the time delay integration (T'DI) which
allows a dynamic camera system to follow a continuously moving object [110]. Lately,
new inexpensive and high-resolution solid-state color video cameras have appeared.
Color cameras have been effectively used to detect and provide information not given
by the black-and-white cameras [12], thus increasing the pressure to make color a
standard option.

For the work done in this thesis, a PULNiX black-and-white CCD camera (model
TM-7CN) is used along with a Matrox MVP-AT frame grabber to acquire intensity
images of the scene. This camera may be attached to the robot,s gripper or might be
stationary and fixed such that it could view most of the robot workspace. This camera
contains a rf 2" interline transfer imager and has a resolution of 76g(H) xaga(V) sensor
cells with excellent low light sensitivity. It is equipped with a back panel switch to
adjust the gamma control to either the gamma:L (linear) mode or the gamma:0.45
(video display) mode and another switch to change between the manual and automatic
gain control modes (MGC/AGC).

The linea¡ gamma mode is designed to provid.e a linear relationship between the
scene brightness and the video signal which is converted into image intensities. The
linear gamma mode is meant to be used in machine vision applications, where the
image intensities are generally assumed to be proportional to the scene brightness.
The video-display gamma mode results in a video signal which is approximately pro-
portional to the scene brightness to the power 0.45, which can be regarded as the
square root of the scene brightness. This gamma mode, which will be referred to here
as the square-root mode, is designed for surveillance applications where the video
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signal of the camera is directly fed into a CRT-type video monitor, which in tu¡n

displays the video signal with a 2.2-power factor. The automatic gain'control (AGC)

allows auJomatic conditioning (amplification) of the video signal according to the

scene reflectance, in that the signal is amplified (magnified) when'the scene becomes

darker and is redirced as the the scene becomes brighter. The manual gain control

(MGC) keeps the video signal unchanged with respect to changes in scene reflectance.

Reflectance can be defined as the ability of a surface to emit and reflect incident ra-

diant energy (typically light) onto the camera sensors. Three other terms, namely

brightness, irradiance, and radiance are used quite ofben ín this chapter and the rest

of the thesis. Brightness is defi.ned as the amount of radiant energy (light) an imaging

system receives per unit apparent area. Brightness is equivalent to irradiance which

can also be defined'as the amount of incident radiant energy per unit area of the

receiving surface. Radiance, on the other hand, may be defined as the amount of

radiant energy radiated from a su¡face [86, 120].

3.1.3 Analysis of the Brightness Sensory Data

A few experiments \ryere performed to test the performance of the camera, to

understand its behavior, and to assess - both qualitatively and quantitatively -the
differences between the linear and the square-root gamma modes. For a stationary

scene of high contrast, the gamma switch was adjusted back and forth between the

linear and the square-root gamma modes. It was observed that the linear mode re'

sulted in an image of higher contrast but had a poor display of low-brightness (dark)

regions. On the other hand, the square.root gamma mode resulted in a dimmed, low-

contrast image display but made the dark regions clearer and more distinguishable

than for the linear mode.

A calibration gray chart was then used to verify these observations. The cali-

bration gray chart consists of. 12 stripes whose reflectance ranges from very bright

(white) to very da¡k in steps of half of an f-stop. One f-stop is a characteristic of the
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lers (proportional to the lens apertu¡e diameter) and is equivalent to a factor of 2

(or inversely oI7l2) in terms of brightness, meaning that steps of half of one f-stop

are equivalent to steps of 
^Æ 

(ot 0.707) in brightness. The automatic gain control

(AGC) was switched off. The video signal output from the carnera r¡/as connected to

an oscilloscope. The signal from the camera is a 1.0 VoIt in magnitude, where the

0.0y-0.3y range is the synch and the (0.3y-1.0y) range is the dynamic range of the

video signal. The video output out of the camera as it was imaging the calibration

gray chart [Figu¡e 3.1], using both the linear gamma mode and the squars.root mode,

was recorded as an output from the oscilloscope. The signal voltages corresponding

to the different gray levels of the calibration cha¡t were plotted, for one horizontal

line scan (corresponding to one row of CCD image sensors), as shown in Figure 8.2.

The image intensity readings (in the form of gray-levels of the 256 gray-scale) were

obtained for the 12 stripes of the chart for both the linear and square.root gamma

modes. These gray-level readings v/ere averaged and plotted as shown in Figure B.S.

Figure 3.1: Picúu¡es of the calibration cha¡t: (a) for the linear garnma mod.e, (b) for the
square-toot ganma mode.
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A few other tests were conducted to observe the efiects, advantages and. short-
comings of using the manual gain control (MGC) and automatic gain control (AGC).
A small su¡face patch illuminated using constant ambient lighting was observed with
the camera. Using the MGC, the average image intensity of the patch remained con-

stant regardless of the background reflectance. When the AGC was used, the average

image intensity of the sarne surface patch was reduce d, (i.e. the patch became darker),
as the scene background got higher in reflectance (i.e. became brighter). When the
scene background had a lower reflectance (a.e. became da.rker), the average image
intensity of the same surface became greater (a.e. the patch became brighter). In
another test, two patches of different refl.ectance were put side by side in the camera
field of view. The brightness ratios of the two patches remained constant regardless of
whether MGC or AGC was used and independent of the scene reflectance. However,
when using low-refl.ectance (dark) background with the AGC, the noise present in the
signal was magnified with the amprification of the vid.eo signal.

3.2 Camera Calibration for Brightness

For the image segmentation and feature extraction process proposed in this th+
sis, it is desirable to extract reliable and meaningful brightness-based features from
intersity images and accurately determine the attributes of the extracted featu¡es.
This can only be achieved by accurately measuring the scene brightness (in terms
of image intensity readings) a,nd correctly interpreting the corresponding image
intensities. Therefore, the scene brightness needs to be accurately correlated to the
image intensities. First, the frame grabber needs to be set up properly by adjusting
the gain and offset. The frame grabber gain is designed to set the contrast of the
digitized image, and the offset adjusts the overall brightness of the image. The details
of adjusting the frame grabber are described in Append.ix A along with the image
digitization process. In order to display the full dynamic range of the camera within
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a gray-scale range o12154, the offset is set to 61 and the gain is set to 133. This

display range of.2-254 is selected to be within the allowable Matrox gray-scaie range

of 0-255, so that the camera satruation can be distinguished from the frame.grabber

saturation.

3.2,t Brightness Measurement

In the calibration experiments, the scene lighting was kept constant, but the shutter

speed and the lens aperture were adjusted to control the scene brightness as would

be seen or recorded by the ca,mera sensors. A small image patch corresponding to a

fixed scene region was imaged by the camera. The average image intensities inside

the image patch'm¡ere recorded and a,re presented in Table 3.1 for the linear gamma

mode and in Table 3.2 for the squa,re-root mode.

It can be noticed from these two tables that the r¡alues on the table diagonals

(from the topright to the bottom-left) correspond to the same illumination levels

and are almost equal. That is because the effect of adjusting the lens aperture by

one f-stop is the same as that of switching the shutter speed by one step. This effect

is basically magnifying or reducing the image irradiance or brightness recorded by

the camera sensors by a factor of two. Among all the r¡alues on the diagonals of

Tables 3.1 and 3.2, the median r¡alues are selected and tabulated against a linear

brightness scale, B¿¿n, rànging from 0 to B¿¿n*or:2550 as shown in Table 3.3. If

there is an even number of values on the diagonal, the 'ualue closer to the mean value

is considered.
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Table 3.L: Measured image intensity readings for different lens apertures artd shutterspeeds
for the linear ganma mode. The highlighted vaJues between parenú.heses a¡e the values
considered for the corresponding brightness level.

Shutter

speed

Lens aperture

2 2.8 4 5.6 8 11 16

t/60

r1725

L/250

r/500

1/1000

1/1800

L/4000

1/8000

sat.

sat.

sat.

248.3

L20.7

70.7

35.3

(18.4)

sat.

sat.

(243.6)

r17.5

68.7

27.5

17.7

10.9

sat.

234.6

118.3

68.5

36.5

18.2

11.1

6.7

I 250.1

129.9

64.6

33.9

19.3

11.6

6.7

(5.0)

(r.1.e.4)

61.1

.JÐ.Ð

19.1

11.9

(6.8)

4.9

3.9

(66.6)

34.0

18.9

11.9

7.0

5.1

4.1

(3.4)

I

(34.3)

(18.4)

(11.5)

7.0

(5.0)

(4.0)

(3.4)

(2.8)
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Table 3.2: Measured image Íntensity readings for different lens apertu¡es and shuúúer speeds

for the squate-root garnma mode. The highJighted va,Iues betweenparenú.heses a¡e the r¡alues

considered for the corresponding brightness leveL

Shutter

speed

Lens aperture

2 2.8 = Ð.o 8 11 16

1/60

LlL25

1.1250

11500

1/1000

1/1800

1.14000

1/8000

sat.

sat.

(243.5)

(7e2.2)

146.L

108.1

74.6

36.2

sat.

237.5

1,90.2

(t4e.2)

106.3

t t.Ð

38.4

2L.2

246.2

188.7

148.3

108.6

78.7

38.6

(22.4)

(12.1)

194.7

154.6

106.7

74.8

42.2

23.8

12.9

6.8

149.5

(107.e)

(75.8)

43.3

23.4

12.4

6.8

(5.1)

109.0

70.6

42.7

21.8

L1,.4

(6.5)

(5.1)

(3.8)

76.1

(41.6)

22.2

L0.7

6.3

5.0

(3.8)

(2.8)
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Table 3'3: Se.lecúed image intensity readings in terms of the linear brigåúness sca)e for both
the linear and the squar*root ganrma modes.

Linea¡ brightness

scale (B¿¿")

Image intensities

/r) (ünear) ¡(s) (square.root)

2550.0

1275.0

637.5

3i8.8

159.4

79.7

39.8

19.9

9.96

4.98

2.49

L.25

0.0

(Sat.)

243.6

119.4

oo.o

34.3

18.4

11.5

6.8

5.0

4.0

3.4

2.8

2.0

243.5

792.2

149.5

107.9

75.8

41.6

22.4

1,2.I

o.ð

5.1

3.8

2.8

2.0
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The plots of the image intensities with respect to the linear brightness scale for

both the linear and square-root gamma modes a¡e shown in Figure 3.4. It can be

observed from these plots that the linear gamma mode produces close'to a ünear

scene brightness to image intensity relationship. For the square.root gamma mode,

the intensity readings and the scene brightness scale seem to be related through a

power firnction, where the image intensities are proportional to the scene brightnesses

to the power 7. It would then'be required to obtain an accu¡ate correlation of the

image intensities to the scene brightness. It can also be observed from the plots

in Figure 3.4 that the use of the square-root mode allowed the capture of a useful

dynamic range (without going into satu¡ation) of scene brightness almost twice as

large as that captured with the linear mode. F\¡rthermore, it should be noted that at

low brightness inputs, the square-root mode allowed a better resolution of the image

intensity readings than the linear mode. As illustrated in Figure 3.5, r¡ariations in the

input brightness levels are more noticeable (almost twice as much) for the square-root

mode than for the linear mode.

These observations and the results of the experiments conducted here suggest

that the square'root gamma mode be used rather than the linear gamma mode. It

should also be noted that the manual gain controt (MGC) mode at low gain needs

to be used rather than the autornatic gain control (AGC) mode. This is to keep the

video signal, and consequently the image intensities, from unpredíctably changing

with the overall scene brightness and to keep the noise effects as low as possible.

One may argue that errors that are amplified with the AGC may be negligible and

that, if the ratios of brightnesses (of neighboring image regions) are used as recogni-

tion'primitives, activating the AGC should work as well as the MGC since relative

brightness values are used. However, the image intensity readings obtained with the

MGC control can be more confidently correlated to the scene brightness, especially

wiih the square.root gamma mode, thus these image intensity readings can be inter-

preted more correctly. In addition, the AGC mode can be highly affected by specular
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Figure 3'4: Image intensities relative to the lineat brightness sca.Ie for both the 1ineat and
squate-root ganma modes.
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Figure 3'5: rmage inÚe¡¡siÚies relative to low brrþúness inpuús for both the linea¡ and
square-root gamma modes.
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highlights and uncontrolled changes in the brightness of the scene background. There-

fore, the AGC is chosen to ¡emain off at all times, and the MGC is used with a low

gain setting that still allows the camera dynamic range to properly cover the fult

range of object brightness.

3,2.2 Correlation of Image Intensities to Scene Brightness

In order to be able to correctly interpret image intensities, the image intensity readíngs

need to be accurately correlated to a scene brightness scale that is proportional to the

scene radiance. The intent is not to obtain an absolute measure of scene brightness but

rather to express image intensity (gray-scale) readings relative to the scene brightness

and to be able to correctly interpret image intensity ratios and intensity gradients.

Eventually, we need to convert the raw image intensity readings into linear scene

brightness values that are proportional to the scene radiance.

Concerning the linear garnma mode, it appears f¡om the plots in Figure 3.4 that

the image intensity readings have a linear relatiorship with respect to the linear

brightness scale. Therefore, the image intensity readings can be related to the linear

brightness scale using

IIÐ : klD B,n + k,) (3.1)

A good fit of the data under column /j¿) of Table 3.3 can be obtained by choosing

the gain coefficient kf¿) equat to 0.188 and'the offset constant kj¿) equal to 2.9. By

comparing the fitted image intensities with the measu¡ed intensity readings, as given

in Table 3.4 and plotted in Figure 3.6, it can be noted that the errors are reasonably

lowandthatthehighesteIrorsoccrusatlowbrightnessinputs,asexpected.
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Table 3'4: Measured and frtted image inúensiúies with respect to the linea¡ brightness scale
for the linear Earnma mode.

Brightness Scale

Bun

2550.0

1275.0

637.5

318.8

759.4

79.7

39.8

19.9

9.96

4.98

2.49

1..25

0.0

254.0

243.6

LTg.4

66.6

34.3

18.4

11.5

6.8

5.0

4.0

3.4

2.8

2.0

***

242.6

L22.8

62.7

32.9

17.9

70.4

6.6

4.8

3.8

3.4

3.1

2.9

***

-0.4t

2.81

-5.80

-4.18

-2.76

-9.72

-2.34

-4.55

-4.09

-0.94

11.96

45.00
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Figure 3.6: Fitting image intensiúies relative to the linear brightness sca,Ie for the linear

gprnma mode.
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For the square-root gamma mode, the image intensity readings can be correlated
to the linear brightness scale values through a power function of the form

^I"(") - nÍÐ n/n, + k|o) (3.2)

A reasonable fit of the data given in Tabre 3.8 can be obtained by specifying r : 0.4b
which is the standard rralue, keeping the offset ,¿alue kf,) :2 which is equal to the
intensity reading corresponding to the zero-brightness, and selecting the gain value
kf') equal to 7'35' By comparing the fitted v¡ith the measu¡ed intensity readings as
shown in Table 3'5 and depicted by the plot in Figure B.z, it can be noted that the
elrors are quite high and this fit does not closely correlate image intensity readings
to the linear brightness scale, especiary for row brightness inputs.

256.0

u, 224.0
o)
g= tse.o
(gI loo.o
'p 

na.og
.g 96.0
o
o)E 64.0

32.0

0.0

=PmeaSUred
-+-- fitted

960.0 1280.0 1600.O 1920.0 2240.0 2560.0
Unear brightness scale

0.0 320.0 640.0

Figure 3.7: Fitting image intensities rclative to
square-root ganma mode using a singlefunction frt.

the linear brightness scale for the
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Table 3.5: Measu¡ed and frtted image intensiúies with respect to the linear brightness scaJe

for the square-root gpnma mode using a singie power equation frt.

Brightness Scale

Bun

Measured

¡(s)-c

Fitted

/j'): 735E.(l9'45) +2.0

% Error

2550.0

t275.0

637.5

318.8

159.4

79.7

39.8

19.9

10.0

5.0

2.5

1.3

0.0

243.5

192.2

149.5

107.9

75,8

4t.6

22.4

T2.L

6.5

5.1

3.8

,9.

2.0

252.7

185.6

136.4

100.3

74.0

54.7

40.6

30.2

22.7

17.t

13.1

10.1

2.0

3.80

-3.46

-8.78

-7.04

-2.37

31.56

81.11

149.87

248.89

236.02

244.24

26L.66

0.00
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In order to obtain a better fit for the image intensities of the square-roor gamma

mode, a piece'wise fit can be used. It was found that the linear brightness scale can
be divided into a minimum of fou¡ (4) segments, and the image intersities can be fit
very closely to the measu¡ed intensities using four power functions of the form

/j") : ltlÐ n/r^ + k!;) (3.3)

expressed on the following ranges of the linear brightness scale or image gray-scale:

-for 1940< Bun12550or 2Lg</"(s) a 255+ åÍ"):10.5; ^y:0.40;kf):2
-for 760 lBun < 1940 or 15g<¡j') <2Ig +,tÍ'):15.8 ;.y:0.85; kLù:2

-for 160< B¿¿n1760 or T6 < IIù< 15g=+ ÀÍ") :7.4 ; j :0.46 ; kL') :2
-for 01Bun< 160 or 2<t[') <76 =+,bÍ') :0.Tg;.y:0.g0; kL'):z

It should be noted that the effective gamma (power factor) ranges from about 0.35
at the high output level to about 0.9 (atmost linear) at the low output level. This
is due to the non-uniform behavior of the electronics used to produce the square-
root effect' Note also that for all four cases, the offset r¡alue was kept constant and
equal to the image intensity corresponding to the zero brightness (2.e. kp :2).
The measured and fitted intensities are presented along with the percent errors in
Table 3'6 and plotted as shown in Figure 3.8. The errors aïe very low compared to
those in Table 3.5, and the piece'wise fit using multiple power functions correlates
more accurately the image intensities to the brightness scale than using a single-
function fit' The values in the second. colurnn of Table 3.6 which are in parentheses

are not the measured '¿alues but are rather interpolated. at those values of the linear
brightness scale.
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Figure 3.8: Fitting image intensiúies relative to the lineat brightness scale for the

square-root ganma mode using multiple-function frts.
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Table 3'6: Measu ted and frtted image intensities with respect to the linea¡ brightness scùe
for the squate-toot gaã,ma mode and. using a multiple-equation frt, (thevaJues in parentheses
are not measured ¡¿aiues).

Brightness Scale

Bun

2550.0

1940.0

1940.0

7275.0

760.0

(218.e)

r92.2

(1,57.7)

218.4

188.9

157.9

-0.22

-1.7r

0.15

760.0

637.5

318.8

160.0

(157.6)

149.5

107.9

(76.2)

158.4

146.3

106.8

78.4

2.1.6

2.64

2.55

6.04

L2.87

26.96

4.92

-0.72

5.92

0.00

160.0

159.4

79.7

39.8

19.9

10.0

5.0

2.5

1.3

0.0

(76.0)

75.8

4I.6

22.4

72.1,

6.5

5.1

3.8

2.8

2.0

77.7

77.8

42.7

23.8

13.7

8.3

5.4

3.8

3.0

2.0
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3.2.3 Converting Image Intensities to Linear Brightnesses

Now that the image intensþ readings are correlated to the linear brightness scale,

it is desirable to convert the image intersity readings obtained from the camera into

brightness '¿alues that are proportional to the scene radiance. These brightness r¡aiues

would be used in detecting brightness-based features and labeling these features. Note

that Equations (3.1) and (3.2) are analogous, with the power factor of 7 : 1 dropped

from Equation (3.1). Thus, the image intensity r¡alues can be converted into brightness

values of a ünear scale of a }-B¿¿nr*a' range using

If the camera is used with the linear mode, then frr : kÍ'), k, : Itt), and 7 : 1. On

the other hand, if the square'root gamma mode is used, then ,b1 - /rÍ") , k, : kf),

and 7 are as given in Equation (3.3) for the four cases depending on the 'ualues of the

image intensities.

It should also be noted that although the above correlations may result in small

errors for the whole brightness scale, image intensity readings of 30 or less (for both the

linea¡ and square'root gamma modes) are not reliable, and brightnesses corresponding

to these low intensity values should not be considered or used in'the feature extraction

and labeling process.

3.2.4 Converting Image fntensities to Logarithmic Brightnesses

Instead of using a linear brightness scale, a loga^rithmic brightness scale can be used

to relate image intensities to scene brightnesses. The logarithmic brightness, Bros,

can be obtained from the linea¡ brightness , B¿in, using

(L- /cr\(t/r)btin: 
\Tr-/

log(B¿," + Co)B¿og:Blog,*orffi,

(3.4)

(3.5)

whe¡e Cs is a constant that determines the lower limit of the logarithmic scale, and

the constarrt B¿on,r,,o, arrd B¿¿n,^o" ile the maximum r¡alues of the logarithmic and lin-

ear brightness scales, respectively. The expression given in Equation (3.5) is similar
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to the logarithmic point transformation used in image processing for contrast mod-

ification and scaling of image arrays with very wide dynamic range [1S8]. Besides,

the logarithmic presentation is equivalent to a pertinent law of human vision which

suggests that the eye's response is logarithmically related to the stimulus intensity

and is compatible with the so-called just-noti,ceable d,ifference (JND) concept l24L).

The ad'vantage of using the logarithmic scale is that equal brightness ratios can be

erpressed using equal brightness differences. Flom a computational point of view, this

reduces the division (arithmetic) operations to subtraction operations. Flom a display

point of view, equal brightness ratios when observed on a logari,thmi,c,imageaxe more

subtle than if they are observed on a I'inearimage. A li,near imageand a logarithmi.c

i'møge a¡e obtained by converting raw image intensities into image intensities (in
the 0-255 gray-scale range) that are proportional to linear brightness values and

logarithmic brightness values, respectively. This effect can be observed from the
pictures in Figure 3.9 and the plots of the image intensities in Figure 8.i.0.

Figure 3.9: Picúures of the cal.ibration cha¡t: (a) raw eamera Ímage usiag the squat*root
Sarnma mode, (b) linea.r image of converted raw image ¡¡úe¡sjújes to a ïinea¡ scaile, and
(c) logarithmic image of converted image intensities to a logarithmic scale.
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Figure 3.10: Image intensities (for one image row): raw image (ganma:0.45), linear and

logañthmic.

The logarithmic scale is not used in this thesis because its use in'the feature

analysis part involves unnecessary computations when converting back and forth from

the logarithmic to linear scale. In the remainder of the thesis, image irrtensities witl be

automatically converted into linear brightness values, and the term "image intensity"

will not be used. The terms "image brightness values" or "image brightnesses" will be

used instead to denote the converted image intensities from the 0-255 image intensity

range to the image brightness range of 0-2550.
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CHAPTER 4

rmage segmentation and Feature Extraction

Featu¡e extraction is a major component of model-based recognition that involves the
detection of primitives that are useful for image interpretation and object recognition.
In this thesis, it is proposed to use brightness-based featu¡es for model representation
and object recognition. These features need to be extracted from model images during
the construction of the objects models and. from the scene images during recognition.
These brightness features consist of special signatures and topographic patterns of
the brightness su¡face characterized by significant local changes in brightness. They
consist of cli'ff, ridge, and hitlsi,de features. This chapter first addresses the general
scheme for feature extraction with a brief discussion of the constituent modules and
a description of the relationships between these modules, which are then described.
and analyzed in greater detail.

4.L Background

Raw images obtained from a vision sensor are often composed of large arrays of
data which cannot be directly interpreted by the computer. It is often convenient to
partition or segment an image axray into a smaller set of low-level entities, which are
groups of pixels with particular properties. These entities, called image primitives or
features, may be grouped and organized in a structn¡ed way to produce high-level,
structural features which will then be matched against a previously known description
of the scene objects' Featrues or primitives are often classified in the literatu¡e as local
and global' Local featu¡es refer to boundary and regional descriptors such as edge
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segments or surface patches of planar or quadric surfaces. Local features, listed here in

the increasing order of complexity, can consist of 2-D points [146], 3-D points [95], 2-D

contours (edges and curves) [180], 3-D contours [29], 2-D contour groupings [150], 3-D

surfaces [18], and 3-D volumetric primitives [35, 177]. Global features, on the other

hand, correspond to regional descriptors such as the area, centroid and perimeter

obtained from binary or piece'wise constant images.

A number of segmentation techniques have been reported in the literature for the

detection and extraction of image features. The classical methodologies include edge

detection, region growing, and'thresholding. Other segmentation algorithms based

on'function approximation'have also been developed for image analysis by fitting

the sensory information (intensity or range data) to specific bivariate (two-variable)

functions. The topographic primal sketch [109] is a complete pixel labeling scheme for

intensity images based on the facet model and local surface function approximations.

This technique produces topographic descriptions that include a peak, pi,t, ridge,

raui,ne, søddle, fl,at and a hi,llsi,,de.

In this work, brightness featu¡es a¡e detected through function approximation

of the brightness surface and'topographic labeling similar to Ha¡alick's topographic

pri,mal slcetch, which js limited to labeling image pixets as edge or non-edge. The

features and primitives detected in this thesis are topographic descriptors that are

more explicit in natu¡e and have a number of properties and attributes that can be

effectivelyr.rsed for object modeling and recognition. These features a¡e cha¡acterized

by'significant changes in brightness. Some of these patterns a¡ise in the brightness

image from special phenomena of light reflection from specific (curved) sections of the

object su¡faces when subjected to directional illumination from some light sources.

F\:¡thermore, these features relate to physical characteristics and geometric properties

of the objects in the scene and are capable of producing a spatial description of the

environment. They also contain some clues about the object appearance and pose. If

the camera and the light source(s) are stationaryand only the object pose can change
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arbitrarily, these featu¡es remain invariant for a wide range of object transformations.
Thus, they may be quite useful for object recognition and pose computation.

Speed is extremely important when performing industrial tasks. one way to
achieve speed is to minimize the amou¡t of featu¡e search by searching only the regions
that may contain such featu¡es, and then extracting as much featu¡e information as
possible from these regions' This objective can be met by first scanning the image to
locate regions that may contain these features. The regions of interest are then finely
scanned to extract topographic features that are rich in information, and which may
consist of cli,ffs, ridges and hi.I|si,d.es. The detectability of brightness features is also
addressed, and robustness against r¡ariations in the lighting intensity is tested and
verified.

4.2 General scheme for Extraction of Brightness Features

In designing the feature extraction process, it is desired to extract from an intensity'image 
the maximum amount of feature information in the least amount of time.

Evidently, it is not efficient to exhaustively scan the huge image array fo¡ all kinds
of features' To accomplish fast and efficient feature detection, the amount of search
and extraction needs to be minimized by controlling the following th¡ee parameters:
where to search, what to search for, and. how to search. To address these questions,
the image is first transformed temporarily into a piece-wise constant image by means
of multi-level th¡esholding. The image is then coarsely scanned for high-contrast,
steplike brightness patterns that may potentially yield usefut topographic features.
The regions that contain such patterns are identified and then finely scanned to
extract topographic primitives, consistin g of cli,ffs, rid,ges and, hiltsid,es [Figure 4.1].
The topographic features a¡e obtained through su¡face fitting of the brightness distri
bution in a small image patch to a bi'¿ariate poþomial. followed by analysis of the
topology of the fitted brightness su¡face. Each patch is then labeled according to its
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profile of a cliff profile of a ridge prolile of a hillside

Figure 4.7: þpical brigåtness profrles of a cliff, ridge, and convex hillside features.

topographic description and assigned a set of attributes and distinguishing properties.

Neighboring patches having similar properties and attributes are then grouped into

feature groupi,ngs as they are detected.

4.2.L Coarse Image Scanning - Pattern Search

First, the question of where to seørch for features is addressed. The object(s) in the

image often occupy only a limited region of the image, and it is not necessary to

perform an exhaustive search of the whole image array of 512x480 pixels to detect

the desired features. A process is presented here to na¡row down the search space

and identify the image regions that may potentially contain useful featu¡es for object

recognition. In this process, the image is temporarily transformed. into a piece'wise

constant image by means of multi-level thresholding. The image is then scanned along

specified directions in search of special brightness patterns. These patterns are likely

to contain local topographic primitives (in the brightness sr:rface) such as cli,ffs, ri,d,ges

and convex hillsides. The thresholding is achieved instantaneously by converting the

image lookup table to a new lookup table without altering the image intensity u,lues.

In the new lookup table, the actual image intensity 'ualues are replaced with the

thresholded intersity values, such that for any two corsecutive threshold values (in
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the linear scale), fr and fi*1 with e, <T¿+t),the ratio

P: 'T¿+t-T¿(T¿+t *7,)/2
is constant and is equal to a prescribed ,¿alue. The value of the prescribed ratio, -R,
is subjectively selected depending on the contrast level in the image, and it typically
ranges between 0'01 and 0.05. Using the new lookup table, the image is coarsely
scanned (in different directions along the so-called scan-lines), searching for special
patterns of brightness transitions within a fixed three.pixel template. Figure 4.2
shows the template and illustrates the coa¡se scanning process. The scan lines can
be in any direction, but they are chosen here to be along the horizontal, vertical and
diagonal directions, and they are separated by a fixed distance, ,g. The scanning
tempiate is oriented along the scan line and consists of three pixels: a central pixel
and two sides pixels, each is located at a distan ce Ds (pixels) from the central one.
The template is translated along the scan lines in steps of ds.

As the template is moved along the scan lines, two types of patterns are observed.
These a¡e the (convex) rid,ge pattern and the cli,ff-hi,ttsi,d,epatterns, as illustrated by
Figure 4'3' These patterns are identified depending on the relative val¿es of the three
thresholded brightness values (in the linear scale), Bo, Bt, and Bz, at the central,
lefi-end, and right-end pixels of the template, respectively. It should be noted here
that concave patterns resembling rauines, pi,ts and,concave hiltsid,esare not considered
here because they occtr less frdquently in irnages, and they involve very da.rk regions
of the image, thus are quite noisy and less reliable than convex patterns.

Tbe ridge pattern is identified when the thresholded brightness ,øalues at the side
pixels are both smaller than the brightness of the central pixel, (r.e. [a, < Bs] and
[8, < Bs])' The brightness steps, expressed in terms of ratios, on both sides of the
template must be greater than a minimum tolerance r¡alue Bro¿tithat is,

Wl) B'rott and IWI> B,,ot,.

B'0, B', and B', are the actual (not the thresholded) brighiness r¿alues (in the linear
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Figure 4.2: Coarce image scanning for special high-contrast brightness patterns.
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Figure 4.3: The brightness patterns detected in the coa,'se image scanning (d,Bt : Bt _ Bo
and d,B2: Bz - Bo).

scale) averaged at and near the three template pixels. The r¡alue of the tolerance B2o¿
is selected based on the scene structure and the geometry of the objects viewed in
the image.

The cli'ff-hi'Ilsíd'e pattern is identifi.ed when the th¡esholded brightness value at
either side pixel is greater than that at the central pixel, while the thresholded bright-
ness value at the other side pixel is smaller than that at the central pixel; that is,
(i''' [8, < Bs and Bz ] Be] or [8, > .Be and Bz 1^Bs]). Besides, the brightness
steps on either side of the template must be greater than a minimum tolerance r¡alue
Brotz.That is,
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Once a pattern is accepted, a polygonal region called the bounding strip and contain-

ing the three.pixel template is identified as a feature region: This region will then

be finely scanned later to extract more explicit featu¡es with accurate attributes and

more dètailed descriptions of the brightness transition in that region. This process of

coarse scanning addresses the question of. where to search.

4.2.2 Features Detection and Grouping

Now ad.d¡essing the question of what to search for, the brightness features to be

detected consist of local significant brightness transitions and highlights arising from

sudden changes in the object's surface normals, "steep" but smooth changes in the

object's curvatures and convexities, and sudden changes (discontinuities) in surface

reflectance, as illustrated in Figure 4.4. The brightness featu¡es to be detected also

Figure 4.4: Some physical surfaces that gíve ¡ise úo the brightness fe¿úu¡es of interest.

arise from regions of specular highlights that occur with shiny surfaces and from

shaded surfaces and shadow regions. Note here that the appearances of these physical

phenomena depend on the illumination and the camera pose. The corresponding

(b)(a) (c) (d)
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image features arising from these visual effects are id.entified here as cliff, rid,ge, and,
hillside featu¡es whose brightness proflles a¡e similar to those shown in Figure 4.1.
Tbe cli'fffeature is characterized. by a step change in brightness accompanied by a local
change in convexity of the brightness su¡face. A ridgeis a ,,bumplike,, pattern that
experiences two changes in convexity. However, only the middle section of the bump
which is a single-cunnatu¡e su¡face section that is extracted and iabeled here as a
rídge featwe' The hittsidefeatu¡e represents a steep but smooth change in brightness
that does not exhibit any change in the convexity of the brightness su¡faces. Alt three
feature types wilÌ be described again in more detail in the following sections.

Now comes the other issue of how to detect these features. Featu¡e detection
is achieved by finety scanning the previously identified feature-regions (or bounding
strips) for detecting possible primitives and features. Here, two aspects of the process
will be addressed. The fust is how to scan these regions, and the second is what takes
place at each scanned pixel before a feature is exüracted. For the first part, one
obviotls way to scan the featu¡e region is to exhaustively check all the pixels of the

. 
region, but that may not always be necessary. An alternative way is to partially and
recursively scan the region and to examine some pixels while skipping a few others
in-between' The fewer the pixels skipped, the mo¡e reliable is the search and the
less is the risk of missing the detection of some useful featu¡es. To cover most of the
featu¡e regions with a very small chance of missing some features, a process of scan-
by-batch is designed to reduce the amount of search. In this process, batches of nine
pixels, evenly spaced and arranged into a (3 x 3) anay, a¡e formed as illustrated in
Figrue 4'5' The spacing, D1, between the pixels in the batch is moderate and ranges
between 2 to 4 pixels' For each batch, the nine pixeìs are examined one by one in
the order shown in Figure 4.5 (central pixel is first, then the corner pixels, then the
remaining side pixels) until a feature is detected. As soon as a featu¡e is detected and
labeled, that batch is abandoned without examining the remaining batch pixels, and
an adjacent batch separated by a distance D2 (pixels), to the right of or below the
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Figure 4.5: The scan-by-batch process.

current batch, is considered until the search of the whole feature region is completed.

This sc¿n-by-batch process tends to reduce the recursive search space by an average

factor of 2. Flom a statistical point of view, if the probability of detecting a feature

at any of the nine pixels of the batch is constant and equal to I f 
g , then this scanning

process promises a saving of about 50% in the search time.

Now consider what occurs at each scanned pixel of the batch in order to detect a

brightness feature or prirnitive. A small image patch is sampled, and the brightness

distribution inside the patch is approximated using a suface function. The topology

of the frtted brightness surface is then analyzed, producing a topographic description

of the patch. Three types of description are produced, namely the cli,ff, ridge,, and

convex h.i,Ilside featu¡es.
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Chapter 4 Image Segmentation and Feature Extraction

The process of topographic description and feature extraction, illustrated in
Figure 4.6, is structu¡ed as follows. First, the patch brightness is frtted to a b¡-
linea¡ surface function to check the flatness of the brightness surface. If the fit is
acceptable with a very tight error tolerance, the patch is labeled as planar and no
feature is extracted from that patch. If such a bi-linea¡ fit is not possible, then a

bi-cubic fit witl be tested. If a bi-cubic fit was not possible, then the patch wiil be
rejected. However, if the patch brightness can be fitted to a bi-cubic polynomial, then
the topology will be analyzed for possible changes in brightness su¡face convexity and
for high-enough contrast to label the patch as a cli,ff f.eatu¡e. If a cli,ff featu¡e could
not be detected, the brightness distribution will be fitted to a bi-quadratic function.
If the bi-quadratic fit is not acceptable, then the patch will be rejected, otherwise
the surface function wiil be analyzed, to extract a ri,d,ge or a hi,Ilsid,e feature. A rid,ge

feature occurs when the brightness su¡face has a zero.slope line within the patch, and
a hi'llsi'de feature occurs when a zero-slope line occrus (is extrapolated) outside but
near the patch boundaries.

Once a featrue is extracted, simila^r featu¡es will be searched for in neighboring
regions until a maximum number of features is obtained, resulting in a feature group-
i'ng' The search for neighboring features is done through a directed search based on
the last-detected feature orientation. Feature groupingsallow a quick local search fo¡
a set of meaningfirl and reliable features, Ðd they significantly reduce the amount
of model feature i¡formation. Hence, they reduce the efforts needed for handling,
storing and retrieving this information. It should be noted here that a patch is
never searched more than once for some feature if it happened to previowly contain
that t¡pe of featu¡e. This will avoid searching the same area and extracting the
same feature information more than once. Each feøture groupi,ng is enclosed in a
rectangular region, which is tagged and not allowed to be searched again even if it is
predicted to contain potential featu¡es.

The details of the image segmentation and featu¡e extraction process are given
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-l

nol

patch rejected

patch rejected

Figure 4.6: Schematics of the topographic description and feature extraction algorithm.
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in the following sections' The fitting of brightness distributions into bivariate poly-
nomials is described in Section 4.3. The topographic analysis of the surface functions
along with the feature detection and extraction process are disç¿ssed in Section 4.4.
The mechanism of fast featu¡e extraction and grouping is addressed in Section 4.5.

4.3 surface Fitting of rmage Brightness Distribution

Before exbracting brightness features from an image patch, the raw image intensities
inside each patch are converted into image brightness'ualues which are then fitted to a
bir¡ariate (two-variable) potynomial or surface function. Again, ,,image brightnesses,,
are used to denote the converted image intensities (camera read.ings) from the 0-255
image gray-scale to the 0-2550 (linear) image brightness range. V/hen fitting the
brightness distribution in a small patch into a su¡face function, three parameters need
to be taken into consideration: the patch size, the number and distribution of the
sampled pixels in the patch, and the order of the approximating bivariate polynomial.
The patch sampling process is first described, along with a discussion on the optimum
selection of the patch size and the number and distribution of the sampled. pixels
in the patch' The formulation for fitting the brightness distribution to a general
bir¡ariate polynomial is then presented. The significance of 'øarying the order of the
bivariate poþomials for accu¡ately and reliably approximating the brightness surface
is discussed' Robustness against noise and inr¡ariance with respect to illumination
(Ught intensity) variations are also addressed.

4.3.t Patch Sampling

The patch sampling involves two parameters: the patch size, determined. by the
fr¡rthest pixels from the central pixel; and the total number and the distribution of
pixels used for fitting the brightness su¡face to a bi',¡ariate po\momial. \Mhen selecting
the appropriate patch size and the number of pixels in the patch, one would like to
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capture the correct shape of the image brightness surface, minimize the differences

between the approximated and actual brightness vaiues, suppress noise, and obtain

useful features with correct attributes and accurate properties.

The perfect shape of a patch may be circular because it is the most rotationally

in',¡a¡iant patch. Other shapes such as hexagonal or octagonal shapes maybe desirable

because they offer certain rotational invariance. Such shapes may require the use of

polar coordinates and may complicate the fitting and the analysis of the brightness

surface, especially-when the patch is made of squa,re pixels. Therefore, the square

patch using Cartesian coordinates appears to be the most suitable and convenient

patch shape [Figure 4.7]. The major axes of the coordinate frame are along the

Nnc

+

I -t

Central Pixel

Figure 4.7: Squarc patch using Cartesíara coordinates.

vertical (downward) and the horizontal (to the right). The patch coordinates are

normalized such that the pixel at the center of the patch is the origin and the furthest

pixels from the center (i.e. at the bounda¡ies of the patch) range between -1.0 and

+1.0. In order to have a central pixel, it is desirable to have an odd number of pixels
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along each side of the patch. The width of the square patch, No, can be written as

Np : 2Npz* I,

where Nez is the number of pixels in a patch above or below, to the right or to the

left of the central pixel. The brightness surface in a typical image patch is shown in

Figure 4.8.

Figure 4.8: Brightness disú¡ibution in a typicù smaJl image patch.

A number of patch sizes have been tested for determining the optimum patch size.

These patches range in size from No : 5 (pixels) to N, : i7 (pixels). These sizes

were selected based on experiments with a wide range of viewpoints and iilumination

levels, where typical ridgepeal<s and cli,ffregiors were found to range between b and

17 pixels in width. Regarding the number of pixels sampled, all the pixels of the patch

are sampled if the patch width is less or equal to 9, but if the patch width is greater

than 9, the number of sampled pixels becomes too large. Instead, "checkers-like" or

"every-other-pixe1" nets of sampled pixels are considered. Eleven patch configurations

are considered, and they are illustrated in Figure C.l of Appendix C.
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The choice of the optimum patch size and number of sampled pixels cannot be
easily formalized, but certain guidelines could be established to provide the best re.
sults in terms of feature detectability and accuracy of the feature attributes. A few
tests were conducted to analyze the effects of changing the sampling pararneters and
to obtain good results' These tests also assisted. in designing the feature extrac-
tion process and strategy that were described above. Some results of these tests
are presented in tabular form and illustrated graphically, and they are included in
Appendix C and briefly discussed below.

4.3.2 surface Fitting using Bir¡ariate porynomials

This section describes the formulation for fitting the image brightness distribution
inside a small patch to a bivariate poþomial of the form:

F(r,ù : as*ayr*a2y

*asr2 laary*asA2

+.a6rs * a7 æ2g * a¿ra2 + asas

*anna * allæ3g * atzr, y, + anfrAT * auua

-t-

N
: Ð oo gr(r,ù .

fr:0

A biw¡iate polynomial is considered here because it is simple and. compact, easily
differentiable, and capable of accurately capturing the su¡face shape. It allows the
detection of a number of topographic featu¡es such as peaks and saddles and the
extraction of their shape properties. It may also be useful for extrapolating and
predicting the shapes of neighboring areas. The bi''¿ariate polynomial can be expressed

in matrix form using

(4.1)

(4.2)

(4.3)
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where

is an array of N scalar coefficients, and g is

functions, gn (k :0, 1, . . . , N), given by

e: lI r g 12 ra a2 *3 *'a raz a3

an array of N elementary polynomial

(L L\

(4.6)

n4 r3a *'a' ,at an ... 1t . (4.5)

Note that if n is the order of the polynomial, then N:(n + 2)(n + I)12. Again, the

variable ø corresponds to the horizontal axis through the central pixel of the patch

pointing to the right, while the variable g corresponds to the vertical axis through the

central pixel of the patch pointing downwards. Both ø and g/ range between -1.0 and

+1.0. To fit the brightness distribution inside a patch, the image brightness values at

M pixels inside the patch are sampled, and the coefficient vector a is determined such

that the squares of the residual errors are minimized in the least-squares sense. A

sampled pixel P, is described by its image coord.inates (i", j,) and the image brightness

value (converted to the linear scale) Br: B"(i* jr).The pixel coordinates are then

transformed from the image coordinates P" : Pr(ir,j") to the patch coordinates

P!: Pl@,,9r,) where

with (as, jo) being the image coordinates of the central pixel of the patch. N, is the

width or height of the square patch, in pixels.

The residual error E" is defined as the difference between the brightness ralue of

the best-fitting surface function at pixel P, and the actual brightness 'ualue at that

pixel,

Er: F(ær,Aò - Br.

The best-fitting bi'¿ariate polynomial, F : F(rr,a), approximating the patch

brightness surface is obtained by solving for the coefficients of the polynomial,
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or (k : 1,2, "' ,N), that minimize the sum, ,s, of the squares of the residuars,
Er, at the sampled pixels of the patch,

mi,ni,m'ize S €+ mi,nimi,ze ir: @.7)

This can be accomprished by solving the followir* ;:jn"rtions:
AS

ñ:u' r:1,2r"',N (4.8)

for the coefficients , at (k : 1,2,. . . , N). The sum of squa,res of the errors, ,S. can be'written 
as

M
s: É [F('", u,) - B,], :I 

f 
(rÐ a* s*(r",")) - B,]' (4.e)

Substituting the partiai derivatives of ,S with respect to a,^ in Equation (4.g) resutts
in

M t/N \ IÐ2l(Ð* e*(x,,a,) e,(r,,r,))- B,e,(r",e,)f :g, r:!,2,... ,N, (4.10)s=l L\,b:t / - '-'--'l

which reduces to

!/.N. \ M
L.lLar Tn(r,,u,) g,(r,,u)) : l¿ 9,(ø",y"¡, r: r,2,.., ,N . (4.11)s:l \ß=1 / s:r

changing the order of the summations, Equation (4.11) can be written as

g/ g / \ \ M
L*l"o) )gn(x,,u,) g,(r,,aò): IA g,(n,,y,¡, r:L,2,... ,N. (4.r2)È=1 \ s=l / s_t

The system of equations given in @.1,2) can simpry be written as

ÐooKr,k:br, r:1,2,... ,N, (4.i3)
È=1

or in'matrix form, using

Ka:b, Ø.I4)
where K is an N x N matrix whose (r, c) element is given by

M
Kr,":Ð-gr1*r,a) g"(r",ar) , (4.15)

s=1
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and b is an N x 1 column vector whose r¿à element is given by

M
b,:IBrg,(t",aò. (4.16)

9=-

Again, the vector a is given by (4.a), and g, are the elementary polynomial functions

given in (a.5). The unknown coefficient vector a can be determined by inverting the

matrix K, which is a full, non-singular matrix. The Gauss elimination technique is

used here to invert the matrix K.

4.3.3 Significance of the Bivariate Polynomial Order

The proper selection of the bivariate polynomiai order depends on the topology of

the brightness surface, and the desired representation of the brightness su¡face. Bi-

cubic polynomials (obtained by restricting the power of the independent variables

to the third order, n:3, N:10) are most suitable for fitting general smooth bright-

ness surfaces in regions where the surface has at most a double convexity. Higher-

order biva¡iate polynomials can handle more general surfaces, but they require more

computations, are more difficult to analyze, are more sensitive to noise, and can un-

necessarily introduce unwanted "wiggles." Lower-degree bi'uariate poiynomials give

less flexibility in fitting general su¡faces and can only be used to fit single-convexity

surfaces, but they result in simpler approximations of such cu¡ved surfaces with single

convexity. In faet, bi-quadratic (n:2, N:6) polynomials are the most suitable fit for

cwved and single-convexity regions, although a bi-cubic fit can produce a very simiiar

approximation. Bi-linea¡ firnctions a,re suitable for planar (flat or inclined) brightness

surfaces; a planar inclined region with constant and non-zero slope using a bi-linear

function (n:r, N:3); and a flat plana,r region can be more simply approximated

using a constant surface fit (n:0, N:1). These concepts will be made clea¡er in

the implementation of the fitting scheme and the discussion of the significance of the

bir¡ariate polynomial order.
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4.3.4 Goodness of the Surface Fit

The fitting of brightness surfaces using a bivariate polynomial F(r,g) is just an

approximation and is by no means an exact statement about the actual brightness
distribution. A fit is considered good and acceptable if the approximating polynomial
closely models the brightness values and correctly simulates the brightness surface in
terms of cunnature and slope. If the actual brightness surface inside a small patch

has a reasonably-smooth curved shape with reasonable amounts of noise, a bivariate
polynomial, of the third.order or less, can closely approximate the shape of that
brightness surface. Two goodness measures are introduced here to assess the accuracy

and acceptability of the fii: the maximum percent error and'the average percent error.

The maximum percent error is the maximum value of the percent errors at a1 the
pixels of the patch and is given by

EUo.: mAX ,,A) - B"(i,
, s:Lr2r... rM,B'(i", ir)

EMo, is a local measure of the worst-case scenario and may not properly reflêct the
overall performance of the fit. The other goodness measure, namely the average

percent error, is equivalent to the root-mean squared (RMS), and is computed using

(4.r7)

(4.18)

Earn is a global measure of the overall goodness of the fit. The two error measures

complement each other and together give a good assessment of the fit performance.

4.3.5 rmplementation of the Brightness Fitting Algorithm

The fitting algorithm was implemented in a C program using the Image-Worlcframe

(rwF) sofbware [164]. A set of e>cpériments were conducted to

- test the performance of the fitting algorithm,

- a,ssess the significance of the polynomial order,
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- observe the effects of variations in illumination,

- select the optimum patch size, and

- set bounds on the error values for accepting or rejecting certain fits.

Four types of brightness su¡faces were considered in these tests: a cli,ff, a ri,dge, a

hillsi,de and a flat region. Typical regions of such types were selected from a set

of images of the same scene under three different levels of illumination. The first

illumination level produces a bright image, where the image intensities of the selected

regions range between 115 and 225 (of 256 gray levels), which correspond to the range

of 400 to 2000 in the linear brightness scale (0-2550 range). The second illumination

level corresponds to one quarter of the first level in the linear brightness scale, where

the image intersities of the selected regions rânge between 45 and 135, which in turn

correspond to a range of 100 to 500 in the linear scale. The third illumination level

corresponds to one quarter of the second level in the linear brightness scale, where

the image intensities of the selected regions range between 15 and 65, corresponding

to a range of about 25 to 125 in the linear scale.

The brightness distribution in each of the four regions was fitted by a bi-linear,

bi-quadratic and bi-cubic functions. The maximum and average percent errors

were computed for the eleven cases of patch sizes and pixel counts in the patches

[Figure C.1]. The error values resulting from the bi-linear, bi-quadratic and. bi-cubic

fits for the four regions and the three illumination levels are presented in Appendix C.

The polynomial coeffi.cients for the three illumination levels a¡e also tabulated in

Appendix C. To assess the significance of the bir¡ariate polynomial order, the bright-

ness surfaces containing the raw brightnesses (in a 9 x g patch), and the brightness

surfaces resulting from a bi-linear, bi-quadratic and bi-cubic fits are plotted for all

four regions at the th¡ee illumination levels. It was observed that the fitting errors

stightty increase as the illumination is gradually reduced from the fust level to the

second, then to the third level. With regard to the effects of varying the patch sizes,
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the errors are very small for small patch sizes, and they increase significantly with
increasing patch sizes. The effects of varying the patch size were observed by compar-
ing the surface plots of both the raw and fitted brightness surfaces for th¡ee different
patch sizes, namely Np:5, Np:9, and Nr:lg. This aspect of the fitting problem will
be discussed separately-for each region along with other related obserr¡ations in the
following sections.

4.3.5.1 Fit Analysis for a Tlpical Clitr Region

A typical cli'ffrcgionmanifests a double'conveúty brightness su¡face and a transition
in brightness which is 5 to 13 pixels in width [Figure  .g]. By fitting a double-convexity

brightness surface to bivariate polynomials, it can be noticed from Tables C.L to C.B

that the fitting errors for bi-quadratic and bi-linear fits are quite high compa¡ed to
the bi-cubic fit for all patch sizes and illumination levels. It can also be observed

from Figures C.2 to C.4 that the bi-linear and bi-quadiatic fits fail to simulate the
double'convexity of the brightness surface. It can also be observed from Table C.4
containing the polynomial coeff.cients that the values of the cubic coefficients (ø6 to
øe) are significant. Hence, a bi-cubic fi.t is required, while a bi-linear or bi-quadratic
fits are not suficiently useful for approximating this t¡1pe of surface. In fact, the
bi-cubic fit captures the correct shape of the brightness surface for the difierent levels

of iliumination. FÏom Figures C.5 to C.7, itcan be observed that the small patch size

(No:5) is quite small and does not capture the whole cli,fftransrtion. The large patch

size (Nr:15) contains the cu¡ved cüffsurfaceterminated by fl.at regions onthe cli,ff
sides. This la,rge patch size allows the capture of the correct surface curvature of the
cli,fftegion but resr¡lted in small "wiggles" at both ends of the cli,fi. This is because

the raw brightness surface is not perfectly sniooth. The middle patch size (No:g¡ ¡s

the most reasonable, as it contains the futl cliffregion and not the neighboring flat
regions. It also results in moderate error r¡alues for all levels of il.lumination.
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Figure 4.9: Bríghtness su¡face of a typical clifr..

4.3.5.2 Fit Analysis for a Tlpical Ridge Region

A typical ri,dgeregion exhibits a triple-convexity brightness surface over a large region.

This large surface requires high-order polynomials to fit and may involve tedious

analysis to extract the properties of the ridge present within that su¡face. However,

the top a¡ea of the surface is a single'convexity region that can be approximated

by a bi,ua^riate function and easily analyzed to extract useful rid,ge properties and

attributes. A brightness surface of a typical ridgercgion is shown in Figure 4.10.

It can be noticed from Tables C.5 to C.7 that the fitting errors for the bi-quadratic
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Figure 4.1,0: Erightness surface of a typicalridge.

and bi-cubic fits are very close and much lower than the errors for the bi-linear fit. It
can also be observed from Figures c.8 to c.10 that the bi-linear fit fails to capture
the cu¡'øature of the brightness surface, and that the bi-quadratic and bi-cubic fits
capture the co¡rect su¡face curvature for the different levels of illumination, as shown
for the (9 x 9) ridge patch. However, the bi-quadratic fit is su-ffi.cient for simulating
this (single-convexity) brightness surface, and the bi-cubic frt is red'ndant and not
necessary. This can also be observed'from Table c.g, where the quadratic coefficients
(ø3 to ø5) are similar for both bi-cubic and bi-quadratic fits, and the polynomial
coefficients for the cubic terms (ø6 to øe) are small compared to the other coefficients.
However, the bi-linear fit is not sufficiently useful to simulate such cwved brightness
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surface.

Flom Figures C.11 to C.13, it can be observed that the smali patch size (No:5¡

is too small to capture the cu¡ved section of the ri,dge. The large patch size (No:15¡

contains a triple-curvature surface which cannot be accu¡ately captured with a bi-

quadratic function. The middle patch size (Nr:g) contains the single-convexity sec-

tion of the ridgepeak; it also results in a very close approximation using a bi-quadratic

function (with moderate fitting error) for all three levels of iltumination.

4.3.5.3 Fit Analysis for a Typical Hillside Region

A typical hi'llsi'de region manifests a single-convexity brightness su¡face that exhibits

high, non-zero siopes. This surface should be easily approximated by a bivariate

firnction which could be extrapolated to find a zero-slope near the patch boundaries.

A typical brightness surface of a hillside region is shown in Figure 4.11.

localmaximum
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Figure 4.7I: Brightness surface of a typical hillside regían.
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It can be noticed from Tabies C.9 to C.11 that the fitting errors for the bi-
linear, bi-quadratic and bi-cubic fits are very close and are all low compared to the
other regions. It can also be observed. from Figures C.14 to C.16 that the surface

curvature is small and that all three fits capture the correct slope of the brightness
surface, as shown for the (9 x 9) patch. However, the bi-quadratic fit is suficient for
approximating this brightness surface and capturing the surface cur,øature, no matter
how small it is. The bi-linear fit is not desirable because it simulates a zero-curvatu¡e

surface, and the bi-cubic fit is redundant and not necessary. This can also be observed

from Table C'L2, where the quadratic and cubic polynomial coefficients (a3 to oe) are

small compared to the coefficients of the linear fit.

Flom Figures C.17 to C.19, it can be observed that the small patch size (No:5) is

too smali to capture the su¡face curvature. The other patch sizes (i/o:g and Np:15)
capture the su¡face curvature ¡easonably well using a bi-qua.dratic fit. The middle
patch size (No:9) seems to approximate the curved brightness surface of a hi,I:si,de

region reasonably well for all three levels of illumination and using a bi-quadratic
function and yielding moderate fitting errors.

4.3.5.4 Fit Analysis for a Tlpical Flat Region

A flat region manifests a brightness surface with a very low curvature an¿ reasonably

small slopes. This surface should be easily approximated. using a bi-linear function
with very small fitting errors. It can be noted from Tables C.13 to C.15 that the
fitting errors for the bi-linear, bi-quadratic and bi-cubic fits a¡e quite low and of the
same order as in the case of a hi,llsi,d,e region.

If the fitting errors are very smail for the bi-Iinea¡ fit, the surface can be assumed

to have a zelo curvature. This is the case of the brightness su¡face plotted in
Figures c.20 to c.22, where the surface curvatu¡e is very sûrâll, and all th¡ee fits
capture almost the same zero-cun¡ature brightness surface for the (g x g) fl.at patch.

Hence, the bi-cubic and bi-quadratic fits are not necessary and the bi-linear fit is
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su-fificient for approximating such simple brightness sruface. It can also be observed

from Table C.16 that the polynomial coefficients are very small except for as and a2,

which is another indication that the surface slopes are small.

Flom Figures C.23 to C.25, it can be observed that all th¡ee patch sizes are

suitable. The small patch size (No:5) for this surface can be very sensitive to

noise, while the large patch size (No:15) tends to be more capable of suppress-

ing noise. However, large patches may contain a non-flat region near the boundaries,

thus may give misleading results. The middle patch size (Nr:g) seems to be the most

reasonable size to capture such flat regions for all th¡ee levels of illumination using a

bi-linear fit and very tight tolerances on the fitting errors.

4.3.5.5 Optimum Patch Size and Tolerances on the Fitting Errors

It can be concluded from the above discussions that a patch size of Np:9 (or 9 x 9) is

the optimum size for the class of objects, viewpoints and image resolution considered

in this thesis. It was also observed that this fitting procedure is robust against changes

in the illumination levels. The tolerances on the fitting errors could be determined by

examining the fitting errors from the corresponding tables in Appendix C for different

regions and illumination levels. These tolerances are selected to be approximately

twice the values of the fitting errors that occu¡ in those regions and are tabulated

in Table 4.1. Again, B¡¿n s,rê, the image brightness values converted to the linear

brightness scale ranging from 0 to B¡¿n*on:2550 as introduced in Chapter 3.

The discussions and observations presented above were used as guidelines for

designing the feature extraction procedure presented in Section 4.2 and illustrated

graphically in Figure 4.6. A bi-Iinear fit is used to locally check the planarity of the

brightness surface easily and quickly. The bi-cubic fit is useful for detecting smooth

brightness surfaces, particularly for detecting double-convexity surfaces which tend

to yield clEf features. The bi-quadratic fit is useful for detecting single.convexity

surfaces and labeling the corresponding patches as either ridge or hi,llsi,de patches.
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Table 4'r: Tolerance vaJues on the masrimum and average frttinge¡rors.

4.4 Topographic Anarysis and Feature Extraction

In order to obtain useful brightness features, the surface topology needs to be
exarnined and anaþed to detect special su¡face patterns and topographic descrip-
tions' This can be achieved by means of topographic analysis based on the fust- and
second-order directional deri'¿atives of the approximated (or fitted) brightness surface
inside the image patch. In this thesis, a topographic analysis technique is introduced
to detect three types of brightness features and to extract their properties and at-
tributes that cor¡ectly and accurately describe the brightness distribution inside a
small image patch. The featu¡e properties and attributes are some topographic de.
scriptors which a¡e obtained by determining the lines of zero-slope (peaks) and the
lines of convexity change (lines of zero_cu¡,uature) and by also finding the d.irections
that optimize (minimize or mæcimize) surface slopes and cu¡,øatures. The classical
topographic analysis techniques involve the computation of the Hessian matrix and
determining the eigen'øalues and eigenvectors, and. analyzing their values and signs
to label pixels a's pealcs, p,its, rauines, rid,ges, sad,d,Ies or hiltsi,d,es [10g, 280]. The
Hessian analysis technique is used to determine the su¡face topology at specific points

Biva¡iate

polynomial fit

30 l Bun < 640 640 < B¿¿n 51280 1280 < B¿¿n 12550

bi-linear

bi-quadratic

bi-cubic

6.0

1,2.0

60.0
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corresponding to image pixels. However, this approach is pixel-based, is exhaustive in

nature, and does not produce accurate image attributes that can be useful for scene

interpretation and object recognition. The topographic analysis technique introduced

here is rather region-based than pixel-based, is capable of suppressing noise, and yield-

s more accurate and reliable topographic descriptors and brightness-based features

that are useful for object modeling and recognition.

The complexity of the topographic analysis process depends to a great extent on

the order of approximation of the fitting bir¡a¡iate (surface) polynomial. If the order

of the approximating polynomial is small, the topographic labeling process is simple

and straight forward. As the polynomial order increases, this labeling problem be-

comes more difficult and sometimes impossible to solve analytically. In that case, a

set of brightness curves can be sliced or cut from the brightness surface and then an-

alyzed individually by computing the directional derivatives of the brightness curves,

then determining the points of zero-slope (extrema) and the points of zero-curvature

(points of inflection). The individual curve descriptions for the set of selected curves

are then combined into a surface topographic description based on geometric coher-

ence (e.9. collinearity) and other measures of similarity in the curve shapes.

4.4.1 Analysis of Bi-linear Brightness Surfaces

The bi-linear brightness surfaces (in an image patch) of the form

Fr(n,A):ao*a¡r*øzU (4.1e)

are simple and very easy to analyze. A linear surface can be described by an average

brightness value and a two-d.imensional gradient vector that describes the surface

slope in the patch coordinate system. In this thesis, bi-linea¡ surfaces a¡e not used

to extract any image features, hence they will not be analyzed.
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4'4'2 Analysis of Bi-quadratic Surfaces for Ridge a¡d Hillside Detection

4.4.2.t Bi-quadratic Surface Analysis

Assuming that a (single'convexity) brightness surface is fit into a bi-quadratic function
of the form:

Fz(a,U) : ao * ayx I azU * asc2 * at sa * asa2 . (4.20)

It is desired to analyze the resulting surface fit and to detect and extrac t a rid,ge
'or a hi'Ilsi'de featrire. A ridge featu¡e resembles a "bump" in.the brightness surface,
and a hi'llsi'de feature represents a section of a similar bump. This bump is assumed
to have a single convexity and. has a "spine" that makes an angle with respect to
the horizontal' To detect and label the ridge or hi,llsi,d,e featu¡e from the brightness
su¡face in a patch, the orientation of the bump as well as a measure of the surface
curvature need to be determined.

To determine the orientation of the bump, the patch is sliced through the center
at some arbitrary orientation with respect to the r-y patchcoordinates, resulting in
a single-variable curve. The orientation that corresponds to the ,,brrmp spine,, can
be found by determining the direction that minimizes or maximizes the cu¡.,¿atu¡e of
the resulting curve at the peak of the bump. Since the patch surface is sliced at an
arbitrary angle d with respect to the horizontal, a change of coordinates to the polar
coordinate system is possible using

n:rcos? and A:rsind.

The brightness surface given by-F2(c,y) canbe represented by

(4.2r)

F2(r,0):do*6,tr*azr2 (4.22)

where a1 and d.2 I'tê the coefficients that are only functions of the parameter á an¿

are given by
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û6:ag

d1 : at(0): ot cos 0 * azsin?

da : or(0): 4s cos2 0 * a+cos d sind * øs sin2 d .

Originally, the Cartesian coordinates ø and g were co¡strained between -1.0 and

+1.0. In the new coordinate system (r,0),

-1t 'Il

, so s 2'
-1 +1

-<
cosd -' - cosd

-1 -Ll

sind -' - sind

for ldl <!. and' '- 4'
rot i .lel si.

F2(r,0) can be regarded as a set of parametric curves where d is the paramerer

varying between 0 and rl2. In order to solve for the ridgeorientation, we need to

determine the values of the parameter 0 that minimizes or maximizes the curvature

of the resulting curve at the peak of the "bump."

By definition, the curvature of a one-dimensional (1-D) curve y : A@) inlhe r-y

plane is given by

Cu:ffi,
where g' : daldø and a" : d2aldr2. Since the curvatu¡e at the peak (zero-slope

point) of the curve is minimized, it (the curvature) can be approximated by the

second-order derivative of the curve.

Now, to solve for the slicing direction that minimizes the curvature of the para-

metric curve F2(r,0), one has to solve for the angle 0 that minimizes or maximizes

(with respect to 0) the second-order deri'uative of F2(r,0) with respect to r,

Min(orMo) (ry) (4.23)

(4.24)

t20

which is equivalent to
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Substituting the second-order derivative of
Equation (4.24) yietds
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F2(r,0) with respect to r into

${roù : o . (4.25)

Substituting the

obtains

expression of the partial deriwtive of a2 with respect to d, one

2(ou - a3) cos 0 sinl * aa(cos2d _ sin20) : 0,

which can be simplified to

(4.26)

(ot - ø3) sin 20 * a¿cos2l :0 . (4.27)

solving Equation (4.27) results in the following two values of the angle d given by

(4.28)

The 'øalue of 91 corresponds to the maximum cunrature, Cu1, artd, the value of dz

corresponds to the minimum cur'øature, cu2. Note that the angles g1 and 02 are
offset by r/2 or g0 degrees (a.e. l0z- ïtl: r/2). These cu¡,¿atwes are called. the
principal cu¡vatures, and'the two angles d1 and 02 defrne the two principal d.irections
of cu¡vature' It should also be noted'that the r¡alues of the cur,¿atures can be positive
(for concave curves) or negative (for convex curves). The principal cu¡zatures at
the peak of the bi-quadratic surface are defined here as the second-derivative of the
function divided by half of the patch width and are given by

Cat : CuMo, - 
az(?-:- 0t) 

- 
2ae cos2 ár * o¿ cos ár sin ù * assin2 91

tu frz
and

caz : cau¿n - 
az(0 : 0z) 

- 
2ot"Ñ 0, * o!"otlz"il!Ér.iJojrnt 0,T: '

The division by Nl, is to normalize the cu¡r¿atu¡e with respect to the patch size.
According to the above results, the bump spine makes an angle dl with respect to the

e,:Itan-l (#Ð) and e,:ï,tan-l (#)
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horizontal. The quadratic curve analyzed for detecting the bump parameters and the

feature properties is sliced at the angle d2 with respect to the horizontal; this curve

is called here the "principal cu.rve."

The bi-quadratic surface can be labeled based on the values of the principal curva-

tures, and the location of the zero-slope point with respect to the patch coordinates.

The bi-quadratic surfaces can be classified based on the values of the principal cur-

vatures and a¡e labeled as illustrated in Figure 4.12. However, only the ndge and

convex hillsi,de descriptiors are considered for feature exbraction in this thesis. A

patch is labeled as a ri,dge or (convex) hi,llsi,de region if the r¡alues of the principal

curvatures are subject to the following constraints:

-Tt 1Cu1 < Ty and Cu2 1 -72,

where 7r is a positive threshold value on the curvature below which the cu¡vature is

assumed to be zero, and T2 is a positive threshold which is a minimum value above

which the curvature is considered significant. Typically, 7r and T2 are selected to be

both equal to 1.0 for the linear brightness scale of 0-2550. The details of the process

of. ridge and convex hi,llsi,de detection and labeling are given in the following sections.

4.4.2.2 Detection of Ridges and Convex Hillsides

The ridge is identified based on the values of the principal curvatu¡es and the location

of the ridge peak relative to the patch boundaries. It shoutd be noted that the

ma:cimum (principal) curvature Cu1 is very small and assumed to be zero, and that

the minimum curvature Ca2 ß negative and is significantly large in absolute vaiue.

The location of the ridge peak along the principal cruve can be obtained by solving

with ar and a2 both evaluated at 92, corr€sponding to the minimum (most negative)

principal cu¡r¡ature. The location of the ridge peak is given by

ff:o + 2a2rs*ar-o (4.2e)

(4.30)
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Figure 4.I2: Description of bi-quadratic surfaces based on the principaJ. curvatures.
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A ridge is finally identified if the peak of the quadratic su¡face occurs within the patch

boundaries. This is verified if the patch coordinates of the peak are constrained as

follows:

lø61 < 0.75 or lsol < 0.75.

A convex hi,llsid,e is identified when the peak of the quadratic su¡face occrrrs outside

but near the patch boundaries. This can be verified when the peak coordinates are

constrained as follows:

(l"ol > 0.75 or lsol > 0.75) and (l"ol < 2.0 and lgrol S 2.0).

In both cases, øs and ls àre given by

fro : Tocos02 and Ao : rosin02.

4.4.2.3 Ridge Properties and Attributes

A, ridge is labeled with a set of geometric and photometric attributes and properties.

These attributes a.re depicted graphically in Figure 4.13. The geometric properties

include a point on the ridge "spine" given in image coordinates by

( io*. ø6 Npz .lc: 
t io*ss*rrÌ '

a tangent vector, t, which is along the bump spine given by

t:{ 
sind2 

l.
l-cosr,rl'

and a normal vector, n, given by

(4.31)

(4.32)

":{:ff} (4.33)

Again, (io, jo) a¡e the image coordinates of the patch central pixel.

The photometric attributes consist of the peak brightness '¿alue, BH, the bright-

ness r¡alues at the low ends of the ri,dge, B¿1 and B¿2, the ri,dge principal curvarure,
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cu2, and the brightness ratio, Æ, of the rid.geheight (in brightness) to the brightness
of the ridgepeak The brightness at the rid,gepeak, BH,is equal to the r¡alue of the
firnction Fr(x,g) evaluated at the point C, or

BH : Fz(ro,yo). (4.34)

The brightness'øalues, B¿r and, B¡2, â.re averaged over two small patches around the
points P1 and P2, resp€ctively. P1 and P2 axe two points which axe a d.istance d
away from the peak point C along the rid,ge normal on either side of the rid,ge. The
first point is along the positive rid,ge normal and is given by

(4.35)
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Figure 4.13: Ridge attributes and properties.
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and the second point is along the negative ridge normal and is given by

Pz: C - d'n. (4.36)

The distance, d, is selected depending on the size of the patch containing the detected

ridge feature. d is typically chosen between six (6) and nine (9) pixels. Note that Br
is obtained from the fit, while B¿1 and B¡2 ã,rê the average brightness r¡alues at P1

and P2, respectively, and are not obtained from the bi-quadratic fit. The brightness

height of the ridge is determined by the smaller of the differences between tlne ridge

peak brightness and the brightness values, BLt and B¡2. The brightness ratio, .R,,

for the detected ridgeis a measure of the ridgeheight and is given by

(4.37)

A rídge feature is d¡awn on the image by drawing a line segment along the ri,dge spine

and bounded by the two end points, E1 and 82, which are at the intersections of the

ri,dge spine with the patch boirndaries. Only ridge featvres having brightness ratios

greater or equal to 0.10 a¡e extracted.

4.4.2.4 Example of Ridge Feature Extraction

The feature extraction process was programmed using the C language and the Image-

Worlcframe (IWF) softwa¡e. The same images used in Section 4.3.5 are used here

again for the three levels of illumination in order to test the feature detectability,

particularly the "detectability" of ri,dge features. The ridge region was selected and

tested, and a rid,ge f.eatwe v/as detected and extracted for all three images corre-

sponding to the three levels of illumination. Note again that the second illumination

level corresponds to one quarter of the first level (in the linear brightness scale) and

the third illumination level also corresponds to one quarter of the second level. The

pictures in Figure 4.L4 show the ri.dgeregion and illustrate the detected ridgef.eatwes

and their attributes.
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Figure 4'14: Pictwes of the detected ridge feaúures a¡,d their attributes for the three levels
of illumination. The plots of the brightness profles across the detected featwes a¡e scaled
based on the tatio of the respective illumination levels to the frrst illumination level.
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4.4.2.5 Convex Hillside Attributes and Properties

A hi'ttsi,d,e is also labeled with a set of geometric and photometric attributes and

properties. These attributes are depicted graphically in Figure 4.15.
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Figure 4.15: Hillside attributes and properties.
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The geometric properties includ.e: a point, c : (io, jo), at the center of the patch.
a tangent vector, t, which is arong the zero-srope rine is given by

, : 
{_'::;, }

and a normal vector, n, given by

(4.38)

(4.40)

":{:ï} (4.3e)

The photometric attributes include the maximum brightness, B¡¡, the rninimum
brightness, BL, the minimum principal curvatvre, cu2, and the brightness ratio,
R¡, of the hi'llsi,de height (in brightness) to the maximum brightness on the hiusi.d,e

along the principal curve. The maximum brightness, B¡¡, occurs at point p1 at the
intersection of the negative normal vector with the patch boundaries and is given by

P1 : 
{,,:';,::,) 

if plt' .,rta

and

(io-Np2cotd1 )Pl : { | ir p¡l>r/ 
,[ ;'o-Npz )

and the minimum brightness, -B¿, occurs at point P2 along the intersection of the
positive normal vector with the patch boundaries and is given by

P2 : {^i1)::,,} ir pvt <nta

and (4.41,)
( io+ No2cotgl )

P2 : { . } ir lr,llr/a.( io*Npz )
The brightness values at these two points are obtained by evaluating the func-
tion F2(n,g) at these points. The brightness ratio, -R¿, for the rdetect ed hittsid,e is
determined using

, Bn-Br,rLh:@ñ (4.42)
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OnIy hi,llsides that have brightness ratios greater or equal to 0.10 are considered and

extracted.

4.4.2.6 Example of Convex Hitlside Feature Extraction

A hi'llsi'de featu¡e extraction module was also programmed. The same images of

t'he hillside regions used in Section 4.3.5 are used here again for the th¡ee levels of

illumination in order to test the hi,tlsi,de feature detectability. The convex hitlsi,de

region was selected and tested, and a hi,Ilside featu¡e was detected and. extracted for

all th¡ee images. The pictures in Figure 4.L6 show the hi,ttsi,de region and iilustrate

the detected hillsi.de featu¡es and their attributes.
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Figure 4'L6: Pictwes of the detected hillside features and their attributes for the three
Ievels of illumination. The plots of the brightness profles a.cross the detected feauures arc
scaJed based on the ratio of the respective illumination levels to the frrst illumination ?evel.
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4.4.3 Analysis of Bi-cubic Brightness Surfaces for Ctitr Detection

The classical techniques of edge finding reported in the literature detect discontinu-

ities in the image and denote them as edges, which are often detected at the pixel level.

Pixels which are labeled as edge points are then linked into contiguous curves and

used for image understanding. These discontinuities in image brightness occur at the

boundaries of different image regions, notably at regions involving sudden changes in

illumination or reflectance, and they are often characterized by a step function. This

type of transition in brightness is actually a few pixels wide, and the corresponding

brightness surface involves a change in convexity, hence it can suitably be approxi-

mated by a bi-cubic polynomial [Figure a.9]. This type of transition is called here a

cli'ff pattern, and it is detected from a double'convexity brightness surface fitted into

a bi-cubic polynomial. A cli,ff feature is then extracted in the form of a line segment

corresponding to a "line of inf.ection" in the brightness su¡face along with a set of

geometric and photometric attributes.

4.4.3.L Analysis of a Bi-cubic Brightness Surface

Consider a brightness surface with a double-convexity which is fitted into a bi-cubic

function of the form:

Fs(n,a) : ao* atn* øza * asa2 + aary + asy2

*a6n3 * a7 x2y * aanaz * asas . (4.43)

It is desired to analyiically determine the direction at which the high-slope cli,ffsection

has the maximum slope. If that direction can be determined, a curve sliced along

that direction is analyzed to label the identified cli,ff region. However, the problem

cannot be solved analytically for such a high order bir¡ariate polynomial. Instead, a

few curves are sliced from the brightness su¡face and analyzed, then the individual

curve identifiers âxe grouped into a topographic su¡face description.

The surface can be "sliced" through the center, near the boundaries. and in
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different directions. Since the patch is square, the patch can be reasonably analyzed by
considering three horizontal and th¡ee vertical curves. More curves could be obtained
in eithe¡ direction, but the more curves there are, the more complicated becomes the
process of combining the curve descriptions into a meaningfr-rl topographic description.
Among the three curves selected for each direction, one curve is ,,cut,, through the
center, while the other two are cut near the patch edges at opposite sides of the
central curve [Figure 4.LT].

Y=+l.b

Figure 4"J'7: Directions of slicing the brightness su¡face to obtain the curves used for the
topographíc analysis.

The first three curves are along the vertical direction and are described bv

ø:-so¡ t:0, and ø:*so,

and the other th¡ee curves are along the horizontal d.irection and are given by

(4.44)

U:-so., A:0, and g:*so, (4.45)

where so is the coordinate'øalue at which the brightness surface is sliced. s6 is selected
such that the curves on the sides of the patch are a little inside and not on-the ed.ges
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of the patch. This is because the fitting polynomial may not be very accurate near the

patch boundaries. Hence, ss is selected in the range between 0.5 and 1.0. For the first

set of curves, the values of ø a¡e substituted into Equation (4.43), and the bivariate

firnction Fs(x,g) reduces to a single-r¡ariable function /s(y) in g. The second set of

curves are represented by a single-va^riable function /3(ø) in s obtained by substituting

the values of y into Equation (4.43). Since the bi'¿ariate polynomial is limited to bi-

cubic functions, the curves that will be analyzed are cubic polynomials. Although the

range of the patch coordinates is between -1.0 and +1.0, the occurrence of extrema

and points of in-fl.ection very near the patch boundaries are not considered. Only

occlurences in the range between -,ss and ss ar€ considered. The function analysis

and description of general cubic curves are described in Appendix B. The different

curve descriptiors (with respect to a Cartesian coordinate system ø-U) are presented

again in Figure 4.18, where the different cubic curve segments are classified by the

curvatu¡e and convexitv.
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Figure 4'78: Classifrcation of linear, quaÅratíc and cubic c¡rrres with respect to a Ca¡tesían
coordinate system r-y: (a) double-convexity curves arr'sing from cubic polynomials, (b)
single-conve>city atrves añsing from quadratic and cubic polynomiaJs, and (c) zerp-.curv¿ture
curves arising from linea¡ functions.
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4.4.3.2 Detection of Cliff Features

A' cli,ff feature is detected in a patch if a minimum number of one-dimensional (1-D)

cli,ffs arcdetected. on the curves that are analyzed. A l-D ctifiisacceptable if a point

of inflection is found within the interr¡al [-ro, s0], the brightness height of the cli.ff

is significant, and the brightness curve slope at that point is significantty high. The

brightness height is the difference between the highest and the lowest values of the

brightness curve within the range [-ro, "o]. 
The brightness slope of a curve u : ls(u)

is given by

(du/du)
ò'b : -=¡r.tv p2

(4.46)

Minimum values of acceptable brightness height, .ä6, range between 50 and 100, and

minimum r¡alues of acceptable brightness slope, 
^96, 

range between 5 and 10, for the

linear brightness scale of 0-2550.

When three (3) to four (a) acceptable L-D cli,ffs of similar characteristics are

found, and if the points of inflection axe aligned, then the points of infl.ection are

fitted into a straight-line segment that is referred to as "the line of infection." The

fitting of the points of inflection is done using the least-squares ñtting technique. A

total of twelve (12) cases a¡e considered, whereby three to four curve cli,ffs can be

found and the corresponding points of i¡flection are aligned; these cases are shown

in Figure 4.19. The dark dots are the locations of the points of inflection on the cli,ff

curves, and the labels shown below each patch denote the curves that contain the

t-D cli,ffs.
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Figure 4'79: The cases for occurrence of cliff c¿rves and points of inflection in a cltff. patch.
H7, H2 and H3 denote the horizontal cwves correspondíng to y--s', a:0 and y:ss,
respectiveþ; and V7, V2 and V3 denote the vertical curyes corresponding to r:-ss, r:0
and æ :so, respectively.
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4.4.3.3 ClitrAttributes

Image Segmentation and Feature Extraction

Once a cliff feature is detected and the line of inflection is dete¡mined, a set of

geometrical and photometric properties is obtained. These properties and attributes

are depicted graphically in Figure 4.20.

The geometric properties consist of the end-points of the cffifeatvre, the position

of the cli,ff, and the normal and tangent vectors. The angle between the inflection line

and the horizontal axis is called d1. The cli,fr end-poitrts, E1 and 82, are at the points

of intersection of the line of inflection with the patch boundaries. The position of the

E2
.to

I BH

BM

BL

cliff profile

Figure 4.20: Cliff attributes and properties.
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cli'ff, C, is a point of inflection determined at the middle of the segment bounded by
E1 and E2. The tangent vector, t, is along the line of inflection and is specified such

that its x-component is always positive. The no¡mal vector, n, is perpendicular to
the tangent vector, t, and is selected such that it points from the high-brightness to
the low-brightness ends of the cliff.

The photometric features consist of the maximum brightness, BH, minimum
brightness, 87, the brightness value, B¡¡, at the point of inflection c, the bright-
ness slope, .96, the brightness height, 116, and the brightness ratio of the cli,fi, R",
which is the ratio of the brightness height to the brightness r¡alue B¡a. Thebright-
ness height , H6, of the cliff is obtained by subtracting the brightness at the low-end,

B¡, from that at high-end of the cli,ff, B¡¡. The brightness vaiues Bu and B¿ are

obtained by averaging the actual brightness values at points P1 and p2, r€sp€ctively.

P1 is a point along the negative normal n, a clisf¿¡¡ce d, away-from the c/2.¡f position
point C (i'.e. on the high-brightness end), and P2 is a point along the positive normal
non'theoppositesideof thelineof inflection (i,.e. onthelow-brightnessend). The
distance d is again selected depending on the size of the cti,ffpatch and is typically in
the range of six (6) to nine (9) pixels. The brightness ratio, .R", for the detect ed. cti,ff
featu¡e is given'by

R": Bu - B¡,
B¡ra '

The cliff attributes are depicted graphically in Figur e 4.20. A cli,ff featL¡re is accepted

if the brightness ratio, .R" is greater or equal to 0.50.

4.4,3,4 Example of Cliff Feature Extraction.

A cli,ff feature extraction program was also developed. The same cli,ffregionused in
Section 4.3.5 is used here again for the th¡ee levels of illumination in ord.er to test the
clifffeatt:re detectability. The cli,ffregionwas selected.'and tested., and a clifffeatve
was detected'and exbracted for all th¡ee images. The pictures in Figure 4.2L show

the clifftegion and illustrate the detected cli,fffeatu¡es and their attributes.

(4.47)
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Figure 4.21: Pictures of the detected cliff featu¡es and their attributes for the three levels

of illumination. The plots of the brightness profJes ac¡oss the detected features a¡e scaJed

based on the ratio of the respectíve ìllumination levels to the frrst illumination level.

ffi
wffi
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4.5 The Feature Grouping process

Image brightness features, such as rid,ges, hi,ttsi,d,es and, clffi,axe very localized, and
tend to be numerous in an image of a typical object. Many such featu¡es are detected
in the image although they do not correspond to a physical property of the scene
objects' Therefore, a process ofgrouping these featu¡es as they are detected is needed
to (1) get rid of the false and irrele'¿ant features and keep only those that have physical
significance, (2) reduce the number of features stored in the model database and used
for matching, and to (3) accelerate the process of local search and detection of featu¡es
by-simultaneously exiracting and grouping the features, hence turning the grouping
process into an integral local feature extraction strategy.

The feature grouping process works as follows: once a feature is detected and its
properties are determined, it gets labeled as a seed, feature, F6. Then the scan-by-
batch process is applied to search for a similar feature to the right and to the left
(with respect to the tangent vector) of the seed, featureuntil a maximum number of
featu¡es are extracted; features to the'right of tlie seed, feøturewilt be searched first.
The first featu¡e to the right, Frr, is searched for at a rtisl¿¡¡¿s do to the right of the
center of ¡'o along its tangent vector t0. If .P,r is detected and found to have similar
properties as the seed feature, Fs, the next one to the right of 4r will be searched
for in a similar way at a distance d, along the tangent vector, tr1, from the center of
'F"r' The r¡alues of distance dn range from four (a) to eight (8) pixels, and the most
suitable '¿alue fot dn is selected depending on the size of the object in the image and
the level of complexity of the shape of the objects present in the image.

The process continues until a maximum number of "right,, features is obtained.
A similar search then resumes to the left of tlie seed, feature (but along the negative
tangent vector ts) until a ma>cimum number of "lefb" features is achieved or a maxi-
mum total number of features is obtained. This maximum total number is typically
five (5) to seven (7) features per feature groupi,ng. A minimum number of features.
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typically th¡ee (3) to four (4), can also be grouped even if the maximum number of

features cannot be achieved. However, it may be desirable to have the same number

of local features for all the feature groupings in order to obtain consistent and compa-

rable feature groupi,ngs that can effectively be used in the modeling and recognition

processes. The grouped features are then bounded, tagged and stored as a major

feature entity to be used later for matching and recognition. A bounding box for

the feature groupi,ng is determined and temporarily stored so that the corresponding

image region will not be searched again for the same feature. This proceÉs of feature

grouping is illustrated by Figure 4.22.

Figure 4.22: The feature groupingprocess.

This grouping process allows a quick local search for features and improves the

feature extraction process by providing additional robustness against noise. This helps

prevent the detection of false features and results in a higher level of consistency and
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coherence for a structured and compact set of featu¡es. The reduction in the number
of extracted features also reduces the size of the model database and the effo¡ts
required for storing and ¡etrieving the model feature information, hence simplifies
the indexing process for feature matching and object recognition:
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CHAPTER 5

Model Representation and construction

As described in Chapter 2, objects may be modeled through an object-centered

representation using a'uariety of featu¡es consisting of points and vertices, edge lines

and contours, surface patches, and volumetric primitives, or through a viewer-centered

representation consisting of a set of 2-D views (pictures) of the objects to be recog-

nized. Since the vision system proposed in this thesis employs a brightness-intensity

sensing module and uses brightness-based features for recognition, it is most conve-

nient to model objects using a multi-view representation, where each object is modeled
with a collection of images called representative views. These views are shaded pic-

tures, also called model'images, that depict the different possible object appearances.

A set of features for each model 'irnage is obtained and processed off-line, then orga-
nized in a structrued way in a model database. This database of models containing
the featu¡e information about all the objects to be recognized needs to be quickly
and efficiently searched during recognition.

This chapter describes the details of the model representation adopted for the
proposed system and the process of incorporating featu¡e inr¡ariance and uniqueness.
For the model representation, certain issues are addressed related to (1) the selection
of the views and pictures of the objects that are modeled, (2) the number of views
required to model each object and allow successful recognition, and (B) the basis
for organizing and structu¡ing the model d.atabase. These issues are discussed in
Iight of the structured nature of the manufacturing environment and the natu¡e of
the processes and operations involved in modern manufacturing. The principles of
organÞing the model feøtures (extracted from the mod,el i,mages) based on their leveìs
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of invariance and uniqueness and constructing the model database are then described.

5.1 The Multi-view Representation Approach

In this work, object models are based on the multi-view representation, which is

related to the aspect graph representation. The aspect graph approach consists of
representing object models through a set of topologically d.istinct views or a set of
uniformly sampled views of the object. A number of recognition systems that applied
aspect graphs for the recognition of 3-D objects have been reported. in the literature
(e,g. 137,41,42,56, L1L, r24, r2g,1zB]). However, the applicability and. usefulness

of aspect graphs in their actual form and state a¡e still debatable [6g]. Among the
probiems and shortcomings of the aspect-grapå approach are the large size requir+
ment for modeling a typical simple object, the problems of defining the boundaries

between aspects for objects with curved and smooth surfaces, the unreliability of
the edge detection and featu¡e extraction processes, the global nature of this type

of representation that prohibit the efective use of local features, and the poor han-

dling of occlusions, shadows and scale changes [69]. Some systems have attempted to
solve some of these problems, but much more work is required to make aspect graphs

effectively-useful for object modeling and. recognition.

In a multi-view representation, it is desi¡able to represent an object with a mod-

erate number of views, from which all possible features are extracted, sorted, then

organized into the model database. Since the objects mod.eled here have cu¡ved and

free-form surfaces and contou¡s, it would be difficult to define the aspectboundaries

for these objects, and it would be more convenient to generate a set of uniformly sam-

pled representative views. These views a,re organized into a graph structure called the
pose graph. Although these views are defined manually, it is desirable to optimally
minimize the number of views required to register all the possible aspectsand appear-

ances of an object. The selection of the model i,mages and object views is mad.e in
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terms of their number and distribution over the viewing space. The model database

containing the featu¡e in-formation obtained from the model i,mages is then structured

based on new measures of inva¡iance and uniqueness of the object appearances as will

be discussed later in this chapter.

5.1.1 The Scene Model

When defining the set of representative views, some parameters need to be considered

¿nd defined in üght of the task requirements and the class of objects that the system

has to recognize. In a manufacturing environment, an industrial part or object is

ofben placed (lying) on a flat su¡face called the support plane (e.g. table top, ma-

chine platform and conveyer belt), thus limiting its displacements to a rotation about

the vertical axis and translations in the horizontal plane. The object may also be

constrained in terms of its translational displacements in that plane and may even

be constrained in terms of its rotations. This yields a limited number of the object's

degrees of freedom, and consequently a limited range of the object pose. An industrial

object typicaliy has a few stable configurations or poses (often less than six). Assem-

blies of parts and objects with complex shapes may have more stable configurations,

but they are generally few and finite. Without loss of generality, it is assumed here

that the objects to be recognized have either one or two stable con-figurations. It
should be emphasized that two stable poses of the sarne object should be treated by

the system as two distinct objects.

In order to model object appearances, it is necessaxy to model the scene con-figu-

ration in terms of the camera pose, the object's deglees of freedom and stable poses,

and lighting conditions. Figure 5.1 illustrates the model of a typical manufacturing

scene containing one or more objects at arbitrary but predictable and constrained

poses. An object, if placed on the support plane in a stable con-fi.guration, has th¡ee

degrees of freedom: two translations in the horizontal plane, dxo and dyo, and a

rotation ao about the vertical a>ris. Note that the center of the world coordinate
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Figure 5.1: ?åe model of a manufacturing scene.

frame (X,Y,Z) is at the intersection of the optical axb with the support plane. It
should also be noted that the object's linear displacements in the horizontal plane
are typically within a 20 centimeters rad.ius. The object rotation about the vertical
axis may be in the range of *180 degrees, but may be constrained to a much smaller
range of rotations. A stationary light bulb, always fixed close to the object (around
1 meter), is used to itluminate the scene, providing at lea^st 80% of the lighting in-
tensity of the obse¡ved scene. The camera is positioned at D", ô", atd, 0" (in polar
coordinates), where D" is the distance between the lens center and the origin of the
world coordinate ftame, /. is the horizontal angle or zenith, and.0" is the carnera

latitude or azimuth. The camera latitude is zero when viewing from the top of the
viewing sphere (i'.e. hoúzontal image plane) and g0 d.egrees when viewing from the
side (z'e' vertical image plane). Note that the camera is always pointing towards the
center of the coordinate frame, and if 0":g0 degrees, then the optical axis will be
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along the Y-axis, when ó":0. The camera is stationary (not moving with the robot

manipulator), but its pose may be manually adjusted from time to time to provide

a better view of the object for a specific task. Alternatively, more than one camera

can be fixed at strategic poses to provide a selection of choices for the vantage points.

Since the lighting conditions do not change and only the camera pose and object pose

are allowed to change (within a limited but significant range), the scene paramerers

can then be reduced to two sets of '¿ariables: the object pose variables, (døo, dAo, o.o),

and the camera pose variables (D", ó", 0").

The allowable object's linear displacement in the horizontal plane (of the table

top) is relatively small compared to the distance of the camera from the object, as will
be illustrated in the following sections. The maximum allowable linear displacement

distance is limited by the visibility of the object (2.e. the object remaining in the

camera field of view). It witt also be demonstrated that this limited range of object,s

linear clisplacement does not significantly affect the appearance of the object, making

the object rotation about the vertical axis, oo, the only significant objecr pose pa-

rameter. It may also be required that the camera maintains an approximately fixed

distance, D", from the center of the coordinate frame in order to view most of the

object area while maintaining an acceptable spatial resolution in the image. Note

that the camera zenith, Ó", mày be considered equivalent to the object,s rotational

degree of freedom, oo. This is true only if the object appearance is independent of the

lighting conditions and if no shadows are cast due to directional lighting, or when the

light source is fixed with respect to the camera. For the case of the proposed system,

the light source is always stationary, hence the camera zenith, /., is not equivalent to
the object rotation ao, as can be verified experimentally. If the camera pose needs to
be simplified in terms of the number of pose parameters, the camera zenith, þ", can

be fixed, making the polar angle, 0. the most significant camera pose parameter that
should be accounted for.
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5.L.2 The Pose Graph

In the multi-view representation, the representative views of the modeled objects
are organized in a graph structure called the pose graph. This graph describes the
topological properties and relationships between the object views as to how the set

of object pictures (views) are related in terms of the scene pa^rameters. In this graph,

the nodes correspond to the rnodel i,mages or pictures of the object, and the links
correspond to the relationship.between the connected. nodes (images) in terms of scene

parameters, namely the object and camera pose parameters. In addition, each node
ofthe pose graph has pointers to the object pose and corresponding scene parameters

and to the set of brightness features extracted from the correspond.ing view or mod,el

'i,rnage. Similarl¡ each link contains (quantitative) information about the range of
variation or change in either the object pose or the camera pose between the two
graph nodes it connects. The links have a sense of d.i¡ection in order to properly

express the relative changes in the object and camera pose parameters between two
corrnected nodes of the graph.

If the camera is always fixed, then the pose graph is a one-dimensional chain of
nodes (views) linked by one type of link as illustrated in Figure 5.2. This type of
link describes only the object pose pârameters, such as the object rotation about the
vertical axis. Although the pose graphshown in Figure 5.2 has only five (5) nodes, the
number of nodes can be smaller or larger than five (5) depending on the complexity

of the object shape, the total range of object's rotation, and the level of .,¿ariation

in its appeaxance for a specific camera pose. Note that the two nodes at both ends

of the chain-like pose graph may be connected if the full range (860 degree range)

of possible object rotations is covered by the pose graph. If the scene model has to
account for changes in both the object pose and camera pose, the pose graph then
becomes a two-dimersional network of object views. A convention is defined for this
type of pose graph, whereby the horizontal linlcs relate to changes in the object pose

parameters and the vertical linls relate to changes in the camera pose parameters, as
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Figure 5.2: A one-dímensional pose graph for a frxed caÍnera pose.

shown in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: A two'dimensíonal pose graph a,ccounting for both object attd cantera pose
patameters.
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6.2 The Concepts of Invariance and Uniqueness

The shape of an object is independent of the viewing parameters, but its visible

image is highly dependent on the viewing conditions and the scene parameters. The

challenge of object recognition is to separate (in the object image) the intrinsic

cha¡acteristics of the object shape from the incidental characteristics of the view-

ing parameters.

. In'øariance has been recently rega.rded as an essential property of shape d.escrip

tion that may be attributed to the success of many model-based vision systems. The

use of inr¡ariance along with indexing-based techniques - for fast and efficient object

recognition - has recently received significant attention by researchers in compuÌer

vision [34, 150, 193]. In'uariance is a very general concept, and its role in object recog-

nition can be discussed and analyzed from many different points of views. Weiss [231]

described the general inr¡ariance concept and its role in object recognition and pre.

sented a thorough review of projective (geometric) invariance. In the literature, a
variety of invariants have been exploited to reduce the sea¡ch space in matching and

to speed up the recognition process. These invariants could be either some defined

functions that preserve their form under transformation of either the shape parame.

ters or the space coordinates, or a set of properties about the shape and image fea-

tures that remain unchanged under a wide range of object (rigid) transformations (or

equivalently different viewpoints) and subjected to a røariety of projective transforma-

tions [76, 77, 138, L45, !62, 167]. Most of the invariant shape descriptors and feature

properties have been proposed for polyhedra and objects which have curved. featu¡es

but are confined to fl.at faces. Most of these invariants require making unnecessarily

restricting assumptions about the imaging process such as assuming an orthographic

projection. Such invariants do not seem to be useful for object recognition using local

brightness featu¡es and the multi-view model representation as described here.

In general, the degree of inr¡ariance and the extent to which it can be usefullv
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exploited for recognition depend to a great extent on the type of features and model
representation employed by the system. The discussion of invariance here will be

restricted to local features exiracted'from brightness images and the feature attributes
and properties that may remain invariant. Inr¡ariants expressed in terms of algebraic
functions are global descriptors and seem to be usefi:I only for flat shapes and not
useful for the type of work presented in this thesis. In addition; the concept of
uniqueness is addressed here in conjunction with that of inrariance to effectively

exploit and'make better use of the rich description and the add.itional information
ara,ilable in the brightness features.

Exploring fi¡st the in'¿ariance of object appeaxances, some featu¡e properties can
be highly inr¡ariant to a wide range of object transformations, viewpoints and projec-

tive transformations, while others are highly variant. For example, an edge detected

in an intensity image remains an edge, a straight line remains straight, and a corner
(defined by three fl.at surfaces in a range map) remains a corner, regardless of the view-
point and the projective transformations. However, such features do not have much

distinctiveness and may result in ambiguities in matching and establishing correspon-

dences between'the scene features (extracted from the unknown scene image) and the
model features (stored'in the model database). On the other hand, shading patterns

at certain locations of a curved su¡face are highly,¿ariant and very sensitive to changes

in object transformations, viewpoint and lighting condítions. However, such patterns

and features are very distinct and.'unique, thus they are easily identifiable. In this sit-
uation, inr¡ariant descriptors and properties are needed to be able to track and identify
certain shape features, while unique properties are needed to add d,istinctiveness and

consequently avoid ambiguities in matching. Some vision systems reported in the tit-
eratu¡e use highly inr¡a¡iant features but exploit certain unique and distinct properties

of the features in order to obtain reliable matching (e.9. [1g8, 1b0]). These properties

include parallelism and collinearity of edges (2-D geometric features) [150], angles

between surface patches (3-D features) [76], reflectance ratio (photometric property)
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at neighboring spots on a continuous surface patch [167], and other prominent shape

properties of the object [78].

The brightness models considered in this study a¡e extracted from scene images

that contain shading and shadows. These brightness models consist of three types

of feature groupi'ngs, which are small groupings of ch,ff, rid,ge and. hi,ttsi,d,e features as

described in Chapter 4. These features groupings are characterized by aset of prop
erties and attributes (geometric and photometric) that range from highly invariant

to highly røariant and from very unique and distinct to very common and simiiar. In

addition, some featu¡es have properties that may remain invariant only for a limited
range of viewpoints and object transformations, and they may be either invisible or

their properties may va,ry significantly for the remaining range of scene parameters.

Othe¡ properties are invariant for almost the whole range of scene parameters but are

unique to a specific object for almost all the possible viewpoints and object trans-

formations. Some features are unique and d.istinct in the sense that their properties

and attributes a¡e different from most of the other features. Features can also be

rega^rded as very unique if they are highly r¡ariant or if they occur only for a specific

set or naxrov¡ range of scene varying parameters, such as specular highlights. Fbom

this point on and for the remainder of this thesis, the simple term feature(s) wiu be

used to refer to the feature groupi,ng(s) that are obtained as described in Section 4.b.

In order to effectively exploit the in'øa¡iance and uniqueness of certain brightness

features, these two terms need to be clea,rly defined, and the scope of how to use

these concepts needs also to be defined. An investigation needs also to be conducted

to closely measure and determine the levels of inrnariance and uniqueness of certain
featu¡e properties with respect to changing scene parameters. F\rrthermore, the un-

derlying factors and the corresponding scene parameters that cause certain features

to 'rary or to remain in'øariant, need to be determined. The pose graph structure
should also be used in conjunctior, *itr, these concepts of inr¡ariance and uniqueness

to (1) limit and constrain the high variability of the feature properties; (2) relate
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the r¡ariability of the feature properties to the ,rarying scene parameters that inflict
such r¡ariability; and (3) assign indices of ini¡a¡iance and'uniqueness that can be used
to classify the features based on their ievels of invariance and uniqueness, such as

the featu¡es indicative of the object identity, of the object pose, and possibly of the
camera pose' These indices are then employed for fast matching and more reliable
recognition.

5.3 rnvestigation of the rnvariance and uniqueness of

Object Appearance

This section studÍes and explores the variation in the appearance of objects in raw
(shaded) images with respect to 'øarying scene parameters of the camera a.nd object
poses' The object appearance in this context corsists of the topological properties in
terms of visible object surfaces and their shapes and sizes, the shapes and sizes of the
shadow regions, and the different shading patterns and signatu¡es such as specular
highlights and interreflections. A qualitative investigation is first cond.ucted to ob-
serve the changes and r¡ariations in the object appearance in terms of how, why, and
to what extent these changes occur. This investigation shoutd also provide a good

understanding of the different phenomena that occur due to the varying scene pa-
rameters. In addition, this investigation can help in identifying the major factors and
scene parameters that cause these phenomena to occur and. make the feature proÞ
erties and the object appea,rance change. The appearânce aspects that are observed

here include the visibility of certain object featu¡es (e.g. faces and continuous, smooth
surfaces), the size, shape, location and brightness properties of certain image regions

such as the object's faces and the shadow regions. Two test objects are used for this
qualitative investigation, namely a cubic object and a cylindrical object (glue stick).
A quantitative investigation is then conducted to closely observe and numericallv
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assess the degrees of variance and uniqueness of certain feature properties; that is to

determine how and by how much some attributes of brightness featu¡es change with

respect to changes in the object and camera poses. In the quantitative investigation,

only the cubic object is used, and some attributes of a set of cli,ff featu¡es extract-

ed at selected (five) regions in the image are observed. Atthough only clz¡f features

are used, the same concepts of invariance and uaiqueness apply to ridge and hittside

features, and the same conclusions drawn with the cti,ff feafixes apply as well.

It is assumed here and throughout the recognition e:iperiments that the light

intensity may not rrary significantly during a typical recognition operation. Slight

r¡ariations of up to 1'0% change in the light source location and the tighting intensity

should not also affect the object appearance and the r¡alues of the featu¡e attributes.

This was clearly verified in Chapter 4.

5.3.1 Qualitative fnvestigation of Appearance Inr¡ariance and Llniqueness

The invariance and uniqueness of the appea¡ance of an object a¡e investigated. quali-

tatively in terms of visible faces, size of the object, shading and brightness values, and

shadow cast by the object. The variations in these aspects of the object appearance

in a shaded image are observed as they vary, on one hand, with respect to the object

rotation about the vertical a><is and its translation in the horizontal plane, and with

respect to changes in the camera latitude on the other hand. The illustrations used

in this investigation are all presented in Appendix D.

5.3.1.1 Effects of object Rotation about the verticar Axis

First, the effects of object rotation about the vertical axis a¡e observed for cubic and

cylindrical objects and at diferent carnera latitudes. The camera zenith (horizontal

ar.is) is fixed at Ö":0 degree, and the light source location is fixed at Xr:-45,
Yr:47, 2r:56 centimeters. Figures D.L and D.2 (in Appendix D) show the pictures

of a black-painted cube and a cylindrical object (glue stick), respectively, both at the
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center of the world coordinate frame but at five difierent angles of rotation, cuo, and
three different camera latitudes, d". The th¡ee cases of camera poses have latitudes at
0.:75, 0":55, and 0":)Q degrees and respective camera distances at D":sO, Dc-6g,
and D":f7 centimeters.

The cubic object, lying on a flat surface, is rotated about the vertical axis in a 0-
90 degree range' in increments of 15 or 30 degrees. It can be observed from Figure D.1
that the appearance of the object slightly changes f¡om one object pose to the next.
This change could be more significant if the object was not obviously symmetric.
Looking at the object appearance in more detail, it can be noticed that there are two
visible faces for do:0 and ao:99 degrees and three visible faces for the other object,s
angles of rotation. Although the same object faces are visible for such a la^rge range,

their shape, size and brightness intensity seem to change significantly with the object
rotation. The changes aÍe more pronounced for large camera latitudes (as for 0.:75
degrees) and are less significant for small angles of camera latitude (as for 0":20
degrees). It can also be observed that the shape, size and'location of the shadow have

slightly changed, but again these changes could be more severe and. significant if the
object was not s¡rmmetric. It should also be noted that all the vertical physical edges

appear in the image a^s vertical edges for all object rotations and camera angles of
latitude.

The cylindrical object, placed on a flât surface such that its axis is horizontal, is

allowed to rotate about the vertical axis in a 0-180 degree range, in equal increments

of 45 degrees. It can be observed from Figur e D.2 that for the case of a small angle

of camera latitude (0":20 degrees), the appea^rance of this object is almost inr¡ariant

with respect to its rotation about the vertical alds. This invariance is due to the
fact that this camera pose is similar to that of viewing the object from the top and

approximates an orthographic projection. For la^rger angles of camera latitude (0":55
and 0":f$ degrees), the appearance r¡aries quite significantly for the object rotation
about the vertical axis. The cylindrical su¡faces of the object have no subtle edges
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(arising from discontinuities in the surface normals) that clearly define the changes in

its topological appearance. However, the occluding edges seem to change and occur

at different regions of the object su¡face. This effect could be observed more clearly if
the object su¡face contained some ma¡kings. Obviously, it is quite difficult to define

the aspect boundaries (in terms of the visible faces) of such a cruved object. For the

small angle of camera latitude (0":20 degree), only the top half of the cylindrical

su¡face of the object is clearly visible while the ends of the cylinder are not, and

hence no significant change in øspects is observed for this case. For the other cases

of larger angles of camera latitude (0":55 and.0":f5 degrees), the top portion of the

cylindrical su¡face is always visible, while the visibility of the bottom portions of the

cylindrical surface and the ends of the cylinder changes significantty with the angle

of object rotation' It can also be noticed that there are two visible faces for eo:g
and ao :90 degrees and three visible faces for the other object angles of rotation.

Although the same object faces are visible for such a large range of the object

rotation, their shape, size and brightness intensity changed significantly with the
object rotation. The changes are more significant for larger camera latitudes and are

less significant for small camera latitudes. It is clea¡ here how the concep t of aspect

graplæ, which is based on the topology of the visible su¡faces of an object, fails to
properly represent the appearances of such a simple curved object, especially when

dealing with shading and shadows. It should also be noted that the circular shapes

appear as either circular or elliptical, but for all cases and for all object rotations and

camera angles of latitude, the major axis of the projected ellipse is always vertical.

It can also be observed from the pictures in Figure D.2 that the shape, size and
location (with respect to the object) of the shadow region have changed. significantly
with respect to changes in the camera latitude or to changes in the object angle of
rotation. Note that the shadows bounda¡ies are blurred; this is due to the size of the
light source (bulb) which is not a, perfect point soruce and. due to its proximity to the
object and the viewed scene.
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By closely examining the pictures in Figures D.1 and D.2, it can also be ob-

served that for any two adjacent pictures, whether verticaily for changing object
poses (rotations) or horizontally for changing camera latitudes, there axe a number

of features and aspects about the object appearance that a.re uaique to these two
pictures and not to the other pictures, and not even to the next-to-adjacent pictures

or to the diagonally adjacent pictures. Obviousl¡ the smaller the range of change in
a certain scene parameter, the larger the number of similar (or inirariant) featu¡es is

and the closer these featu¡es are in terms of similarity and invariance.

5.3.1.2 Effects of object Translation in the Horizontal plane

The variations in the objects appearances due to their translations in the horizontal

plane are observed. These variations are illustrated in Figures D.3 and D.4 for the

same cubic and cylindrical objects and for the same th¡ee angles of camera latitudes

as those used in the previous section. The camera zenith (horizontal axis) and the

light source location a¡e also fixed in the same way.

As illustrated in Figure D.3, the cubic object is trarslated in the horizontal plane

within a small rànge of t6 centimeters in the X-direction (perpendicular to the

projection of the optical axis) and a range of. -4to *10 centimeters in the y-di¡ection

(along the direction of the projected optical axis). The object angle of rotation is
kept constant at do:45 degrees; As shown in Figure D.4, the cylindrical object is

translated in the horizontal plane within a small range of *5 centimeters in-the X-
direction and in a range of -5 to *10 centimeters in the Y-d.irection. The object

angle of rotation is kept constant ât ao:g degree.

It can observed from the pictures in Figures D.3 and D.4 that for both objects,

the appearances remain almost unchanged except for changes in the object size and

parts of the objects falling outside the image (i.e. outside camera field of view),

and that the effects of translating the object in the horizontal plane are very similar

for both objects. First, for small angles of camera latitude as for 0":20 degrees, no
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changes in the object size a¡e observed, while stight changes in the object size are

observed for la^rger angles of camera latitude, namely for d":gg and more significantly

for 0":f$ degrees. In contrast, the object goes out of the camera field of view faster

for small angles of camera latitudes (i.e. 0":20 degrees) than it is for larger angles

of camera latitudes (2.e. 0":55 and 0":fg degrees). It should be noted that the

shape, size and location of the shadow regions remain almost unchanged with respect

to the object translation in the vertical plane. It can also be observed that all the

vertical physical edges of the cubic object appear in the image as vertical edges

for all object translations and for the different camera angles of latitude. As for the

cylindrical object and for all configurations of object translations, only the cylindrical

su¡faces (and not the ends of the cyiinder) are visible. More surfaces are visible if
the angle of rotation ao is different from zero. However, no aspect change (in terms

of the number of visible faces) and no major appearance 'øariation is observed due to
object translation in the horizontal plane, especially for such a symmetrical cylindrical
object.

Finally, the phenomenon of interreflections (or mutual reflections between the

object surfaces and the support plane of the object) can also be observed where the
background regions adjacent to the object are brighter than the other background

regions, and that there are stripes of light reflected from the object surfaces onto the
neighboring background regions. These special patterns appearing in the image are

dependent on both the object pose and camera pose parameters, hence they may be

useful for the identification of the object and for estimating its pose. Finally, it can

be concluded that an object is not allowed to have large translational displacements if
the object has to remain mostly visible and within the camera field of view and if the
object size is to remain reasonably unchanged. It should be expected that the range

of allowable translations be within *10 centimeters in both the X- and y-directions

for the object to remain reasonably (if not fullv) visible in the image.
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5'3'2 Quantitative fnvestigation of Feature Inr¡ariance and Llniqueness

The invariance and uniqueness of the object appearance are assessed quantitatively
by-observing the changes in the values of certain attributes of a set of ctifffeatures
detected from selected regions in the shaded images of the cubic object. This investi-
gation is conducted for a fixed camera pose at (D":S2centimetersl 0":{g and /":g
degrees). The tight source is also fixed at (Xr:-45,yr:47, 2r:56 centimeters). It
should be noted again that the camera is always pointing towards the center of the
coordinate frame. The illustrations used in this investigation a¡e also presented in
Appendix D.

5.3.2.1 Effects of object Rotation about the vertical Axis

First, the effects of object rotation about the verticat axis are observed. Figure D.5

shows the pictures of the cubic object subjected to rotations about the vertical axis

from ao:-15 to ao:105 degrees, in increments of 15 degrees. The r¡alues of four
(4) properties of the cti,ff featu¡es a¡e tabulated. in Tables D.l and D.2. These ctifi
featu¡es are extracted from five (5) image regions that correspond to the same physical

edges for all nine (9) poses correspond.ing to the nine angles of the object rotation.
The cli'ff featu¡e properties, which are described in ,section 4.4.8.g, consist of the
location of the cffifeatwe, c(cr,cr), the normal (vector) to the cli,ff, n(nr,nn),
which points from the bright to the dark side of the cti,fi, tine brightness levels, B¡¡
and 87, and the brightness ratio, .R", which is a measure of the cli,frheightas defined

in Equation @.aT).

The picture on the topright corner of Figure D.5 displays the five regiors where

the cli'ff featu¡es are detected and extracted, and it also labels the difierent image

regions in terms of the mainly-visible object faces, F1, F2 and FB, the shadow region,

S, and the image background, B. The left column of pictures (in Figure D.5) shows

the successive views of the object as it rotates from ao:-LS to ao:4g degrees, and

the right column of pictures shows the successive views of the object as it rotates
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from eo:$0 to eo:195 degrees in equal increments of 15 degrees.

In this part of the investigation, the object has a wider range of rotation than

that in the previous section, hence erperiencing more changes in its appearance. By

observing the appearance change in terms of. øspectsand visible faces, it can be noticed

that at oo:0 only faces F2 and F3 are visible and that at ao:-15 degrees the face

behind F1 becomes visible along with faces F2 and FB. At do:90 degrees, only faces

F1 and F3 are visible, but at ao:105 degrees the face behind F2 becomes visible

along with faces Fl and F3. When ao is between 15 and 75 d.egrees, the three object

faces, F1, F2 and F3, are visible. Now, let's examine the individual regions that are

selected and the properties and attributes of the extracted cti,ff features by observing

the pictures in Figure D.5 and the columns of Tables D.1 and D.2.

First, the topology of the object's visible faces and the detectability of. the clifi
featu¡es are examined. For region 1, the cffi f.eatwe is detected for all the cases,

except for eo-O. This clzf occurs between faces Fl and F2 for the object's rotation

range between do:15 and ao:75 degrees, between face F2 and the shadow region for

Qo:0 and oo:-15 degrees, and between face F2 and the gray backgrolnd for oo:gg

and ao:165 degrees. For region 2, the cli,fffeafine is not always detected. This c/zfis

between faces Fl and F3 for the object's rotation range between do:r5 and oo:1g5
degrees, and is between face FB and the shadow region for ao:6 and ao:-1b degrees.

For region 3, the cli'ff f.eature is detected for almost all the cases except for ao:-!5
degrees. Thts cffiis between faces F2 and F3 for the object's rotation range between

do:-15 and ao:75 degrees, and is between face F3 and the shadow region for oo:96
and ao-195 degrees. For Region 4, the cli,fffeafixe is detected for all the cases when

this region is visible, except for oo:g and co:-15 degrees where this region is not

visible. The cli'ffinregion 4 is between face F1 and the shadow region for the object,s

rotation range between do:15 and eo:gg degrees. For ao-105 degrees, the cli,ff is

between face Fl and the back-face parallel to face F2. For do:0 degree, the cti,ff is

in the "confusion state" between face F3 or Fl and the background because face Fl
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just becomes hidden (not visible) at that angle (2.e. at ao-0). Simila,rty, the cliff
featu¡e in region 5 is detected for all the cases when this region is visible, except for
@o:90 and ao:165 degrees when this region is not visible. For region 5, the cti,ff ß
between face F2 and the background. region for the object's rotation range between

, @o:0 and ao:15 degrees. For eo:-15 degrees, the cffiis between face F2 and. the
back-face parallel to face F1. For ao:90 degrees, the cli,ffis also in the ,,confusion

state" between face F3 or F2 and the background because face F2 just becomes not
visible at that angle (i,.e. ao:90 degrees).

The normal vectors of the detected clffi arc also presented in Tables D.1 and D.2.
They seem to be inr¿ariant and almost constant for some regions and quite variant for
others' The normal to the cliffinregion 1 is almost constant (up to t6 degrees) in
this range and equal to (-1.0,0.0), verifying the observation made previously that the
vertical physical edges remain vertical in the image. Similarly, the cffif.or region 4 is
almost cor¡stant when face F1 is visibte and is almost equal to (1.0,0.0) (also up to *6
degrees), and the cli,fff.or region 5 is almost constant for the case of visible face F2 and
the background and is almost equal to (-L.0,0.0). For region B, the normal vector
changes monotonously from (0.0,-1.0) at ao:Q degree to (_0.45, _0.gg) at ao:4g
degrees. These variations in the orientation of the normal vector correspond to almost
equal increments of about 1.0 degrees. The normal vector also changes monotonously
from (-0.45, -0.89) at ao:{g degrees to (-0.gg,0.45) at co:105 d.egrees. However,

these variations correspond to r¡ariable angle increments ranging between g and 82

degrees. For region 2, tïie cti,ffßnot detected for all the cases, but it could be verified
that the orientation of the normal vector changes monotonousty in a similar fashion
as in region 3.

The locations of the detected ctiffs a¡e also presented in Tables D.l. and D.2, and
they seem to change only slightly with respect to the object rotation. The r¡ariation
in the cli'fffeatvte locations between the difrerent consecutive poses, (6Cr,6Cu,6Cù,
are computed and presented (in pixels) in Tabte D.3, where for úwo consecutive poses,
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6C, : ICY - CY-Ð1, 6Cn : ICP - C[,-ttr, ana 6C¿: (5.1)

For the object in question, the mæcimì.lm '¿ariation in feature location, óC¿ due to

object rotations (cr) of 15 degrees is about 32 pixels. This maximum variation is

observed for featu¡es that are highly affected by the object rotation. Some features are

not seriously a"ffected by the object rotation in terms of their locations; the maximum

r¡ariation in featu¡e location for these featu¡es is only 10 pixets. These values can

be used as inr¡ariance constraints and tolerances for establishing correspondences or

verifying matches of corresponding featu¡es in different images containing the same

object but subjected to moderate angles of rotations. Applying these constraints on

the feature attributes can effectively limit the search space for matching, resulting in
faster matching and can yield more reliable results. However, these constraints may

not hold if such properties as featu¡e locations are highly variant as it is for object

translation, which wiil be shown and discussed below.

Let's now compute and analyze the r¡ariations in the photometric attributes of
the cli'ff featu¡es with respect to the object rotation about the vertical a;cis. These

attributes consist of: the brightness levels, B¡¡ (high) and B¿ (low); and the brightness

ratio, -R". The variations in these properties, in terms of percent change, are computed

and presented in Table D.4, where for two consecutive poses, (a) and (i - 1),

(5.2)

and 6R" : 1oo. InÍ) - lft=t)l
(Ri', + Ry-\/2

It can be noticed that, for all the regions, the average r¡ariation (in percent change)

in the brightness levels between any two consecutive poses is about l1p% for B¿ and

8.3% for Bv, andthe ma;cimum r¿ariation between any two consecutive poses is about

(6C,)2 + (6Cò2 .
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25'9% for B7 and 36'0% for B¡¡. These va¡iations are between equiyalent features
extracted from pairs of topologically equivalent poses (i.e. different images where
the featu¡es occur in equivalent image regions and cor¡espond. to the same physical

su¡faces in the scene). For this case of equi'ralent features, the average percent change

in the brightness ratio, fr", is about I7.3% with the maximum va¡iation reaching a
vaiue of 70.3%. The variations in the brightness ratio tend to be higher than-those of
the brightness levels because in'some ca^ses, the two brightness levels vary in opposite

directions. In the case when changes in aspectoccur between two consecutive poses,

much higher percent changes in the brightness levels, B7¡ and, B¡,, h the range of
68.0% to 86.1% are observed. In this case, the changes in the brightness ratio range

between 29-2% and 74.1%. Note again that region 2 is not included in Tables D.B

and D.4 because the cli'ff features are not detected fo¡ most of the cases of object
poses.

Finally, it is important to note again that the shad.ow bound.aries are blu¡red.
These boundaries would not be detectable using the classical techniques of edge de.

tection. Avoiding the detection of these shadow bounda¡ies is d.esirabte in the event

that only geometrical featu¡es based on line-drawings are r¡sed for object modeling.

However, these shadow featu¡es can be beneficial for the recognition in this case as

they contain some useful information about the object's shape and pose, hence they
should be extracted. These shadow features can be easily and readily detected as a

hi'llsi'd'e ot cli,fffeatures using the techniques described in Chapter 4 for detecting and

extracting brightness features.

5.3.2.2 Effects oi object Translation in the Horizontal plane

The effects of object translation in the horizontal plane are observed a¡rd analyzed.

Figure D.6 shows the pictures of the cubic object at ao:{g degrees but subjected

to translations in the X- and Y-directions in the range of -6 to *6 centimeters in
increments of 3 centimeters. The '¿alues of four (4) properties of the ct¿fi features are
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presented in Tables D.5 and D.6. These cli,fff.eatures are extracted from five (5) image

regions that correspond to the same physical edges for all nine (g) poses of the object.

Again, the properties of the cti,ff featu¡es consist of: the location of the cliff f.eatwe,

c(c",cr); the normal to the cliff, n(n,,nr); the brightness levers, B¡¡ and B¿; an¿

the brightness ratio, .R". The picture on the topright corner of Figure D.6 displays

and labels the five regions where the cffi features were detected and extracted; the
picture on the topleft corner displays the object at center of the coordinate frame

(xo:yo-}). The remaining pictures on the left column show the successive views

of the object as it translates along the X-direction, while the pictures on the right
column show the successive views of the object as it translates along the y-direction.

By observing the variation in the object appearance (due to object translations

in the horizontal plane) in terms of. øspects and visible faces, it can be noticed that
there is no change in aspects and that all three faces F1, F2 and FB remain always

visible. The size and shape of the shadow regions also remain in¿ariant and almost

constant. However, the object slightly changes in size when it translates along the
Y-direction, and parts of the objects go outside the image (a.e. outside the camera

field of view) when trarslated at *6 centimete¡s in either the X- or the y-direction.

Now regarding the variations in the geometric properties, the normal vectors of
the detected cli,ffs are also presented in Tables D.5 and D.6, and they remain almost

constant (up to 8 degrees) for all the features extracted from the five regions. The
locations of the detected cli,ffs are also presented in Tables D.5 and D.6, and they
seem to'rary significantly with respect to the object translation. In fact, the horizon-

tal components of the featu¡e location change significantly with the object transiation
in the X-direction, and the vertical components of the feature location change sig-

nificantly with the object translation in the in Y-direction. The ,¿ariations in feature

location between the different consecutive poses, (6Cr,6Cr,6Ct), are computed using
Equations (5.1) and are presented (in pixels) in Table D.Z. For the object in ques-

tion, the r¡ariation in the feature location due to object translatiors of S centimeters
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in the X-direction is about 89 to 105 pixels for 6C, and 1to 5 pixels for óCr, and
the variation in featu¡e location due to object translations of B centimeters in the y-
di¡ection is about 0 to 7 pixels f.or 6C, and. 41 to 67 pixels for 6Cr. Fbom this, it can
be concluded that it may not be conceir¡able to apply any constraints of inr¡ariance
for the featu¡e location due to the high'øariation in feature location with respect to
small translations of the object in the horizontal plane.

Finally, the variation in the photometric attributes of the clifffeatu¡es with re-
spect to the object translation in the horizontal plane is computed and analyzed.
These attributes again consist of the brightness levels, B¡¡ and 87, arrd.the bright-
ness ratio -R". The r¡ariation in these properties (in perceni change) are computed
using Equations (5.2) and are presented in'Table D.B. It can be noticed that for all
the regions the average r¡ariation in the brightness levels between any two consecutive
poses is about 3.7% f.or By and 3.8% for Br; in the same context, the maximum
variation between any two consecutive poses is g.7% for B¿ and g.6% for B¡¡. The
average variation in the brightness ratio, .R" is about 4.9% and, the maximum ,¿ari-

. ation is 73.7%. Again, these variations in .R" tend. to be higher than either of the
brightness levels, -R", because in most cases, the two brightness levels, B¡¡ a,nd, 87,
vary in opposite directions. It should also be noted again that region 2 is not included
in Table D.7 or Table D'8 becausethe cti,fffeatu¡es are not detected for most cases

of the object poses.

In conclusion, the object appearance in terms of the visibte surfaces and their
shapes and sizes and in terms of the brightness featu¡es seems to be alrnost invariant
to object translations in the horizontal plane except for the feature location. Because

of this, the two degrees of freedom (pose parameters) of the object that correspond to
its translation in the horizontal plane are not considered in the model representation.

Only the object rotation are considered as the major object pose parameter of sig-

nificance in object modeling using the proposed multi-view representation. Since the
feature location is highly'¿ariant to object translatior¡s a¡rd almost in¿ariant for object
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rotations, this variability in feature location can be effectively useful for tracking the

object translation in the horizontal plane and determining its pose in the scene.

5.4 Model Database construction and compilation

This section describes the process of const¡ucting and compiling the model database

(library) by organizing the model features extracted from the mod,el i,mages and,

assigning a set of indices of invariance and uniqueness used later for matching. These

indices are measures of the degree of variance and distinctiveness of the fearure prop-

erties and attributes. The organization of. mod,el features is based on the structure

of the pose graph that describes the relationship between the different representative

views (or model i.mages) of the object.

The major task involved in this process is that of establishing correspondences

among the local features in the different images of an object. Corresponding fea-

tures should arise from the same physica! features and object surfaces and should

also have similar properties and attributes. Correspond.ing features with similar

attributes are considered invariant since their properties remain almost unchanged

(within acceptable invariance tolerances) between the two views or mod,el i,rnages in
question. However, setting the levels of invariance and assigning the ind.ices of invari-

ance and uniqueness to the individual features - along with add.itionai information
about which views they belong to and in which range of scene parameters they re.

main inva¡iant - involves a more elaborate process. This process is based on certain
rules of consistency and conformity as will be d.escribed and discussed in the following

sections.

5,4.L Defining the Levels of Inr¡ariance and uniqueness

This section describes the different levels of inr¡ariance and uniqueness and the sig-

nificance of each of these levels and the perspective of using these levels in the
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recognition process. Let's fi¡st define the framework for incorporating feature inø¡i-
ance and uniqueness for the purpose of effi.ciently organizing the mod,el feøtr¿res in the
model database and providing guidelines for effi.cient indexing during the recognition
process. If the features extracted from one mod,el image are regarded as elements of
a set called feature seú, then given two mod,el i,mages of the same object but at two
different poses, the featu¡es that remain inr¡ariant over that range of pose change are

equiualent elements of the two feature seús. This wa¡ inriariance can be regarded. as a

simple manipulation of equi'øalence sets and equi'øalence relationships and correspon-

dences. The uniqueness then gets into the picture by defining another set of ¡:les
rega^rding the number of correspondences that a certain featu¡e has and the feature
seús or model i,mages with which these correspondences occur.

Figure 5.4 illustrates these ideas, where three feature sets, S1,,gz and 
^g3, co¡¡e.

sponding to three different object poses, Pt, Pz and P3 are considered. These feature
seús correspond to three connected nodes (views) of a l-D pose graph, which in tu¡n
may be a sub-graph of a la.rger 1-D or 2-D pose graph. Features that are common ro
only Pi and P2, P1 and Pe, or P2 and P¡ are correspond.ing featuras in both 51 and

Sz, St and 53, or 
^92 

and',S3, respectively; and they can also be regarded as belonging

to the intersections of the feature seús (,S1 o,gz), (s, n ^g3), or (Sz n,S3), respectively.

Features that are inr¡ariant within the whole range of poses will have correspondences

with features in the other feature seús, and hence can be regarded as belonging to the
intersection of the three feature sets, (Sy fì ,gz ñ ,S3). Now, rega^rding uniqueness, a

feature that is consistently in'¡a¡iant (orrlv) within a certain pose range, such as the
pose range from P1 to P2, should belong to only the subset corresponding to that pose

range' namely (,Sr n Sz) - (St n,9z n Ss). This feature will be regarded as unique to
that range of object poses. On the other hand, a featu¡e that is consistently inuariant

over an extended'pose range, such a,s the whole range of object poses or the pose

range from P1 to Ps, should only belong to a more constrained subset corresponding

to that pose range, namely 5r n Sz n ^98. In this case this feature is coiæidered in'øari-
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ant over the whole range of object pose. F\rrtherrnore, it can be considered unique to
that object if that feature does not have any correspondences with any other feature
seús of the other objects in the model database. A mod,el feøturethat does not have
any correspondences with other featu¡es in adjacent views or other views (nodes) of
t'he pose graph are very unique to its respective pose and can be used for pose re-
finement or verification of matches in the recognition process. Other features, which
have inconsistent correspondences among the different featureseús of a pa.rticular pose

graph of an object or other feøture seús corresponding to other pose grapÌæand other
objects, are disregarded and not used for modeling the object appearance.

Based on these ideas and concepts of invariance and uniqueness, th¡ee levels of

pose P1

features
common

to allsets
(always-invariant)

features
common to
t and Sz

(range-invariant)

features features
common to
Sz and Sg

(range-invariant)

common to
sr and Sg

(range-invariant)

features
specific to

Sz
(pose-specific)

features
specific to

S1
(pose-specific)

features
specific to

Sg
(pose-specific)

Figure 5.4: The basis for determining the levels of ínvariance and unjqueness.
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invariance can be distinguished and used to assign indices of invariance and uniqueness
to the featu¡es' These levels are: (1) the always-,inuariant and object-uni,que level
which distinguishes the mod,el featuresthat are invariant within an extended range of
poses but a¡e unique to a specific object and hence a¡e indicative of the object identity;
(2) the range-i'naariant and, range-uni,quelevel which characterizes the mod,el features
that are in'øariant only within a small range of poses (in terms of the object or camera
pose parameters), and hence are unique to that specific pose range and are indicative
of that specific pose range; aud (3) the pose-specific which cha¡acterizes the mod,el

Jeatures that are highly variant and do not have correspond.ences with any other
features and hence are considered unique to the specific pose that it is associated.

with.

5.4.2 The Selection of the Representative Views

One critical step in constructing the model database is the selection of the represen-

tative views (or model i,rnages) and the organization of the pose graph. The objective
is to properly model the object appearances and to capture most, and if possible all
aspects of the object appearances as it undergoes changes in its pose or as the viewing
parameters change. Two factors need to be taken into consideration when selecting

the representative views: (1) The number and the d.istribution of views þnod,el im-
øges) used to represent the total ranges of object and camera pose parameters; and
(2) the tolerances of in'¿ariance which represent the allowances of r¡ariance of the fea-

tu¡e attributes and properties within which these properties are considered inr¡ariant.

In fact, it is desi¡able to optimally minimize number of representative view s or mod,el

i,mages and to select and use an'optimum set of inr¡ariance tolerances that results

in a reasonable number of features which remain invariant within a pose range (a.e.

between two corurected nodes of the pose graph), while maintaining a reasonable level

of similarity and an acceptable degree of inra¡iance.

Figure 5.5 illustrates the configurations resulting from the d,ifferent selections of
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the representative views and invariance tolerances and constraints. Given three sets

of featu¡es extracted from th¡ee distinct views or model i,mages that may represent

three connected nodes of a l-D or a 2-D pose graph. In the first case [Figure 5.5(a)],

there seenm to be no resemblance between any of the featu¡es of the th¡ee views, and

no feature invariance could be captured. This condition may be encountered when the

views are very widely sampled such that no resemblance between the image featwes

is preserved. This condition can also result when very tight inr¡ariance tolerances are

set, which results in the rejection of many good correspondences that could otherwise

be preserved if reasonable tolerances (compatible with the range of pose change) are

selected. For the third case [Figure 5.5(c)], all the features seem to be highty invariant

and ail the features in all three sets seem to match. This situation may occur if highly

inrnariant features are used, but are most likely to happen if the views are so finely

and closely sampled that the images are very similar, or if high'ualues of invariance

tolerances and loose constraints are used. It should be noted here that relaxing the

invariance tolerances may risk establishing the wrong correspondences. This may

hinder the rest of the modeling process in terms of inconsistent correspondences and

may impair the recognition process as a whoie. Evidently, these two conditions are

not desi¡able and should be avoided. For the second case [Figure 5.5(b)] which is the

most desirable and favorable, there seems to be a reasonable selection of the represen-

tative views and inva¡iance tolerances, resulting in a reasonable number of invariants

with a good balance among the different levels of invariance and uniqueness. This

configuration, which results in a reasonable number of. always-i,nuariant (and possi-

bly object-uni,que) features and a respective number of. range-inuariant (and possibly

range-uni,qze) features, can effectively mod.el the object appearance and can be reli-

ably used for recognition. It should also be noted that for this simple case of linear

(1-D) pose graph, it would be additionally desirable to have a significant number of
range-'inuariønts in (^91 n,sz) and (,92 ñ,ss), but only a few i" (s, n 

^gs).

The last section of this chapter (Sect. 5.4.5) presents an illustrative example of
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Figure 5.5: The confrgurations of feature inva¡iance resulting from different considerations
on pose samplíng and the inua¡iance tolerances.
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setting the in'¿ariance levels and also describes the effects of varying the sampling of

the representative views (modet irnages) and the selection of the invariance tolerances.

5.4,3 Feature Correspondences

As introduced in the previous sections, the feature invariance problem can be regard-

ed as that of equivalence sets, and it reduces to a problem of correspondences. The

objective of this correspondence problem is to match similar features extracted from

two different images such that these featu¡es correspond to the same image regions,

arise from the same object features and shape signatures, and correspond to the same

visual effects such as shadows and regions of interreflections. It should be noted at
this point that the dissimilarities between two corresponding features occur mainly
due to the visual effects resulting from changes in the object pose and camera pose

parameters which have been discussed ea¡lier in this chapter. Other factors that may

contribute to the dissimilarities between corresponding features may be the noise in
the image and the inconsistencies that result f¡om the randomness of the feature de-

tection process when extracting local features. The process involved in estabiishing

feature correspondences consists of comparing and matching the properties and at-

tributes of the individual features then applying constraints of distinctiveness and

incorporating the relational feature properties into the correspondence process ro
avoid and eliminate incorrect and ambiguous matches.

The correspondence between the two feature seús is carried out in two steps:

the fi¡st-level correspondence for matching individual featu¡es based on simple mea-

sures of similarity between the features properties in order to hypothesize feature

correspondences; and the second-level correspondence for verifying the hypothesized

correspondences by matching pairs of features and using the relational properties of
the featues. The whole featu¡e correspondence process is described schematically in
Figure 5.6.

Consider two feature sets: S¡, a set of mod,el features extracted from a mod,el
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pose q
set of features:

S¡ = {F¡,u, t¡=1, 2,..., N ¡}

pose Pk

set of features:

S¡ ={F¡,y ,v=1,2,..., Nf }

F¡,u1

+@n
F¡,uz

+

'röj
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+
corresponding pairs:
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establish firsþlevel
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establish first-level
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Figure 5.6: Schematics of the feature co*espondences process.
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image of an object for pose p¡, given by

S¡ : {F¡,u,'t! :7, ... , N¡}

and ,9¡, another set of '¡nodel features extracted from another mod,el i,mage of either

the same object or another object for pose p¿, given by

Sn: {Fn,u ,'ü : L, ... , Ne} ,

.where N¡ and N¡ are the counts of features in the respective sets ,9¡ and ^g¡. In the
first-level of correspondences, features are compared at the individual level (one-to-

one), resulting in a list of hypothesized correspondences given by

C(S¡,^S¡) : {C;:l'Ð : F¡,, +,-+ Fr,,,}

where fF¡,u * Ft,r] signifies that feature F¡,u of. the feature set S¡ (associated with pose

P¡) it in correspondence with featu¡o Fk,o of the feature set Sp (associated with pose

P¡), and the indices c¡ aîd c¡, ã,re the counts of the correspondences of featu¡e F¡,u in

^9¿ 
and that of F¡,, in S¡, respectively. A correspond.ence between the two features {,.,

and F¡,, is hypothesized if the two featu¡es have simila.r properties. These properties

are: the normal vector, n; the featu¡e location, c; the brightness ratio, .Ra; and
the brightness levels, B¡¡ â,nd B¿. The feature properties will be conside¡ed similar
and invariant if the va¡iance (Var) of each of these properties is below a prescribed

tolerance value. The inr¡a¡iance conditions can therefore be written as

Var(n) : cos-r [1"u',¡' (nrn''r¡1

var(c) : I @9"', - cÍi@ < Tors (in pixels)

var(R6): (ffi)
var(B¡¡): (ffi)
var(B¡): (ffi)
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whe¡e Toln, Tolç, ToIp and Tols are the inva¡iance tolerances for the feature normal

vector, feature location, brightness ratios, and brightness levels, respectively. A¿ refers

to the brightness ratios, which can be .R. for ctiff feaûres, & for rid,ge features, or

.R¿ for hi,Ilside fea¡ures.

The hypothesized correspondences obtained at the first-level of matching are then

verified by exploiting the distinctiveness aspects and the relational properties of these

featu¡es' F-or this, features are compared in pairs rather than individually. The pairing

process between featu¡es in the same feature set, as ilh¡strated schematicatly in Fig-

ure 5.7, is based on two basic rules of perceptual organization, namely proximity and

collinea.rity. To incorporate distinctiveness in the verification of the correspondences,

the pairing or mating of features is carried out between either close but non-collinear

features or between collinear but distant features. The first pairing between two close

and non-collinear features is called here the corner mati,ng for pairing neighboring

featu¡es with a significant angle between them, and the pairing between two distant

but collinear featu¡es is called colli,neo.r mati,ng. The corner mating is useful for small

and compact objects with an aspect ratio close to one (1) and is capable of capturing

corners in this type of objects. The collinear mating, on the other hand, is useful for

long and slender objects and is capable of capturing the long edges of such objects.

Note that the corner is not necessarily a physical correr at the intersection of two

or three surfaces. A corner in this context arises from discontinuities in the region

boundaries in a brightness image. For each pairing, a set of properties, called mating

attributes, are computed to be used for verifying the correspondences. These mating

attributes include the length , duL,u2, and the slope, duL,u2s of the link vector between

the paired features and the relative angle, 0ur.u2,¡ between the normal vectors. It
should be noted here that features are mated only with featu¡es of the same type,

and that two features of different types (r.g. u cti,ff and a ri,dge) are not mated due

to memory constraints at this stage of the system development.

The hypothesized correspordences are finally verified as follows: for a mated pair
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corner mating

collinear mating

Figure 5.7: Feature mating based on pracimity and collineañty.
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of features ({',,,r, F¡,uz) of the feøture set s¡t if feature 4.,rr is in correspondence
with featurê Fk,oL in the feature set s¡r, then featu¡ë Fk,rtmust be paired with an-
other featu¡e F¡r,p2 of ^g¡ such that F¡,u2 is in correspondence with featur e F¡,uz in
si' Rrthermore, the mating attributes between the feature pairs (F¡,ut,F¡,uz) and.
(F¡,ot,F¡,oz) are almost equal up to a certain prescribed set of tolerances. In this
verification process, two correspondences are established simultaneously. These are:

cj"¡r'"*r) 1 F¡,ut*-, 4,or

cj"¿''*'l 2 F¡,uz 

- 
Fk,o2.

At the end of the second-level matching and correspondence verification, multiple
correspondences may be obtained for a single featu¡e. However, only one corre-
spondence for each featu¡e needs to be preserved and the remaining correspondences
which tend to be er¡oneous or may be established with neighboring features, need
to be discarded' These featu¡e correspondènces are eliminated by applying rules of
Ieast r¡ariation in the feature attributes, which consist of the brightness ratios. the' brightness levels, sropes of the normal vectors, and the featr:re rocation.

It should be noted that if a featu¡e is not pabed with another one, it will not
have any correspondences with any features in other featureseús. In this case, special
considerations should be given to such special cases as low featu¡e count, in order to
avoid the risk of missing and failing to establish some correct correspondences. In
fact, when the number of features extracted from a certain image is low, (typically
less than 5), then no pairing is required, and no second-level correspondences are
carried out, assuming that the hypothesized correspondences are correct due to the
low number of features.
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5.4.4 Incorporating Feature rnr¡ariance and uniqueness

The final step in the processing of the model database consists of setting the invariance

levels and assigning the indices of inr¡ariance and uniqueness to the ind.ividual features

of the different views (or feature sets),which are used in the mod.eling of the objects in
hand. The levels of inr¡ariance are set first by comparing the features in adjacent nodes

of the pose graph and establishing correspondences between pairs of feature sels as

was described in Section 5.4.3. Corresponding features, which are assumed invariant
within the pose range between the views that were compared, are then verified to
check the extent of their in'variance and to determine their level of uniqueness.

Figure 5.8 illustrates a typical pose graph and displays the pose ranges that are

considered at the different stages of incorporating feature inva¡iance and uniqueness.

First, the feature seús corresponding to adjacent nodes of the pose graphare compared;

these correspond to pose ranges that are represented by solid lines connecting the
nodes of the pose graphas shown in Figure 5.8. Then, the featureseús corresponding to
extended pose ranges axe compared to establish correspondences among their features.

The extended pose ranges are described with broken lines connecting the nodes of
the pose graph. Features that a¡e invariant between two or among th¡ee connected
nodes of the pose graph are labele d. as range-i,nuarianú over their respective pose

ranges. Features that are invariant over an extended range of poses are labeled as

ølways-inuari,ant ot almost-always-i,nuariant. An extended pose range is a one that
corresponds to a large number of nodes of the pose graph (typicaliy 5 or more).

The levels of uniqueness are then established by checking the consistency of the
correspondences and the conformity of the invariance levels. Therefore, a set of
rules are applied to check that the features that are range-inuariantdonot have any
correspondences with features in other feature seús (of the same pose graph) whether
adjacent or not. Range'invariants that do not have any correspond.ences with other
feature seús of the same pose graph are add.itionally labeled as range-uni,qze. When
checking for uniqueness, ro,nge-'inuarianú featu¡es are not compared with featu¡es in
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Figure 5.8: Compañng the differenti feature sets of úåe pose $aph to set the invariance
levels of the features.

the feature sets of. other pose graphs representing other objects. The alwags-i,nuariant

featu¡es are then verified so that every-two correspondences over two ad.jacenr pose

ranges (or three adjacent nodes of the pose graph) a.re consistent with the single

correspondence that is estab[shed over the larger pose range (e.e. the range from the

fust node to the third). The whole extended pose range is verified in this way, three

nodes at a time, before the featues that are in'¿ariant over this extended range are

labeled as always-i,nuari,ønt. Once labeled as such, the alwags-i,nuariantare compared

with other feature seús in the model database to check for possible correspondences

with features in those sets. If no correspondences are found, then these always-

'inuariant featu¡es are further labeled as object-uni,que.

Features that could not be matched'with any other featu¡es in the other feature

seús, whether in the same pose graph or in other pose graphs of the model database,

will be considered as unique to the specific pose they a¡e associated with. For now, it
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is intended not to use this type of pose-uníque ot pose-speci,ficlevelin the recognition
process' Only the range-'inaariant and, range-unique features, which wi¡ be simply
called range-i'nuari'ants, and those that are alwags-i,nuariant and. object-unique,which
will simply be called ølways-i,nuariants, are considered. Finally, it shoutd be noted
here that this process is done off-line and that an exhaustive set of correspondences

may be desirable and should not affect the speed of the on-line recognition process.

5.4,5 lllustrative Examples of setting the rnr¡ariance Levels

A set of illustrative examples are presented here to: (1) demonstrate the process

of establishing correspondences and. setting the invariance and uniqueness ievels;

and (2) observe the effects of va,rying the these parameters on obtaining a reason-

able and reliable set of range-'ínaariants and. alwags-inuariants that can be effectively
r¡sed for recognition. These examples will also assist in defining and determining the
appropriate tolerances and pose ranges that should be used for modeling a typical
manufactured object with cu¡ved surfaces, as will be demonstrated. with a set of
recognition experiments in the following chapter. Three cases of sampling the repre-
sentative views and fou¡ sets of invariance tolerances a¡e considered.

In the first case of sampling the representative views, four images of an object
(computer mouse) is used to model the object appearance with respect to its rotation
about the vertical a)ds from 0 to 30 degrees in steps of 10 degrees, as shown in
Figure 5.9. In the second case, anothe¡ set of four images of the same object is used
to model the appearance with respect to its rotatÍon about the vertical axis from 0

to 60 degrees in steps of.20 degrees, as illustrated in Figure 5.10. In the last case,

a set of four images of the object is used to model the appea,rance with respect to
its rotation about the vertical axis from 0 to g0 degrees in steps of B0 degrees, as

shown in Figure 5.11. For each of these three cases, the fou¡ views make up a l-D
pose graph of four nodes connected by three pose-range tinl$. It should be noted
that the extracted featu¡es could not be explicitly labeled. on the images with their
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Figure 5.9: Obiect images and e>ctracted features at pose interøls of L0 degrees.
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Figure 5'L0: Obiect images and ertratted features at pose ìntervaJs of 20 degrees.
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Figure 5't7: obiect images and extranted featutes at pose intervaJs of 30 degrees.
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properties and distinguishing attributes because the pictures will be so congested

with information that none of it could be read. However, the features were displayed

graphically in terms of their tangent vectors and their normal vectors (pointing from

the bright to the dark side). The three types of featu¡es can then be distinguished as

follows: The cli'fffeatu¡es are distinguished with the tangent and normal vectors that
are both white, the hiltside features are distinguished with the tangent and normal
vectors that are both black, and the ridge featwes are distinguished with the rangent

vectors that are black and normal vectors that are white,

Although the three cases being investigated here are quite different in terms of
object appearances and actual pose ranges and in terms of inconsistencies in the
number and types of features extracted in the respective views (images), it is sti¡
useful to conduct this investigation which will certainly clarify certain aspects about
the selection of the representative views and the inr¡ariance tolerances. Table 5.1

summarizes the number of featu¡es extracted from the four views corresponding to
the three cases of the pose sampling.
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Table 5'1: Tåe number of extracted features from the different viewsused in the three cases
of the illustrative øcamples for settíng the inva¡iance levers,

object pose: ao:0 deg. oo:10 deg. oo:20 deg. ao:30 deg.

number

of

features

28 clffi

2 ridges

L8 hi,llsi,des

30 cliffs

5 ridges

L8 hitlsides

27 clí,ffs

2 ri,dges

17 hi,Ilsi,des

29 clffi

2 ridges

19 hi,Ilsi,des

object pose: ao:O deg. ao:20 deg. ao:40 deg. ao:60 deg.

number

of

features

28 cIffi

2 ridges

18 hi,llsides

27 clffi

2 ridges

17 hillsi,des

30 clffi

3 ridges

18 hillsi,des

33 clffi

4 ñdges

16 hi,llsi,des

object pose: ao:O deg. ao:30 deg. ao:60 deg. ao:90 deg.

number

of

features

28 clffi

2 ridges

t8 hi,llsides

29 cli,ffs

2 ri,dges

L9 hi,llsides

33 clffi

4 ri,dges

76 hi,llsi.des

23 clffi

3 ridges

16 hi,Ilsides
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To carry on with the process of setting the invariance levels for these three cas-

es, four sets of inr¡ariance tolerances are selected to observe the effects of varying
the '¿alues of the in'ua¡iance tolerances on the number of correspondences and. the
number of correspondences that wiit be eventually labele d. as range-inuariant and.

alwøys-i'nuari,ant. Table 5.2 presents the fou¡ sets of in'¿ariance tolerances used in this
investigation. Note again that ToIn, ToIg, Tolp and Tolp are the invariance toler-
ances for the feature normal vector, featu¡e location, brightness ratios, and brightness
levels, respectively.

Table 5'2: The four sets of inva'riance tolerances used ¡n the illustratíve example for setting
the invariance levels.

First' the correspondences between adjacent views (of the pose graphs) are
established, which are presented for the four sets of in'¿ariance tolerances and the three
cases of pose sampling in Tables 5.3 to 5.5. Flom these tables, it can be observed that
the narrower the pose inter'øal and the greater the invariance tolerances, the more the
correspondences that can be obtained, and. vice versa. However, the use ofvery large
inr¡ariance tolerances risks the obtaining of wrong correspondences and missing some
correct correspondences that could otherwise be established if appropriate ,ualues of
the tolerances were used. F\¡rthermore, through using very small tolerances may be a
conser'øative way to reliably obtain correct correspondences, it may also risk missing
some correct correspondences and result in a very low number of correspondences

15 deg.

40 pixels

L0%

L0%

25 deg.

60 pixels

25%

25%

35 deg.

80 pixels

40%

40%

45 deg.

i00 pixels

55%

55%
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that could be found (if there are any).

The correspondences preisented in Tables 5.3 to 5.5 have been verified by hand.

They a¡e correct except for a few of them where the correspondences get established.

with the neighbor of the actual corresponding feature, especially for the tolerance sets

3 and 4. It can be concluded at this point that tolerance set 3 seems to give a reason-

able number of correspondènces, but tolerance set 2 which gives less correspond.ences

is more conseruative and tends to establish correct matches more reliably. It can also

be concluded that the pose range steps of about 20 degrees are the most reasonable,

as they tend to capture the appearances of the object while obtaining views (images)

that are slightly but not too similar.

After checking the feature correspondences for inconsistencies and discarding the

inconsistent matches, the range-inuariantsand the always-i,nuariantsare obtained and

presented in Tables 5.6 to 5.8. It can be observed from these tables that there are

almost no range-'inuari,ants or always-inaari,ønts for the case of small pose intervals

(10 degrees) and tight in'øariance tolerances (i.e. tolerance set 1) and also for large

pose intervals (30 degrees) and tight inr¡ariance tolerances. It can also be noticed

that in general, there are typically mote range-inuarian¿ls than alwags-inuari,ants for

such typical sets of featu¡es. F\uthermore, it can be observed that the number of

always-i'nuariants is relatively larger than that of the range-inuari,ants for small pose

inter'¿als and more so for high in'rariance tolerances. On the other hand, it would

also be expected to obtain more r0,nge-i,nuarianús than ølways-i,nuariants for large

pose inter''øals and for relatively high inr¡ariance tolerances, and this is verified by the

tabulated data. However, the number of always-i,nuariantsis quite low for this case

of high inr¡ariance tolerances and large pose intervals. In general, it would also be

expected to obtain a larger number of "final" feature correspondences for large r¡alues

of invariance tolerances than for small tolerance rnalues. However, these correspon-

dences tend to be erroneous and not correct for the large invariance tolerances, and

hence they are eliminated when'checking for consistency.
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Table 5'3: The number of correspondences between the adjacent views for the frrst case of
the investigation for the views sampled in súeps of 10 degees.

pose range (os) 0 to 10 deg. 10 to 20 deg.

tolerance

set 1

L2 cliffs

1 ridges

0 hi.llsi,des

4 clffi

0 ridges

0 hi,llsi,des

8 clffi

0 ridges

0 hi,llsi,des

tolerance

set 2

18 cli,ffs

I ridges

0 hi,llsides

16 ctffi

1 ridges

0 hi,llsi,des

13 clffi

L ridges

7 hi,llsides

tolerance

set 3

18 cIffi

2 ridges

7 hi.llsi,des

17 clffi

7 ridges

6 hi,llsi,des

1,3 clffi

I ridges

7 hi,llsi,des

tolerance

set 4

L8 ctffi

2 rídges

I0 hi,llsi,des

1.8 cli,ffs

L ridges

7 hi,llsi,des

15 cIffi

7 ri,dges

12 hi,llsides
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Table 5.4: The numbe¡ of correspondences between the aÅjacent views for the second. case

of the investigation for the views sampled in steps of Z0 degrees.

pose range (o6) 0 to 20 deg. 20 to 40 deg. 40 to 60 deg.

tolerance

set 1

7 cli,ffs

0 ridges

0 hi.Ilsi,des

4 clffi

0 ridges

0 hi,Ilsid,es

I cliffs

0 ridges

0 hi.llsi,des

tolerance

set 2

II cli,ffs

0 ridges

5 hi,llsi,des

Lt cli,ffs

7 ridges

2 hi,llsi,des

13 cli,ffs

L rid,ges

0 hi.Ilsides

tolerance

set 3

t5 cli,ffs

t ridges

7 hillsi,des

75 clffi

1, ridges

7 hi,llsi,des

L2 cliffs

3 ridges

5 hillsi,des

tolerance

set 4

LT cli,ffs

\ ridges

6 hi,llsides

77 cli,ffs

2 ri,dges

t hi,Ilsi,des

12 cli,ffs

2 ri,dges

5 hi,llsi,des
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Chapter 5 Model Representation and Construction

Table 5'5: The number of correspondences between the aÅjacent views for the third case of
the investigation fo¡ the views sampred in steps of J0 degrees.

pose range (a6)

tolerance

set 1

6 clffi

0 rídges

0 hillsides

5 clffi

0 ridges

0 hi,llsi,d,es

0 clffi

0 ri,dges

0 hi,Ilsides

toierance

set 2

1,3 clffi

0 ri,dges

0 hi,llsi,des

17 cli,ffs

0 ridges

0 hillsides

7 cli,ffs

0 ridges

0 hi,llsides

tolerance

set 3

L5 clffi

0 ridges

2 hi.llsi,des

74 clffi

2 ridges

5 hi,tlsi,des

1,0 clffi

0 ridges

3 hi,llsi,des

tolerance

set 4

16 ctffi

0 ridges

4 hillsi.des

9 cli.ffs

L ridges

7 hi,llsi,des

t2 clffi

0 ridges

4 hi,Ilsi.des
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Chapter 5 Model Representation and Construction

Table 5.6: Tåe number of range-inva.riants and always-invariants obúar'ned for the fr.rst case

of the investigation for the víews sampled in súeps of l0 degrees.

pose range (ao) 0 to 10 deg. 10 to 20 deg. 20 to 30 deg.

tolerance

set 1

range-i,nuariants:

7 cli,ffs

t ridges

0 hi,Ilsi,des

range-'inuøriønts:

0 cli,ffs

0 rídges

0 hillsides

rønge-inaøriants:

0 cli,ffs

0 ridges

0 hi,Ilsides

alwags-i,nuariants: 0 clffi; 0 ridges; 0 hi.llsi.des

tolerance

set 2

range-inuari,ants:

4 clí,ffs

7 ridges

0 hi,llsi,d,es

range-'inuariants:

3 cli,ffs

0 ri,dges

0 hi,Ilsi,des

rønge-'inuariants:

0 cli,ffs

0 ridges

5 hi,llsi,des

always-i,nuariants: 2 cliffs; 0 rid,ges; 0 hi,llsi,des

tolerance

set 3

range-'inuariants:

1, cli,ffs

L ridges

3 hi,llsi,des

rønge-i,nuariants:

0 cIffi

0 ridges

t hi,llsi,des

range-'inuariants:

L cli,ffs

1. ri,dges

5 hi,llsi,des

alwags-inuariants: 5 cli,ffs; 7 ri,d,ges; 0 hi.llsi,des

tolerance

set 4

range-'inuari,ants;

0 cli,ffs

L ridges

3 hi,llsi,des

range-'inuariants:

0 clffi

0 ridges

7 hillsid,es

range-inuario,nts:

0 clffi

0 ridges

7 hillsides

alwags-i,nuariønts: 2 cli,ffs; 0 ri,dges; 3 hi,llsi,des
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Table 5.7: The numbe¡ of range-invariants a¡d always-inva^riants obúain ed for the frrst case

of the investigation for the views sarnpled in súeps of z0 degrees.

pose range (a6) 20 to 40 deg.

tolerance

set 1

range-inuariants:

3 cli,ffs

0 ridges

0 hi.llsi,des

range-'i,nuariønts:

L cli.ffs

0 ridges

0 hi,llsides

range-'inuariants:

5 cli,ffs

0 ri,dges

0 hi,Ilsides

always-i,nuaríønts: 3 cli,ffs; 0 ridges; 0 hi,Ilsi,d,es

tolerance

set 2

range-'inuariants:

I cli,ffs

0 ridges

5 hi,llsi,d,es

range-'inuariants:

2 cliffs

1, ridges

2 hí,llsídes

range-'inuariants:

6 cli,ffs

I ridges

0 hi,Ilsi,des

always-i,nuariants: 2 clffi; 0 ridges; 0 hi,I|si,d,es

tolerance

set 3

rønge-'inuari,ants:

0 clffi

L ri,dges

t hi,llsi,des

rønge-'inaariants:

2 cIffi

0 ridges

1, hi.llsi,des

ro,nge='¿nuo,riants:

3 cli,ffs

2 ri,dges

t hi,llsi,des

always-i,nuariønts: 2 cli,ffs; 0 ridges; 0 hi%si,des

tolerance

set 4

range-inuariants:

1. cli,ffs

0 ridges

L hi,llsí,des

range-i,nuari,ants:

1, cli,ffs

0 ridges

4 hi,Ilsid,es

range-inuariants:

3 cIffi

L ri,dges

0 hi,Ilsi,des

alwags-i,naariants: 1 cli,ffs; 0 ridges; 2 hi,Itsid,es
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Table 5'8: ?åe number of range-inva.riants and always-inva.riants obúain ed for the frrst case
of the investigation for the views sampred in súeps of s0 degrees.

pose range (as) 0 to 30 deg. 30 to 60 deg. 60 to 90 deg.

tolerance

set 1

range-'inuaríants:

2 cli.ffs

0 ridges

0 hillsi,des

range-'i,nuariants:

1, cliffs

0 rídges

0 hillsides

range'inuari,ants:

0 cli.ffs

0 ridges

0 hi,llsides

øIways-i,nuariants: 0 cli,ffs; 0 ridges; 0 hi,ttsi,d,es

tolerance

set 2

range-,inuariants:

3 cli,ffs

0 ridges

0 hi,llsi,des

range-inuøriants:

3 cli,ffs

0 ridges

0 hillsi,des

range-'inaøriants:

t cli,ffs

0 ridges

0 hí,llsides

always-'inuariants: 0 cli,ffs; 0 ri,dges; 0 hiUsi,d,es

tolerance

set 3

range-,i,nuariants:

t cliffs

0 ridges

2 hi,Ilsi,des

range-i,nuariants:

2 cIffi

2 ridges

3 hí,Ilsi,des

range-inuariants:

I cli,ffs

0 rí,dges

7 hi,llsi,des

always-i,nuaríants: t cffis; 0 ridges; 0 hi,Ilsid,es

tolerance

set 4

rønge-i,nuariants:

2 cli,ffs

0 ri,dges

2 hillsides

range-'inuariants:

2 clffi

1 ridges

4 hillsi,des

range-i,naari,ants:

2 cffis

0 ri,dges

2 hi,llsi,des

always-i,nuariants: 0 clffi; 0 ridges; 0 hitlsid,es
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Chapter 5 Model Representation and Construction

Finall$ it can be concluded that moderate invariance tolerances, between the
values of tolerance sets 2 and 3, and pose range intervals of about 20 degrees are

optimai for obtaining reliable feature correspondences and for acquiring a reasonable

number of. range-i'nuari'ants and, always-'inuariants that ean efiectively be used for
object recognition (2.e. identification and pose estimation).
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CHAPTER 6

Object Recognition Experiments

In this chapter, the proposed recognition system is first described by presenting a
comprehensive overview of the integrated system. This recognition system is then
tested through a small set of experiments. The aim of these recognition experiments is
to demonstrate how the proposed modeling process operates and Ìrow the recognition
technique works. Four manufactu¡ed. objects are used in these experiments. These
objects are modeled using a collection of. mod,el i,mages for each object. The model
database is then constructed by compiling the brightness features extracted from the
model 'images and assigning invariance and uniqueness indices to the difierent mod,el

features' A simple matching procediue is then conducted with a set of test images of
the modeled objects but at supposedly arbitrary poses.

6.1 Overvie\{/ of the Recognition System

The proposed recognition system operates on two fronts: (1) the model front involving
an'off-line process for modeling the object(s) appeararces and. compiling the mod,el

features in the model database; and (2) the scene-image front involving an on-line
process for the extraction of. scene features from scene images and matching these
featu¡es with the model featt¿res stored in the mod.el database in order to identify the
scene object and determine its pose.

In the modeling process, the object and camera pose parameters a¡e fi¡st defined,
and the representative views for each object are selected and organized into a pose

graph' The vision system (in terms of camera, Iighting, and objects) is then physically
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Chapter 6 Object Recognition Exp eriments

setup according to the defined pose parameters, and the model i,mages are obtained

for each object at the defined pose parameters. Tlne mod,el features are extracted

from each model i'mage of the modeled objects and are stored in feature sets. The

model features are then processed by setting the invariance and. uniqueness levels and

assigning the indices of invariance and uniqueness to the individual mod,el features.

Finally, the feature invariants are stored in the modei database to be retrieved and

matched later on with the scene features. AII the necessary adjustments (regarding

the feature extraction and setting the invariance and. uniqueness levels) are to be

made at this stage of the system setup in order to get the recognition system to

operate effectively.

In the on-line recognition process, a scene image is first acquired, then the scene

features are exbracted from this image. The recognition task then proceeds by match-

ing the scene feøtures with the invariant model features in two steps. In the first step,

the scene features a¡e matched with the alwags-i,nuari,ants (i,.e. the always-,inuariant,

object-uni,qze features) of all the objects modeied in the mod.el database. The object

is identifi.ed by the maximum number of. alwags-inuariant matches. In the second

step, the scene features are matched with the range-,inuariants (i,.e. range-,inuari,ant,

rønge-uni,que features) of the identified object. The pose range of the scene object

is then determined by the maximum number of. range-i,nuariantmatches. The whole

recognition process can be described graphically as illustrated in Figure 6.1.
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Chapter 6 Obj ect Recognition Experiments

Model Front (Modeling, off-line) Scene Front (Recognition, onJine)

@I camera poses I

I

I

define representative views
and organize the pose graph

acquire scene image

extract scene features

l'.'@
| (camera,lightine. obiects) |

I

extract model
(brightress) features

I
process model features

and assign indices of
invariance and uniqueless

I
i--ri

compile invariant fearures

I
MODEL

DATABASE

llrl
_____J

match scene feafures
with the always-invariants

of all modeled objects

maxtmum
conespondences

Figure 6.L: Overuiew of the recognition system.
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6.2 Model Representation

Obj ect Recognition Exp eriments

The four objects modeled here a¡e selected to demonstrate the capabitity of the
proposed approach to handle similar objects, general-shaped curved objects, and

objects with different surface properties. These objects consist of two similar objects,

namely computer mice (mouse A and mouse B), " cylindrical object (glue stick)
with two stable configurations (or poses), and a steel cube with very shiny surfaces.

The steel cube is modeled under two camera poses, one at c!: (D.:72 centimeters,

0":60 degrees and /:6¡ and one at C2: (D":72 centimeters¡ d":!! degrees and

Ó:0), while the other objects are modeled only under the first camera pose (C1).

The model database is structured in terms of. pose graphs as illustrated in Figur e 6.2.

The input data-file used to represent and store the model database structu¡e and to
point to the different feature seús (corresponding to the representative views (or mod,el

i'mages) used for model-ing the objects) is given in Section E.l of Appendix E. The
model 'imøges of the rnodeled objects are shown below with the detailed description

of these objects. Sample pictures of the modeled objects displaying the extracted
brightness featu¡es are shown in Figures 8.1 to E.6 (sectionE.2 of Appendi" E).
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mouse A (object id: O1)

Pl,C1,O1 p3,C1,Ot p5,C1,O1 p7,C1,O.t p9,C1,O1 p11,C1,O1 
'rr,õi,ãl

p2,c1,o1 p4,c1,o1 po,cl,ol p8-,c1,o1 plF,clpl priFl,ol i
---.-.

mouse B (object id: 02)

P1,C1,O2 p3,C1,O2 p5,C1,O2 p7,Ct,OZ p9,C1,O2 pl1,Cf,O2 pl3,Ct,O2.:

P2,C1,O2 P4,C1,O2pz,Ç1,o2 p4,c1,o2 p6,c1,oa p8,c1,o2 plo,õ-l,oz pl4ct,oz

---¡-- 
_-_.f

UHU glue stick (object id: 03)
.-r-.\I lirst stable configuration (a) ì

I f P3,C1O3a P5,C1,O3a P7,G1,O3a pg,Ci,O3a plr,C1,O3aì !

objed pose
(degrees)

P1: cro = -99
P2; ao=-75
P3: oo = ¡9
P4: ao = -45
P5: cro = -39
P6: ao = -15
P7:ao = I
P8: ao = 15

P9: cro - 30
P10: cro = 45
P11:ao=69
P12:.ao=75
P13:ao=99

f ps,closo ps,c1,oob pz,c1,ogb pe,c1,ogb pr l,c-llõÈ\,

\ P4,C1,O3bi \ p4,u1,o3Þ p6,cf ,o3b pg,c1,o3b p10,c1,o3b , :
\----r- -_=:,-t

steelcube (object id: 04)

camera pose
(degrees)

C1:0c=60

C2:0c=30

second stable configuration (b)

Figure 6.2: The sú¡ucúure of the model database.
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The first object (ID:oi) is the computer mouse (A) which is modeled by a

l-D pose grøph involving only changes in the object pose parameters, but at a fixed

camera pose (C1) corresponding to 0":60 degrees. The object poses consist of object

rotations from -90 to *90 degrees in steps of 15 degrees resulting in 18 mod,el ,images.

The corresponding model i,mages of this object a¡e shown in Figure 6.3. The extracted

brightness features are sum.marized in Table 6.1.

Table 6.L: The number of extra,cted features for the frrst object (mouse A) at the difrerent
object poses.

object pose a6 (deg.) -90 -75 -60 -45 -30 -15 0

number

of

features

cffis:

rid,ges:

hi,llsi,d,es:

23

3

16

34

5

16

33

A+

16

35

3

16

29

2

19

26

3

18

28

2

1õ

object pose oe (deg.) +15 +30 +45 +60 +75 +90

number

of

features

clffi:

ridges:

hi,llsid,es:

30

4

16

28

Ð

13

29

4

t4

20

6

2L

23

8

T7

2T

a

20
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Figure 6.3: Model images of the frrst object (mouse A) at the frrst carnera pose (C1) at
0.:60 degrees.
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The second object (ID:O2) is the other computer mouse (B) which is also mod-

eled by a 1-D pose graph involving only changes in the object pose parameters, but at

a fixed camera pose (C1) corresponding to 0":60 d.egrees. The object poses consist of

object rotations from -90 to *90 degrees, in steps of 15 d.egrees, resu-lting in 18 rnod,el

'images. The cor¡esponding model i,mages of this object a¡e shown in Figure 6.4. The

extracted brightness features are sum.marized in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2: The number of extranted features for the second object (mouse B) at the different
object poses.

object pose o6 (deg.) -90 -75 -60 -45 -30 -15 0

numbe¡

of

features

cli,ffs:

ridges:

hi,llsides:

31

72

11

37

10

15

42

Ð

9

35

5

72

31

6

I

30

72

12

32

5

13

object pose os (deg.) +15 +30 +45 +60 +to +90

number

of

features

cli,ffs:

ridges:

hi,IIsi,d,es.

36

õ

I

35

I
15

4t

x

8

23

16

13

18

13

11

28

15

o
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Figure 6.4: Model images of the second object (mouse B) at the frrst carnera pose (CI) at
0":60 degrees.
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The third object (ID:O3) is the glue stick (with a circular marker or patch)

which has two stable con-figurations (or poses). In the first stable configuration (a)

the object is resting on its side, and in the second stable con-figuration (b) it is resting

on its bottom flat end. For each stabie configuration, the glue stick is modeled by a

Iinea¡ (1-D) pose grøphcorresponding to r¡ariable object poses but a fixed camera pose

at (C1) (or d":39 degrees). The object poses for each stable configuration consist of

object rotations from -60 to *60 degrees, in steps of 15 degrees, resulting in I model

irnages. The corresponding model irnages of this object in the fi¡st stable configuration

are shown in Figrue 6.5, and those for the object in the second stable configuration

are shown in Figure 6.6.

Note that the first stable pose (a) of the glue stick is not actually very stable

because it can roll about its axis of revolution, but it is assumed here that there is

some physical obstacle that prevents the object from rolling about its axis and that

the circr:la¡ marker is always facing upwards. The extracted brightness features are

summa¡ized in Table 6.3.
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Figure 6.5: Model images of the third object (glue stick) in its frrst stable confrguration a¡¡d

at the frrst cantera pose (C1.) at 0c-60 degrees.
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Figure 6'6: Model images of the third obiect (glue stick) in its second stable confrguration
and at the frrst carnera pose (C1) at O"-,gQ degrees.
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Table 6'3: Tåe number of extracted featwes for the thírd object (gïue stick) at the different
object poses.

first stable confiþuration

object pose øs (deg.) -60 -45 -30 -15 0 +15 +30 ++'f +60

number

of

featu¡es

cli,ffs:

ridges:

hillsi,des:

49

o

8

29

7

10

34

I
11

40

4

10

43

o

I

51

I
16

42

6

Ð

28

6

11

33

8

2t

second stable configuration

object pose øe (deg.) -60 -45 -30 -15 0 +15 +30 +45 +60

number

of

featu¡es

cli,ffs:

ri,dges:

hi,llsi,des:

31

6

7

óo

5

11

35

7

7

33

F,

I

6

34

6

8

33

,7
I

7

31

7

6

39

6

10

36

Ð

7
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The last object (ID:O4) is the metallic (steel) cube which is also modeled by a

2-D pose graph involving changes in both object pose and camera pose parameters.

The object poses consist of the object rotations from -60 to *60 degrees, in steps

of 15 degrees, resulting in I rnodel i,mages for the first camera pose (C1) with 9.:60
degrees, as shown in Figure 6.7; and another 9 model irnages for the second camera

pose (C2) with d":$0 degrees, as shown in Figure 6.8.

The cube is a simple object, but since it is made of such a shiny materiai as

steel, it is quite challenging in terms of recognition. The challenge results from the

interrefl.ections occurring between the vertical faces of the cube and the support plane.

In fact, along with the shadows, there are highly illuminated. regions of the supporr

plane resulting from the light caught (mutualiy reflecting and. bouncing) between the

vertical faces of the object and the support plane. The brightness features extracted

from the model'i,mages of the steel cube are presented in Table 6.4.
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Figure 6.7: Model images of the fourth object (steel cube) at the frrst ca,anera pose (C1) at
0c:60 degrees.
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O b j e ct Re co gnit io n Exp er i m ent s

Figure 6.8: Model images of the fourth object (steel cube) at the second c'mera pose (c2)
at 0"-$g degrees.
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Table 6.4: The number of extrarted features for the fourth object (steel cube) at the different
object poses.

first camera pose (Cl) for d.:60 deg.

object pose as (deg.) -60 -45 -30 -15 0 +15 +30 +45 +60

number

of

features

cli,ffs:

ridges:

hi,Ilsi,des:

27

2

16

30

1

72

36

1

72

39

1

15

46

7

11

33

4

7

4T

4

7

3i

1

13

40

1

o

second camera pose (C2) for g":39 ¿.t.

object pose os (deg.) -60 -45 -30 -15 0 +15 +30 +45 +60

number

of

features

cli,ffs:

ridges:

hi,llsi,des:

36

1

16

36

2

t2

43

1

74

39

3

18

31

I

10

32

4

18

36

1

19

38

2

16

32

I

16
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6.3 Processing of the Model Database and

Levels of fnvariance and Uniqueness

Setting the

The model dàtabase was processed by establishing correspondences between the
different feature seús and pose ranges used for mod.eling the objects in hand, as

given in the data-file representing the structure of the model database (Section E.1

of Appendi" E). These correspondences were established through the process de-

scribed in Section 5.4.3, using the following inøariance tolerances: Zolrr:25 degrees,

Tolç:$Q pixels, ToIp:397, and ToIs:})%. Again, Tolo, ToIg, ToIp and. Tols are

the invariance tolerances for the featu¡e normal vector, feature location, brightness
ratios, and'brightness levels, respectively.

In these experiments, two types of. range-i,nuariants are wed: (1) the elementary
range-'inuariants which are featu¡es that ¡emain inr¡ariant and are also unique to the
smallest pose range (15 degrees) corresponding to two connected, adjacent nodes of
the pose grøph; and (2) the secondt,ry ra,nge-i,nuariantswhich are features that remain
invariant and are also unique to a larger feature range (30 degrees) corresponding to
th¡ee connected and adjacent nodes of the pose graph.

For the first object (mouse A: ID:Ol), a reasonable number of invariants is

obtained, these inr¡a¡iants are presented in Tables E.5, E.6 and E.Z. A reasonable

number of featu¡e invariants is also obtained for the second object (mouse B: ID:O2)
and presented in Tables E.8, Hg and E.10. For the third object (glue stick: ID:OB),
the two stable configurations of the object are treated as if they are two distinct
objects. The feature inr¡ariants obtained for both stable configurations a¡e presented

in Tables E.11, 8.12 and 8.13. Finally, the two camera poses of the fourth object
(the steel cube: ID:O4), are also treated as two d.istinct objects, although there is a
slight resemblance between their respective images and a few correspondences are also

established between their respective features sets. The feature inva¡iants obtaine.l for
both camera poses are presented in Tabres 8.14, 8.15 and 8.16.
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6.4 object Recognition - Results and Discussion

In this section, the results of the recognition experiments are described and discussed

for five test images of the modeled objects. Since the recognition process is simple and

aims only at demonstrating how the recognition system works, the test objects used

here a¡e subjected to rotations about the vertical æcis but not to translations in the
horizontal plane. The recognition is carried out by matching the scene features ex-

tracted from the test scene image with the øIways-i,nuariantsand the range-,i.nuari,ants

obtained for each of the modeled objects. These correspond.ences are established, as

described in Section 5.4.3, using conservative in¿ariance toierances given by the fol-

lowing: Toln:t$ degrees, ToIs:gQ pixels, Tolp:2g\, and, ToIp:21%. The number

ofcorrespondences obtained between the feøture seús corresponding to adjacent nodes

(views) of the poses graphs for all four objects are presented in Tables 8.1 to 8.4. ,

The recognition process is performed by exbracting scene features from a given

test image of the scene containing a test object at the supposedly unknown pose.

The recognitíon then proceeds by performing the matching process (similar to that
described in Section 5.4.3) but in two steps. In the first step, the scene Jeatures
are matched with the aluags-inuariants (i,.e. the ølways-inuariant, object-uni,que

features) of all the objects modeled in the model database. The objects with the
ma-:cimum number of matches are identified as the object present in the scene. The
scene features are then matched with the range-inuariants (i.e. the range-,inaariant,

range-uni'que featu¡es) of the identified object. The pose range with the maximum
number of range-inuari,ant correspondences are identified as the estimated pose of
the object scene. If no reliable correspondences between the scene features and the
range-inuariønts of the object with the largest number of always-i,nuariant cone-
spondences, the range-inuariants for the object with next-to.most alwags-inuaríant
correspondences a¡e matched with the scene feøtures until enou gh rønge-inuariant
correspondences are obtained to get a good estimate of the object pose in the scene.
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It should be noted here that the number of correspondences that are attempted
during recognition is typically small. Hence, the matching process is performed quite
quickly' The only computational bu¡den on the recognition process is the image
segmentation and feature extraction.

6.4.L The First Test Object - Computer Mouse A

The first test object is the computer mouse (A) which is at the first camera pose (C1)
and at an object pose corresponding to -25 degrees of rotation about the vertical
æcis. The image of this test object is shown in Figure 6.g.

Figure 6'9: Tesú image and extracted featwes of the frrst object (mouse A: ID:oj) at the
unknown object rotation (ao:-25) and for the frrst carnera pose (c1) at o"--gQ degrees.
The e>ctracted scene features consist of 26 clifrs,2 ridges, and rrhillsides.

The scene features have four (4) matches with the always-ínuariantsof the first
object (mouse A), three (3) matches with those of the second. object (mouse B), but
no matches with t'he always-'i'nuarianús of the other objects. The scene features arc
then matched with the range-i,naariants of the first object, and 1z correspondences
a¡e established most of which (4 cti'ffsand 4 hi,tlsi,d,es) are in the p5-p6 pose range
corresponding to the range between -30 to -15 degrees, and one (1 rid,ge) in the
P4-P6 pose range corresponding to the range between -45 to -15 degrees. The
scene features a¡e also matched with the range-'inuariantsof the second object. only
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2 correspondences were established. It can therefore be concluded that the identified

object is mouse (A), and it is in the range between -80 to -15 degrees.

6.4.2 The Second Test Object - Computer Mouse B

The second'test object is the computer mouse (B) which is also at the firsr camera

pose (C1) and at an object pose corresponding to -25 degrees of rotation. The image

of this test object is shown in Figure 6.10.

Figure 6.10: ?esú image and extra,cted features of the second object (mouse B: ID:OZ) at
the unknown object rotatÍon (ao:-25) and for the fr.rst camera pose (C1) at 0"-gQ degrees.

The extncted feahves consisú of 28 clifrs, d ridges, and 10 hillsides.

The scene teatures have three (3) matches with the always-inuo,riants of the second

object (mouse B), and no matches with the always-i,nuari,ants of any other object.

The unknown object is therefore identified as the second object (mouse B). The

scene features are then matched with the range-inuariants of the second object, but

only 8 correspondences a¡e established with two (2 hitlsides) being in the P5-PZ pose

range corresponding to the range between -30 to 0 degrees and one (1 hillside) in

the P4-P6 pose range corresponding to the range between -45 to -1b degrees. The

scene features are also matched with the range-i,nuo,riantsof the other objects, and the

only one correspondence is established with the first object. Therefore, the identified

object (mouse B) is in the range between -45 to 0 degrees, which can be narrowed
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to the range between -30 and -lb degrees.

6.4.3 The Third Test object - Glue Stick

The third test object is the glue stick which is in its fust stable configuration, at
the first camera pose (C1) and at an object pose corresponding to -25 degrees of
rotation. The image of this test object is shown in Figure 6.11.

Figure 6.11: ?esú image and extratted features of the fourth object (glue stick: ID:OBa) at
the unknown object rotation (ao:-25) and for the frrst camera pose (C1) at 0":fig degrees.
The extracted features cons¡'sú of Jg criffs, g ridges, and 5 hiltsides.

The scene features have five (5) matches with the always-i,nuariants of the third
object (glue stick) in its fi¡st stable confi.guration, and no matches with the always-

'i,nuariants of either the same object in the other stable configuration or the other
objects. Therefore, the identified object is the third object (glue stick) in its first
stable configuration. The scene features are then matched with the range-i,nuari,ants

of the identified object, and lL correspondences are established with six (6 ct?.ffs)being

in the P3-P5 pose range corresponding to the range between -60 to -30 degrees, and
one (1 cffi conespondence with the only range-inuariantin the p5-p6 pose range
corresponding to the range between -30 to -15 degrees. The scene features are
also matched with the range-i'nao'ri,ønts of the other objects, and. no correspondences

are established with any other object. The correspondence results suggest that the
identified object is in the range between -60 to -30 degrees. However, the low
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numbers of correspondences and range-i,nuariants justifies that the recognition process

may miss the correct pose range which is actually between -30 to -15 degrees.

6'4.4 The Fourth Test Object - Steel Cube for the First Camera Pose

The fourth test object is the steel cube for the first camera pose (C1) and at an object
pose correspondíng to -25 degrees of rotation. The image of this test object is shown

in Figure 6.12.

Figure 6'72: Test ímage and extracted features of the fourth object (steel cube: ID:O4) at
the unknown object rotation (ao:-25) and for the frrst carnera pose (Cl) at O"-gQ degrees.

The extracted features consist of BT cliffs, f ridges, and i.0 hillsides.

The scene feøtures have six (6) matches with the always-i,nuariants of the fourth

object (steel cube) for the fust camera pose, and no matches with the always-

i'naariants of either the same object at the other camera pose or the other objects. The

unknown object is therefore identified as the steel cube at the first camera pose (C1).

The scene feøtures a¡e then matched with the range-,inuari,ants of the identified objec-

t, but only 5 correspondences a¡e established with th¡ee (1, ctiff and,2 rid,ges) being in

the P5-P6 pose range corresponding to the range between -30 to -15 degrees. The

scene features are also matched with the range-i,nuariants of the other objects, and,
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no correspondences are established with any other object. Therefore, the identified
object is in the range between -80 to -15 degrees.

6'4'5 The Fifth Test object - Steel Cube for the Second Camera pose

The last test object is the steel cube for the second camera pose (C2) and at an object
pose corresponding to -25 degrees of rotation. The image of this test object is shown
in Figure 6.13.

Figure 6'13: TesÚ image and extracted features of the fourth object (steel cube: ID:O4)
at the unknown object rotation (o,o:-25) and. for the second camera pose (C2) at 0":gg
degrees. The extracted features consist of 42 clifrs,2 ridges, and 16 hillsides.

The scene features have also six (6) matches with the always-,inuari,ants of the
fourth object (steel cube) for the second camera pose, and no matches with the
always-'inuariants of either the same object at the other camera pose or the other
objects' Thus, the unknown object can be identified as the steel cube at the second
camera pose (C2). The scene features are then matched with the range-i,nua,iants of
the identified object, but only 16 correspondences are established with two (r ctiff
and t hi'llsi'de) being in the P5-P6 pose range corresponding to the range between

-30 to -15 degrees, one (clrfr) in the P4-P6 pose range corresponding to the range
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between -45 to -15 degrees, and two (1 ctiff and. L hi,ilsi,d,e) in the P5-PZ pose range

corresponding to the range between -30 to 0 degrees. There are a few correspondences

with the range-'inaariants of the other objects. It can be conclud.ed that the identified

object is in the range between -45 to 0 degrees. However, since there are much fewer

range-'inuari'ants in the P4-P7 pose range than the rest of the object pose range, the

object pose range can (cautiously) be narrowed down to a smaller pose range between

-30 and -15 degrees.

6.5 Concluding Remarks

These recognition experiments \¡¡ere performed to demonstrate how the brightness

features introduced in this thesis can be incorporated in object mod.eis and how

they can be used for object recognition in robot vision. The recognition results are

satisfactory and quite favorable even though the accruacy of the estimated object

poses is not very high and depends on the pose ranges defi¡ed by the pose graphs.
.The proposed vision system is quite far from being ready to be implemented in a
real manufacturing scene. More work is required. to complete the development of this
system and to make it more effective and more reliable. The pose-speci,ficfeatures

shouÌd also be incorporated into the recognition process to obtain more accurate

estimates of the object pose and to develop a more efficient recognition scheme. A
pose refinement.technique needs to be developed to determine the object pose very

accurately. With the constantly improving computer technology in terms of speed,

memory and softwa¡e development, it should be more (technically and commercially)

feasible in the nea¡ future to implement such a system in a manufacturing scene to
perform challenging object recognition taslcs.
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CHAPTER 7

Conclusions and Fùecommendations

7.L Summary and Conclusions

This thesis describes a ne\ry' approach to model-based recognition (identification and

pose estimation) of 3-D objects in manufacturing using brightness models in a multi-

view model representation workframe. Modet-based recognition (MBR) appears to

be the most suitable approach for recognizing general 3-D objects and dètermining

their poses (position and orientation). Most of the edsting MBR systems have relied

solely on line-d¡awing models and geometric inr¡ariance. However, plain geometric

models are highly in'¿ariant to a wide range of viewpoints and image transformations,

but are not very dístinct and may not be reliable for recognizing objects with curved

surfaces and complex-surface reflective properties. Brightness and shading based

features, on the other hand, contain'more information about the object's shape and

appearance and can be uniquely-and reliably used for object identification and pose

estimation. However, they are very sensitive to changes in the lighting cond.ítions

and scene configuration. This work incorporates brightness models for the object

modeling and uses these models for the recognition of general-shaped manufactured

objects.

A brightness-intensity (2-D) sensing module was described whereby the camera

had to effectively view the object(s) inside a confined section of a machine in an

effective way without interfering with its operation. To accomplish this objective, it
rwas proposed to use a CCD camera and a light bulb to acquire (on-line) brightness

images of the scene containing the objects to be recognized. A brightness calibration
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procedure was also conducted to properly set the camera and to correlate the image
intensity readings to the actual scene brightness. The CCD camera and frame grabber
were set so that it could capture the maximum allowable dymarnic range without
going into saturation. It was found that the use of manual gain control (MGC) with
fixed gain and the use of the squar+root gamma mode (gamma of 0.45) resulted in
wide dynamic range with an appropriate gray-level resolution and minimum noise
effects' The resulting scene images were real pictures that contain shading, shadows
and specular higÏùights and other image information that can be quite useful for
recognition, but required special treatment and segmentation techaiques to detect
and extract this information.

In order to incorporate brightness and shad.ing information in the sensing of
the scene and modeting of manufactured objects, a new set of brightness-based
features was int¡oduced. In the feature extraction scheme, the brightness features
were detected directly from raw brightness images through segmenting the image and
scanning it for significant-contrast regions, then fitting the brightness distribution
in small image patches to bi-r¡ariate (surface) poþnomial functions. The bi-linear
fit was used to check the flatness of the brightness surface and to help predict the
presence of a brightness featu¡e. The bi-quadratic approximation was used to detect
single'convexity patterns of the brightness distribution and to detect such brightness
featu¡es as ridge and hi'I|si,d'e features. The bi-cubic polynomial fit was employed to
detect double-convexity regions and detect such brightness featur es as cti,fi reatures.
A topographic analysis of the su¡face fits was then performed to detect the local
brightness featues, followed by a process of perceptual organization to group the
detected neighboring local features into small groupings on clffi, rid,ges or convex
hi'Ilsi'des' These brightness features had a set of inva¡iant properties with different
levels of uniqueness' These properties could be exploited. for efficient modeling and
reüable recognition.

A multi-view representation was then adopted whereby a collection of pictures
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containing different views of the objects to be recognized are used for modeling the

objects. These uniformly sampled views of the objects were organized into a graph

structure called the pose graph. The corresponding pictures, called mod,el irnages,

depicted the appearances of the object(s) that needed to be recognized at all possible

confiþurations and poses that might be encountered in the scene. These model i,møges

were acquired using a simila¡ camera to that used for sensing the scene and under

similar üghting conditions. An investigation of inr¡ariance and uniqueness of an object

. appearance and those of specific (local) features and brightness signatures was con-

ducted. The experimental tests showed that some aspects of the object appearance

remained uniquely inr¡ariant for small ranges of object's pose changes or camera pose

changes, while other aspects remained inr¡ariant for an extended range of object's pose

changes. Othe¡ features were highly variant and were specific to certain scene param-

eters. To incorporate these concepts, th¡ee levels of inr¡a¡iance and uniqueness were

distinguished, na.mely the always-inaariant and object-unique, tlie range-i,nuariant

and range-un'ique, and the pose-spec'ifi,c. Flom these levels, indices of inr¡ariance and.

uniqueness could be assigned to the model features extracted from the mod,el ,images

and then used to obtain matches with features extracted. from the unhnown scene

images and ultimately for the object identification and pose estimation.

The model database was constructed by compiling (off-line) the brightness

featu¡es extracted from each image of the pose graph and storing for each featu¡e

its properties and attributes (photometric and geometric) along with its index of

invariance and uniqueness. The indices of invariance and uniqueness, which are

measures of the degree of variance and distinctiveness of the feature attributes,

were obtained through a correspondence or matching process. This matching was

performed between features of the different feature seús corresponding to different

nodes (views) of the individual pose graph,s, ild it was followed by a verification

process based on a set of rules of consistency and conformity in order to verify the

invariance and incorporate uniqueness. The matching process aimed at establishing
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correspondences between similar features extracted from two different images. Two

matching featu¡es must correspond to the same image region, same object feature

and shape signature, or must arise f¡om the same visual effects such as shadows and

regions of interreflections. It was established that the correctness and the reliability
of the acquired correspondences depended to a great extent on the proper selection

of the representative views or model i,mages and the corresponding pose ranges and
depended also on the specification of the appropriate invariance tolerances.

The recognition of objects at unknown poses was finally accomplished through
sea'rching the model database and matching the scene feøtures (extracted from the
unknown scene image) to the alwags-i,nuariøntfeatures to determine the object iden-

tit¡ then searching for matchi ng range-i,nuariantfeatu¡es for estimating the object
pose. This system was tested through a set of recognition experiments, where a few
different manufactured objects were modeled using a collection of real images of each

object. These objects, which had curved surfaces and complex surface properties and
characteristics, were then tested for recognition (identification and pose estimation).
The results obtained in the recognition experiments were satisfactory as the correct
objects were identified, and for each test object a good estimate of the object pose in
the scene was determined. However, the accuracy of the estimated object poses was

Iimited to the smallest pose ranges as defined by the pose graphs.

7.2 Recommendations for F\¡ture Work

This work represents the starting point for a long-term project with the potential
for "commercialization" of object recognition systems in machine vision. In order to
continue the development of this research project and to accomplish this goal, some

issues and problems need to be addressed and solved, and a number of improvements
need to be made. Among these, it would be d.esirable to introduce color sersing and
incorporate color into the model representation, since color contains more in-formation
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and details about the perceived scene and can enrich the object models and add

significant amount of uniqueness to the mod,el features (extracted from the mod,el

i,mages). Color can also make such recognition system more commercially attractive,
especially since color cameras are becoming more available, more reliable and. more

affordable.

F\¡¡thermore, it would be necessary to search for and incorporate nev/ types of
brightness features other than the existing cli,ffs, rid,ges, and. hi,Itsi,d,es. The new

feature types could include concave featu¡es like raui,nes and concave hi,Ilsi,des and

large regions with brightness surfaces of zero-cu¡,¿atu¡e. F\rrthe¡more, the existing

featu¡es need to be enhanced by includíng mo¡e attributes and clues about the object

shape and appearance, while significantly reducing the computational requirements.

In this regard, more reliable and accurate measures of "goodness" need to be defined

for fitting the brightness distributions into bi-r¡ariate polynomials. F-aster and more

reliable and robr:st schemes need to be developed for extracting and. structuring such

features, especially-with the addition of new feature types and. the inclusion of new

properties and attributes.

It is also recornmended that the model representation and the modeling process be

improved. To achieve this, it would be desirable to automate the process of selecting

representative views and setting the invariance and uniqueness levels. It would also

be necessary to improve the feature correspondence procedure by making this process

more robust and reducing its sensitivity to the selection'of inva¡iance tolerances and to
pose ranges. The pose-speci,fic level of invariance should also be incorporated into the

modeling and recognition processes. In addition, probability functions should be used

to judge the goodness of the established correspondences ancl to obtain more reliable

recognition with better estimates of the object pose. A pose refinement techaique

should finally be developed to determine the object pose much more accurately.

To cornplete the recognition process, it would also be necessary to automate and

to integrate the diffe¡ent sub-components of the whole process and to work towards
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the achievement of recognition in a nea¡ real-time speed, which is comparable to the

speed of the robot manipulation and the execution of a specific task. The proposed.

recognition system should then be implemented and tested on an actual robot per-

forming certain tasks in a real manufacturing environment. This last step is necessary

because the manufacturing environment is quite different from the laboratory envi-

ronment. By observing real manufactu¡ing operations and determining the problems

involved in the real world, one can go back and adjust the system variables and

parameters to address those problems and handle those difficulties.

Finally, the proposed vision system should be updated to include automatic

model-generation through a CAD system which is used in the conception and design

of the object(s) to be recognized, that is by acquiring synthetic rnod,el images directly

frorn CAD systems rather than real images from the camera used for sensing the scene.

Most of the existing CAD systems have high-performance rendering capabilities that
can produce shaded pictures of the objects being conceived. However, existing CAD

systerns still lack the flexibility and the ability to closely simulate the image forma-

. tion process and to account for some complex and unavoidable phenomena such as

interreflections, masking and shadowing. Further investigation of the capabilities of
these CAD systems is needed, and the necessary ad.justments of the system need to

be made in order to accu¡ately model the image formation process. This way, more

realistic shaded pictr:res of objects in the scene could be produced an¿ ¡sed directly

in the model representation. Then the CAD system could be integrated with the

vision system to ultimately produce the integral cAD-based vision system.
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APPENDIX A

fmage Digitization

This appendix describes the image digitization process which consists of capturing the
video signal and converting the analog signal into a digital sample of 256 gray levels
by means of a MATRox MVP-AT video Digitizer. The digitized images, having a
spatial resolution of 51'2x480 pixels per frame, are then transferred and permanently
stored in the computer memory.

capturing the video signal from the ccD camera and digitizing it, require locking
the signal' amplifying it, and maintaining a steady DC reference level during the
conve¡sion process' This description of the image digitization process will provide a
good understanding of how to set the programmable gain and offset of the MATR'X
frame grabber to obtain maximum dynamic range and the best results possible when
acquiring images' In this conversion process, the input signal will be traced from the
input connector up to and through the analog-to-digitar (A/D) connector [156].

The incoming video signal -at the intercorurection between the MATRox board
and the video source- is a 1.0 volt inmagnitude signal terminated into 75 ohms. on
an oscilloscope' the signal resembles Figure 4.1(a). The signal is then passed through
an inverting amplifier with a gain of 2.4. The video signal is amplified so that it is
scaled to the 2'4 v full range of the A/D converter. The arnplifier adds a 0.7 v
of fixed DC ofiset, and rernoves the synchronization pulses, resulting in an inverted
signal with 1.2 v.þp,as shown in Figure 4.1(b). To the fixed offset, the user can add
up to 1'0 v of additional offset' The offset register has a linear response so that an
increment of 1 in the register w'r cause the signar offset to move by _r/256 v. An
offset setting of 0 witl add 1.0 I/ to the signal, and an offset setting or 255will add
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0.0 y to the signal. Adding the offset will result in a signal whose peak is between

2.4 V and 3.4 I/. However, information above 3.0 y will be cut-ofi and discarded in
the digitization step; [Figure 4.1(c)]. This stage allows the user to adjust the DC

offset level of the signal, thereby changing the amount of the signal which will be

cut-off.

\Mhen the signal reaches the A/D converter, the gain register will determine the

level at which the low cut-off (white level) will be set. A gain setting of 0 will put
' the white level at J'85 V, and a gain setting of 255 will put the white level at 0.6 V.

Gain values are linear with a slope of -71256 [Figure A.1(d)]. At the conversion from

analog to digital, the range between the gain voltage and 3.0 I/ gets divided into 2b6

equal segments. The video signal between the gain voltage (white cut-off levei) and

3.0 y gets turned into 1 of 256 different gray-levels of digital d.ata. The conversion

takes place such that any part of the modified signal above 3.0 y gets turned into 0,

and any part of the modified signal below the gain voltage gets transformed to 255

[Figure 4.1(d)].

In order to properly set the gain and offset registers of the frame grabber, the

offset should be set first, and then the gain. The offset is set to 255 then d.ecreased

until the minimum pixel value digitized is slightly above 0. Then the gain is adjusted

by-setting the register gain to 255 and keep decreasing it until the brightest pixels

readings are slightly below 255. The gain register is a measure of image contrast (e. e.

decreasing gain will increase the image contrast), while the offset register adjusts

the overall brightness of the digitized image (i.e. decreasing the offset increases the

overall brightness).
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Figure A'1: video signal digitization: (a) input video signal, (b) signal antplifrcation,
(c) signù positioning, (d) gain (white level) setting and digitizatiìn.' 
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APPENDIX B

Analysis of Cubic Polynomials

Consider the foLlowing cubic polynomial defined in a Ca¡tesian r-g coordínate system:

fs(*) : leo * lctr * lczn2 ¡ lcsrs . (8.1)

It is desired to describe the shape of a portion of the curve u : Íe(r) as it appears

through a "window" interval; i.e. when ¡r is bounded by-an interval lao,rtl. The

shape of the curve a : le(r) depends on'the '¿alues of the polynomial coefficients and

on the "location" of the maximum and minimum point(s) (points of change in the

slope sign) and the point of i¡flêction'(point of change in convexity), f they exist,

relative to the interval [ro,nof.The following three cases are considered:

1. If ks and lc2 are both zero, then /s is a linea¡ function whose slope depends on

the sign of the coefficient fr1 [Figure 8.1(a)]. The linear curves are d.escribed in

Table 8.1.

Table 8.1: Descrþ tion of linear curves with respect to the Ca¡tesian coordinate system.

lct lcz lcs curve description

<0

0

>0

0

0

0

0

0

0

decreasing linea¡ hillside

flat (plane)

increasing linea¡ hillside
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2. If h is zero and k2 is not zero, then /3 is a quadratic function. The shape of the

curve depends on the sign of le2 and on the position of the extremum (maxirnum

or minimum) relative to the window interval lxo,rol.The extremum is given by

-lcttt: 2lø '
(8.2)

which is a point of zero slope or the point at which the first derivative of /3
vanishes. The convexity of the quadratic cu¡ve depends on the value of Ic2; if
Icz > 0 then the curve is concave, and if k2 < 0 then the curve is convex as

shown in Figure 8.1(b)' The shapes of segments of quadratic curves depend on

the location of the extremum point ø1 relative to the window inten¡al [ro,ra]
and are described in Table 8.2.

Table 8.2: Description of quadratic curves with respect to the Cartesian coordinatesysúem.

3. If kB is not zero, then /3 is a cubic function, which may exhibit a change in
convexity and may have up to two extrema. This depends on the sign of k3 and
the sign of the quantity A given by

A, : 4kZ - 12 tl¿tcs .

!\ 1(Do

fr¿1fr11fi6

fr1)t6

increasing concave hillside

minimum

decreasing concave hillside

!Êy 1 lDo

ta1fi11fr6

11)fr6

decreasing convex hillside

maximum

increasing convex hillside
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The point of inflectiorl, 20, is the point at which the curve changes in convexity

and the second-order derivative of /3 vanishes:

-lc2
"0: -m-. (8.4)

The existence of the extrema (1.e. the points of zero slope) as well as their

number and their values depend on the sign of A. Two cases are distinguished,

namelywhenA<0andA>0:

i. a(0:
In this case, the function /s is monotonic and ha^s a double-convexity. If
a ( 0, the curve has no extrema. If a : 0, the first-order derivative

vanishes at the point of inflection, Ø0, which is a point of zero slope and

ze¡o curvatu¡e at the same time. The convexity of the curve depends on

the sign of k3 as shown in Figure 8.1(c). For this class of cubic curves,

the description of segments of the curve depends on the sign of k3 and the

Iocation of the point of inflection relative to the window interval lro,rul.
This is presented in Table 8.3.

ii. a>0:
In this case, the function /3 is non-monotonic and has a double.

convexity and two extrema, (one maximì.rm and one minimum points)

[Figure 8.1(d)]. These extrema are given by

-zkz - \,6,
4-ùL

and 12 :

6ks

-2kz+ r,/A,

(8.5)

(8.6)
6ks

Note that:

if k3 ) 0, then ø1 1fr01 fr2,

and if k3 ( 0, then x2 ( 0s ( 11.
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Table 8.3: Descrþtion of monotonic cubic cu¡ves (A S O) with respect to the Ca.rtesian
coordinate system.

Ies Point of inflection ("0) Curve description

>0

>0

>0

iàg 1Ia

ts1frg1t6

rsl16

increasing concave hillside

left shoulder

increasing convex hillside

<0

<0

<0

fi¡1t.

ra1frg116

ts) î6

decreasing convex hillside

right shoulder

decreasing concave hiitside

For this class of cubic curves, the description of segments of the curve

depends on the sign of k3 and on the location of the extrema and the point

of inflection with respect to the window interval [no,ro].This is presented

in Table B.4.
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Table 8.4: Description of non-monotonic cubic curves (A > 0) with respect to the Ca¡tesian
coordinate system; NC means that the designated vafiable is Not Constrained.

Ie3 extremum 1

(< 
"o)

Pt. of inflection

rg

extremum 2

(> 
"o)

curve

description

>0

>0

>0

>0

>0

>0

>0

>0

>0

>0

fryl16

fra1î11fr6

fr1,>-to

iÍ1 ) fro

fry1ta

17 1iE6

rylta

NC

NC

NC

NC

ts) 16

t6116

NC

frs}- fr6

fr¿1frs1fr6

rg ) iDo

iÛg 1no

(Dg 1lDo

NC

NC

NC

t2) t6

r,2116

NC

12) t6

r,21t6

fr2) fr6

ta1T21t6

í02 l xo

increasing convex hillside

maximum

mærimum and left cliff

ma)c.-, left cliff and min.

decreasing convex hillside

left cliff

left cliff and minimum

dècreasing concave hillside

minimum

increasing concave hillside

<0

<0

<0

<0

<0

<0

<0

<0

<0

<0

t2) 16

ta1fi21fr6

æ2 ) i,o

fr2)fr¿

fr21ta

fr21fra

t21lg

NC

NC

NC

NC

frs) fr6

rs116

NC

rs>- t6

rolxg116

(Eg ) fi.

r¡ 1:Do

tglfs

NC

NC

NC

î1,>-16

tylû6

NC

t1,>.16

ûy1fr6

f,y) t6

fis<Ti<frb

fr¡ 1:Do

dècreasing concave hillside

minimum

minimum and right cliff

min., right cliff and ma;c.

increasing concave hillside

right cliff

right cliff and marcimum

increasing convex hillside

maximum

decreasing convex hillside
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Figure B'L Curve Analysis: (a) linear function (b) quaÅratic function (c) cubic function
for A,10, and (d) cubic functionfo¡ A > 0.
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APPENDIX C

Illustnations for Fitting Brightness into Bivariate

Polynomials

This appendix presents the fitting data and surface (3-D) plots for approximating

the brightness distributions in different types of brightness surfaces with bivariate

poþomials of différent orders. This data and illustrations are presented here for

different types (topologies) of brightness surfaces in order to observe the effects of

changing the patch sampling (patch size and pixel count), the order of approximation

and the illumination' levels.

C.1 The Configurations Used for Patch Sampling

Figure C.L shows the eleven cases used for sampling pixel brightness'¿alues in a patch.

The shaded pixels a¡e the pixels whose brightness r¡alues are sampled and used in the

fitting process.
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5x5 (17 pixets) 5x5 (25 pixels)

7x7 (25 pixels) 7x7 (49 pixels)

9x9 (41 pixels) 9x9 (81 pixels) 17x17 (81 pixels)

13x13 (49 pixels)

15x15 (65 pixels)

13x13 (85 pixels)

1 5x15 (1 1 3 pixels)

Figure c.L: The different patches used for frtting brightness distribution.
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C.2 Clitr Region

The Fitting Errors

Table C.1': The frtting er¡ors fo¡ a cliff regíon at the frrst illumination level.

5x5

5x5

tx(

7 xT

9x9

9x9

13x13

13x13

15xL5

15x15

17 xt7

77

25 (all)

25

ae (alt)

4T

81 (all)

49

85

65

113

81

7.56

7.32

10.85

10.81

13.89

13.88

18.86

18.67

20.73

20.46

22.08

2L.47

19.50

32.97

34.63

50.25

52.62

69.72

70.77

76.11

76.24

77.03

6.26

6.31

10.85

10.82

74.22

1.4.22

18.68

18.60

20.35

20.I9

2L.75

24.99

28.27

44.76

49.97

58.01

60.22

69.04

68.18

73.57

71.68

75.87

2.66

2.95

4.64

4.60

6.26

6.29

9.54

9.43

10.85

10.58

11.84

10.00

8.83

14.91,

13.97

20.18

19.63

36.94

36.20

40.72

42.L4

49.69
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Table C'2: The frtting er¡o¡s for a cliff region at the second illumination level.

bi-cubic Fit

5x5

ÐX')

(x(

7 xT

9x9

9x9

13x13

13x13

15x15

IÐ X J.Ð

17x77

T7

25 (all)

25

ae (all)

4L

81 (all)

49

85

65

113

9.84

9.67

r5.62

15.43

t9.87

19.86

27.21

26.94

29.65

29.37

31.53

27.74

25.55

52.8r

58.12

78.72

82.60

10L.27

708.74

II2.76

115.61

118.56

9.27

9.48

16.15

15.96

20.44

20.52

26.85

26.78

29.10

29.00

31.05

39.92

46.58

69.80

78.29

88.27

92.05

101.52

103.02

709.22

108.89

776.42

2.97

3.42

6.66

6.41,

8.89

8.96

13.79

13.66

15.66

75.2r

17.30

i0.83

8.45

18.6i

11.ðb

33.34

27.82

55.35

52.00

60.80

62.03

77.65
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bi-linear Fit bi-quadratic Fit bi-cubic Fit

5x5

5x5

íx(
(xt

9x9

9x9

13x13

13x13

15xL5

15x15

17 xLT

T7

25 (ax)

25

ae (atl)

41

81 (au)

49

85

65

113

81

10.73

10.03

14.96

15.06

19.26

19.18

27.5L

26.98

30.40

29.75

32.4L

46.62

40.73

53.71

52.93

77.66

82.7r

TOL,47

110.99

120.29

120.91

128.76

9.10

9.33

1.5.20

15.38

19.53

t9.74

27.39

27.02

29.93

29.36

32.30

50.67

46.85

68.99

77.5t

87.65

96.31

104.31

109.26

rL7.78

113.14

r28.77

4.23

4.49

6.82

6.82

8.80

8.90

13.10

12.88

15.69

14.93

17.03

27.97

2r.02

ó+.Ðo

32.67

39.42

38.77

57.33

54.07

66.76

62.t1,

72.76

Table C.3z The frtting errors fo¡ a cliff region at the third illumination Level
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The Effects of varying the Bivariate porynornial order

Table C'4: The coefficients of the approximating polynomia,ls for a cltfr region in a (gx g) full
patch and for the three levels of illumination, (n is the order of the biuariate polynomial).

lst illumination level 2nd illumination level 3rd illumination level

a0

AL

o,2

aB

a4

o,s

a6

a,T

aB

ø9

825.3

133.7

-614.4

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

841.5

133.7

-514.4

2.531

5.770

-4i.38

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

841.5

238.1

-762.0

2.531

5.770

-41.38

f.i73

44.95

-252.6

310.4

234.7

45.62

-175.1

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

239.8

45.52

-r76.I

1.510

0.543

-13.75

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

239.8

81.94

-266.0

i.510

0.543

-13.75

-0.419

17.78

-86.66

111.9

55.64

11.32

-40.78

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

57.93

L7.32

-40.78

0.246

-0,4i0

-5.724

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

57.93

20.25

-60.90

0.246

-0.4i0

-5.724

-0.748

3.684

-20.11

25.1.9
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Figure C.2: Image brigåúness distribution in a (9x9) cliff region at the frrst illumina-

tion level: (a) raw brightnesses, (b) best-fiú using a bi-Iinea¡ function, (c) best-frt using a

bi-quadratic function, and (d) best-frt using a bi-cubic function.
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Figure C.4: Image brightness distribution in a (9x9) cliff region at the third illumina-

tion level: (a) raw brightness, (b) best-frt using a bi-linear function, (c) best-frt using a

bi-quadratic function, and (d) best-frt using a bi-cubìc functÍon.
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The Effects of Varying the patch Size

The effects of varying the patch size are observed here for a cti,ff region fitted to a
bi-cubic polynomial and for the three levers of inumination.
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Figure c'7: Image brigåÚness distributiomn a cliff region at the thi¡d il¿umínation .evel for
thtee different patch sízes (5x5, 9xg, 75x15). Pictures on the Ieft side display raw-image
brigåúnesses and those on the right side show the corresponding bi_cubic frts.
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C.3 Ridge Region

The Fitting Errors

Table C.5: ?åe frtting errors for a ridge region at the frrst illumination leve:.

bi-quadratic Fit

ÐXö

,)XÐ

7 xT

7 xT

9x9

9x9

13x13

13x13

15x15

15x15

LTxIT

L7

25 (all)

25

ae (all)

41

81 (all)

49

85

65

113

81

1.39

1.31

2.60

2.57

4.44

4.4L

8.45

8.26

10.09

9.93

TI.29

5.09

5.20

7I.34

1T.L4

22.62

22.75

35.47

37.52

32.98

35.68

32.22

0.89

0.73

0.84

0.82

0.90

0.89

2.1,0

1.93

3.41

2.98

4.32

3.04

2.29

2.r2

2.34

2.88

2.65

TL,97

14.30

14.40

20.33

19.73

0.72

0.60

0.80

0.73

0.76

0.74

r.73

1.56

3.07

2.64

4.06

3.02

2.29

2.74

1.87

3.03

2.36

12.33

T5.L2

16.60

25.22

26.61.
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bi-Iinear Fit bi-quadratic Fit

5x5

Ðxb

7 xT

7 xT

9x9

9x9

13x13

13x13

15x15

15x15

77x17

L7

25 (au)

25

ae (au)

4T

81 (au)

49

85

1.19

1.16

2.23

2.2r

3.7r

3.70

7.39

7.19

8.83

8.65

9.89

4.44

4.80

8.64

9.00

18.77

18.90

30.37

32.40

30.08

32.77

29.64

0.59

0.53

0.58

0.58

0.71,

0.70

1.68

1.56

2.87

2.47

3.70

1.49

t.1.7

1.64

1,.71

2.r3

2.01

10.11

i2.30

72.45

18.14

1.7.25

0.40

0.38

0.58

0.55

0.64

0.63

i.39

1.30

2.63

2.21

3.47

1.56

0.96

2.07

L.43

L.87

1.96

9.62

12.03

72.47

20.7r

21,.77

Table C'6: ?åe frtting e¡rors for a ridge region at the second iLlumination level.
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bi-linear Fit bi-quadratic Fit

5x5

,)XC

7 xT

(x(

9x9

9x9

13x13

13x13

15x15

15x15

17 x17

t7

25 (all)

25

ae (all)

4T

81 (ax)

49

85

65

113

81

1.56

t.49

2.44

2.44

3.92

3.94

/.ot

7.49

9.27

9.r2

10.35

5.47

4.60

i0.10

9.51

2r.32

21.T7

36.04

37.74

33.97

36.53

32.t7

1.24

1_.24

1.40

1.36

1.31

r.32

1.95

1.87

2.99

2.65

3.95

4.23

3.05

4.44

3.83

4.75

3.83

10.26

L2.26

13.57

1,7.74

17.60

7.07

1.00

1.34

1.30

7.2L

1.19

L.72

1.60

2.72

2.34

3.72

4.59

2.78

4.01

3.42

4.62

4.23

9.63

t2.36

16.42

24.tr

23.74

Table C.7: The frtting erro¡s for a ridge region at the third illumination level.
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The Effects of varying the Bivariate polynomial order

Table C.8: ?åe coefficients of the approximating polynomiaJs for a ridge region in a (gxg)
full patch artd for the three levels of illumination, (nis úhe order of the bivariate polynomial).

1st illumination level 2nd illumination level

a,O

A1

a2

ag

a4

a5

a6l

aT

a8

a9

1692.8

-22.t9

5.156

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

1768.7

-22.L9

5.156

-103.7

-i78.0

-78.42

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

L768.7

-1.868

12.99

-103.7

-178.0

-78.42

-12.88

-26.28

-25.97

4.229

479.2

-3.920

0.632

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

497.8

-3.920

0.632

-22.76

-44.24

-22.08

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

497.8

-1.546

-1.100

-22.76

-44.24

-22.08

-2.085

-5.983

-2.007

5.729

1i5.4

-i.408

0.206

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

L20.1

-1.408

0.206

-6.450

-10.34

-4.738

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

T2O.T

-0.042

3.264

-6.450

-10.34

-4.738

-L.729

-1.768

-0.219

-3.148
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Figure C.8: Image brighúness distribution in a (9x9) ridge region at the frrst illumina-
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bi-quadratic function, and (d) best-frt using a bi-cubic function.
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The Effects of Varying the patch Size

The effects of varying the patch size are observed here for a ri,d,ge region fitted to a

bi-quadratic polynomial and for the th¡ee levels of illumination.
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C.4 Hillside Region

The Fitting Errors

Table C.9: ?he frtting errors for a hillside regíon at the frrst illumination level

bi-linear Fit bi-quadratic Fit bi-cubic Fit

patch

size

pixel

count

A'ttg.

Vo error

Max.

Vo errot

A,og.

% error

Max.

Vo error

Avg.

To ertor

Max.

% error

5x5

5x5

txt

7 x7

9x9

9x9

13x13

13x13

15x15

15x15

17 xt7

T7

25 (alt)

25

ae (all)

4T

81 (a11)

49

85

65

113

81

0.42

0.42

0.44

0.44

0.58

0.57

0.74

0.69

0.91

0.86

1.77

1.11

1.19

1.19

L.24

2.1,4

1.87

3.50

3.78

5.27

5.93

30.73

0.44

0.41

0.44

0.42

0.51

0.51

0.56

0.55

0.64

0.61

1.40

1.10

1.19

1.28

1.30

2.2t

L.73

2.1,5

1.99

2.49

2.84

23.66

0.39

0.37

0.43

0.4r

0.48

0.49

0.57

0.53

0.58

0.58

1.07

1..2L

0.96

1.19

1.22

2.L7

L.52

2.39

2.07

2.01

1.93

11.40
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Table C.LO: ?åe frtting e¡rors for a hillside region at the second illumination level.

5x5

5x5

7 xT

7 xT

9x9

9x9

13xi3

13x13

15x15

IÐXIb

17 xt7

L7

25 (all)

25

a9 (aü)

4I

81 (all)

49

85

65

i13

81

0.91

0.88

0.74

0.74

0.99

0.99

1.36

1.31

2.00

1.80

3.04

2.54

2.56

2.61,

2.40

3.01

3.03

6.06

6.36

17.L4

18.70

50.33

0.93

0.88

0.76

0.73

0.83

0.80

0.95

0.91

1.05

0.98

2.00

2.47

2.48

2.72

2.42

2.92

2.66

3.85

3.48

7.25

9.15

31.76

0.83

0.76

0.75

0.69

0.80

0.76

0.97

0.92

1.00

0.97

L.49

2.95

2.04

2.83

2.41,

2.85

2.50

3.28

3.18

4.64

6.11

10.43
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bi-cubic Fit

Ðxb

ÐXÐ

7 x7

7 xT

9x9

9x9

13x13

13x13

15xL5

15x15

LT xtT

17

25 (all)

25

ae (au)

4t

81 (all)

49

85

65

113

81

2.r7

2.02

1.91

1.83

1.81

1.81

2.27

2.16

2.66

2.51

3.70

4.66

4.57

4.59

4.81.

6.50

6.80

9.29

10.84

2T,61

22.59

44.60

2.06

2.01

1.80

1.69

1.68

1.63

2.16

2.04

2.2t

2.10

2.89

5.15

4.85

4.44

4.L7

4.90

ð.Ðð

7.71,

9.20

13.63

12.60

27.78

t.52

1.50

1.81

1.63

1..70

1.63

2.L5

2.02

2.22

2.72'

2.47

5.64

4.84

4.34

4.48

5.01

5.34

6.86

8.69

11.86

9.42

11.80

Table C.11: Tåe frtting e¡ro.rs fo¡ a hillside regíon at the third illumination leve:.
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The Effects of varying the Bivariate polynomiar order

Table C'12: The coefficients of the approximating polynomials fo¡ a hillside region in a
(9x9) full patch and for the three ftevehs of íI\umination, (n is the order of the bivariate
polynomial).

1st illumination level

o,0

aI

A2

az

a4

a5

4,6

aT

aB

4,9

974.0

-19.26

77.48

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

975.9

-79.26

77.48

-2.580

6.400

-2.062

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

975.9

-24.49

74.33

-2.580

6.400

-2.062

5.4L2

6.753

2.965

0.460

277.1.

-7.737

30.89

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

278.6

-7,T37

30.89

1.099

7.974

-4.793

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

278.6

-6.618

30.25

i.099

r.974

-4.793

-2.183

-0.735

2.635

L.282

65.28

-1.565

7.598

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

64.97

-1.OOÐ

7.598

1.091

0.531

-0.349

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

64.97

-2.L16

7.4r9

1.091

0.53i

-0.349

0.804

-0.109

-0.100

0.304
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Figure C.14: Image brightness distribution in a (9x9) hillside region at the frrst illumina-
tion level: (a) raw brigåúnesses , (b) best-frt using a bi-linear functíon, (c) best-frt using.a
bi-quadratic function, and (d) best-frt using a bi-cubic function.
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The Effects of Varying the patch Size

The effects of varying the patch size are observed here for a hillsid,eregion fitted to a
bi-quadratic polynomial and for the th¡ee levels of illumination.
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C.5 Ftat Region

The Fitting Errors

Table c.13: The frtting errors for a flat, region at the frrst illumination leve;.

5x5

Ð x,5

tx(

7 x7

9x9

9x9

13x13

13x13

15x15

15xL5

17 xL7

17

25 (all)

25

ae (a11)

47

81 (ali)

49

85

oô

113

0.45

0.42

0.49

0.47

0.47

0.45

0.50

0.49

0.54

0.53

0.77

L.27

1.06

L.37

1.33

1.31

1.39

1.61

1.56

2.59

3.15

9.55

0.40

0.4r

0.49

0.46

0.44

0.43

0.48

0.47

0.54

0.52

0.75

I.24

0.98

1.50

1.31

1.50

1.39

1.68

r.64

2.04

2.58

6.46

0.38

0.33

0.51

0.44

0.42

0.4r

0.49

0.47

0.54

0.52

0.75

1.35

0.79

1.89

1.29

1.66

1.38

1.88

1.86

1.83

2.30

3.78
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Table C'LA: The frtting e¡¡ors for a flat region at the second illumination |evel.

bi-quadratic Fit

5x5

5x5

(x(

(x(

9x9

9x9

13x13

13x13

15x15

15x15

17xt7

17

25 (ail)

25

ae (all)

4T

81 (all)

49

85

oÐ

113

0.73

0.69

0.78

0.74

0.72

0.70

0.69

0.68

0.75

0.74

1.05

L.72

r.87

2.L6

2.1,5

2.47

2.42

2.53

2.55

3.69

3.88

13.70

0.68

0.67

0.65

0.65

0.70

0.67

0.68

0.67

0.71

0.70

0.96

t.78

1.58

2.38

1.93

2.16

2.28

2.38

2.30

2.83

2.78

9.57

0.47

0.42

0.64

0.64

0.67

0.64

0.67

0.66

0.70

0.69

0.93

r.40

1.23

2.53

1.81

1.86

1.88

2.52

2.36

2.56

2.34

5.74
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Table C'15: Tåe frtting e¡ro¡s for a flat rcgion at the third illumination ¡evel.

bi-linear Fit

Ðxb

ðXö

tx(
(xt

9x9

9x9

13x13

13x13

15x15

15x15

17xL7

T7

25 (att)

25

ae (a1t)

41.

81 (atl)

49

õÐ

65

113

1.00

0,88

1.18

L,I7

1.35

1.33

r.42

L,4I

1.36

1.36

1.63

2.r0

2.12

3.22

3.08

3.85

,).fÐ

4.r5

4.3I

4.51.

4.28

12.40

0.78

0.72

1.16

1.10

1.32

7.29

L.4L

1..37

L.37

1.35

7.67

1.89

L.97

3.77

2.80

4.19

4.20

4.57

4.37

4.70

4.64

7.77

0.65

0.61

1.11

0.99

1.40

L.29

L40

1.39

t.37

1.33

1.60

2.48

1.58

3.47

2.70

4.74

3.90

4.61,

4.42

4.70

4.78

6.34
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The Effects of Varying the Bivariate Polynomial Order

Table C.76: The coefficients of the approximating polynomiaJs for a fr.at region in a (gxg)
full patch and for the three levels of illumination, (n is the order of the bivariate polynomial).

o,O

O,l

a2

o,B

a4

o,5

a6

a7

AB

49

1270.6

-7.764

27.78

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

T273,7

-7.764

27.78

-2.705

-2.234

-3.229

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

1273.7

-7.206

24.30

-2.705

-2.234

-3.229

-0.966

-4.010

0.371

6.993

381.9

-1.923

8.663

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

383.3

-7.923

8.663

-1.034

0.564

-2.423

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

383.3

-1.210

L2.57

-1.034

0.564

-2.423

-2,LIg

-1.805

2.042

-4.281

90.24

-0.272

2.083

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

90.15

-0.272

2.083

-0.137

0.836

0.353

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

90.15

0.071

2.611

-0.137

0.836

0.353

-0.476

-0.809

0.021

-0.259
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Figure C.20: Image brightness disúribu¿ion in a (9x9) flat region at the frrst illumina-
tion level: (a) raw brigåúnesses, (b) best-fr.t using abi-Iinea¡ function, (c) best-frt using.a
bi-quadratic function, ard (d) best-frt using a bi-cubic function.
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The Effects of Varying the patch Size

The effects of varying the patch size are observed here for a flat region fitted to a

bi-linear poþnomial and for the th¡ee revels of illumination.
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APPENDIX D

fllustrations for the

and Uniqueness

fnvestigation of Invariance

This appendix presents the tabulated data and information used in the investigation
of inr¡ariance and uniqueness. It also contains the pictures of the objects used to
illustrate the concepts of invariance and uniqueness of object appeaxance. Relevant
data pertaining to the in'¿a¡iance of the features extracted from the objects images, as

the objects undergo rotations about the vertical axis and translations in the horizontal
plane, are also presented.

D.L The Qualitative fnvestigation

This section presents the pictures of the objects used in the qualitative investigation to
observe the efiects of object rotations about the vertical axis and object translations
in the horizontal plane.
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Figure D.L: Picúu¡es depicting the va¡iation in the appeaxance of a cubic object with respect
to its totation about the vertical axis for various carnera poses - qualitaúive assessm ent. The
object is at the center (dro:dyo-| centimeter); angles a¡e in d.egrees.
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Figure D.2: Pictures depictìng the variation in the appea,rance of a cylíndrical object
(glue stíck) with respect to its rotation about the vertical a¿<is for r¿arious carneraposes

- qualitatíve assess¡oenû. The object is at the center (d,xo=¿yo-T centimeter); angles are in
degrees.



Figure D'3: Picúu¡es depicting the va¡iation in the appea;rance of a cubÍc objæt with respect
to its translation ín the horizontal plarte for various cameÍaposes - quaJitativeassessmenr.
The obiect pose is at ao:15 degrees; Iinear displa,cements are in centimete.¡s and aagles are
ín degrees.



Figure D'4: Pictures depicting the w¡Íation in the appearance of a cylindrical object (glue
stÍck) with tespect to its translatíon in the horizontal plane for va¡Íous carneraposes -
qualitative assessrzrenú. The object pose is at eo:Q degrees; Iinea¡ displacements a¡e in
centimeters and angles are in degrees.



D.Z The Quantitative fnvestigation

This section presents the feature properties of ctiff featnres extracted from the object
pictures (at selected regions), and it presents the variations in the cti,fiproperties

as the object undergoes rotations about the vertical axis and translations in the

horizontal plane. This section also contains the pictures of the object used in this
quantitative investigation to observe the effects of the object rotations about the

vertical axis and the object translations in the horizontal plane.
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Figure D'5: Picúu¡es depicting the variation ín the appear:ance of a cubÍc object with respect
to its rotation about the vertical axjs fo¡ a frxed ca¡¡lera pose (0":4g degrees) _ quantitative
assessme¡ú. The object is at the center (d,ao:dyo-T centimeter); angles are in degrees.
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Table D.1: Cliff attributes at frve specífrc image regions for a quantitative assessment of
feature invariance with respect to the object's rotation about the vertical a<is (part J.). The
caÍnera pose is frxed; Iinear displacemenüs are in centimeters and angles a¡e in degrees.

region L region'2 region 3 region 4 region 5

0e:48

eo:-15

d,no:g

dao:o

c(cø,cs)

n(nr,nu)

lBuBnl

,R"

(158,199)

(-1.00,0.00)

freaflaa)

0.56

(164,r82)

(0.89,0.45)

[176;350]

0.66

cli,ff

noI

detected

reglon'

not

visible

(316,221)

(-1,00,0.00)

[204;a86]

0.82

0c:48

do:0

d'xo:g

dao:o

c(cr,cs)

n(nr,no)

[B¡.; Bu]

R"

cffi

not

detected

(176,189)

(0.99,0.11)

[175;3a9]

0.66

(188,201)

(0.00,-1.00)

Iioa;zzo]

0.29

(L82,L26)

(0.99,0.11)

[188;974J

1.35

(339,213)

(-i.00,0.00)

[256;1100]

t.24

0c:48

ao:15

d,æo:g

dao:o

c(c,,cy)

n(nrrnr)

[Bt';Bu]

Rc

(L99,220)

(-1.00,0.00)

lLTa;2911

0.50

cli,ff

not

detected

(211,208)

(-0.11,-0.99)

[167.296]

0.6i

(164,140)

(1.00,0.00)

þ0a;9221

1.01

(356,196)

(-1.00,0.00)

[330;1127]

1.09

0c:48

0o:30

d'xo:g

dao:o

c(cî,cu)

n(nrrnu)

lB¡,;Bnl

R"

(224,229)

(-0.99,0.11)

Ii86;327]

0.55

(275,21.0)

(0.93,-0.37)

p.a7;1.8a'

0.22

(235,21.2)

(-0.29,-0.96)

[152;335]

0.75

(15i,161)

(1.00,0.00)

1229;3671

0.46

(365,i82)

(-1.00,0.00)

[352;11a6]

i.06

0c:48

ao:45

d,ro:g

dao:o

c(c,,cu)

n(nrrnu)

[Bu Bn]

Rc

(256,227)

(-1.00,0.00)

[155;323]

0.70

cliff

not

detected

(265,213)

(-0.45,-0.89)

þ,a8$2(l

0.75

(144,168)

(1.00,0.00)

[185;359]

0.64

(367,168)

(-1.00,0.00)

[357;1121

1.04
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Table D.2: CIiff attributes at frve specifrc image regions for a quantitative assessment of
feature invañance with respect to the object's rotation about the vertical axis (part 2). The
camera pose is frxed; Iinear displacements a¡e in centimeters and angles are in degrees.

region 1 region 2 region 3 region 4 region 5

e^-4R

do:45

dro:g

dao:o

C(C-, C,\v)

n(nr,nr)

[Br; Bu)

nc

(256,227)

(-1.00,0.00)

[155;323]

0.70

cli,ff

not

detected

(265,213)

(-0.45,-0.89)

[1a8þ2a)

0.75

(r44,168)

(1.00,0.00)

[185;359]

0.64

(367,168)

(-1.00,0.00)

[357;1127]

r.04

0c:48

do:60

dro-0

dao:o

c(c",ca)

n(nr,nr)

[Bt; Bu]

p
rþC

(284,225)

(-1.00,0.00)

[166;36e]

0.76

cffi

not

detected

(296,204)

(-0.86,-0.51)

[148;36e]

0.85

(14¿.19,1\

(i.00,0.00)

[180;355]

0.65

(361,162)

(-1.00,0.00)

f /rô rrFrì
[+ró;]-rÐrJ

0.94

0c:48

ao:75

d,ro:g

dao:o

c(c,,ca)

n(nr,no)

lBu Bnl

n"

(372,218)

(-i.00,0.00)

[1e5;517]

0.90

cffi

not

detected

(316,201)

(-0.93,-0.37)

[148;531]

r. l-ó

(153,198)

(1.00,0.00)

[187;330]

0.55

(349,r44)

(-1.00,0.00)

[534;1119]

0.77

0c:48

eo:90

dxo:g

dao:o

c(c,,ca)

n(nr,no)

[B¡'; Bn]

R"

(333,210)

(-1.00,0.00)

[253;11a8]

1,.29

(323,198)

(0.00,-1.00)

[157;252]

0.47

(333,189)

(-1.00,0.00)

fn ¿^ a. -,1
lrÐö;11ÐÐl

7.52

(i67,208)

(0.99,-0.11)

[221;309]

0.33

(331,124)

(-0.98,0.20)

[176;107a]

r.44

0.:48

ao:105

d,xo:g

dao:o

C(C-.C,,\
Út

n(nr,no)

lBr; Bul

R"

(351,198)

(-1.00,0.00)

þ2a;I1, 5l

L72

cti.ff

not

detected

(344,774)

(-0.89,0.45)

[163;1i50]

1.50

(759,224)

(-1.00,0.00)

[157;279]

0.56

reglon

not

visible
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Table D'3: Va¡iation in the location of the cüff feaúu¡es due to object rotation about the
vertical a:cis (0.:lg degrees, dro:dgo-g centimeter, a¡¡d a6 r.s in degrees).

'Table D'4: Variation in the brightness levels of the cliff feaúu¡es due to object rotation
about the vertica,l axis (0":lg degrees, d,ro:d,yo-T centimeter, and ao is in degrees).

(6C",6C,s,6Cù (6Cr,6Cs,6Cù (6C,,6Cr,6C) (6Cr,6Cy,6C)

-15 to 0

0to15

15 to 30

30 to 45

9,27)

2,32)

(23, 7,24)

(24, 4,24)

(30, 1,30)

(19, 14, 23)

(r3,21, 25)

(7, 7,70)

(23,9,24)

(rT, rz,24)

(9,14, 17)

(2,1,4, 14)

45 to 60

60 to 75

75 to 90

90 to 105

(29,2,29)

(29,7,29)

(2L, 9,23)

(18, L2,22)

(31, g, 32)

(20, 3,20)

(r7, 72,27)

(11,15, ig)

(0, 13, 13)

(9, 17, 19)

(14,10, 17)

(22,16,27)

(6, 3,

(12, 18,

(18, 20,

7)

22)

27)

(68¡,,68¡¡,6R") (68¡,68¡¡,6R¿) (68¡.,68¡¡,6R") (6Bu6B¡¡,6R")

-15 to 0

0to15

i5 to 30

30 to 45

(6.7, 11.7, g.g)

(18.2, L.2,24.5)

(6.8, 26.9, 70.3)

(3.2,12.4,20.2)

(2.7, 3.3, 0.9)

(0.0, 13.0, 13.6)

(0.0, 36.0, 27.6)

(6.5,74.0,29.5)

(3.1, 0.4, 1.0)

(47.2, 5.5, 29.2)

(29.1, 96.1, 74.1)

(21.3, 2.2,32.0)

(22.6,77.4, 47.5)

(25.3,2.4, r2.9)

(6.5, 1.7, 3.2)

(1.4, r.7,2.1)

(14.5, 2.1, 9.5)

(25.6,2.9,2g.6)

(101., 4.1, 69.0)

45 to 60

60 to 75

75 to 90

90 to 105

(6.9, 13.3, 7.7)

(16.1, 33.4, 17.5)

(25.9, 75.9, 34.2)

(24.6, 0.3, 13.3)

(2.7, L.1,2.2)

(3.g, 7.3, 16.7)

(16.7, 6.6, 50.0)

(33.9, 10.2, 51.0)
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Figure D.6: Picúu¡es depicting the varíation in the appeararrce of a cubic object with
respect to íts ttanslation in the horizontal plane for a frxeci ce-',era pose (0"-4g degrees)

- quantitative a.ssessm ent. The object pose is at a,o:45 degrees; lineat displanements are
in centimeters.
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Table D'5: Cliff àttributes at frve specifrc image regions for a quantitative assessmenú of
feature inva¡iance with tespect to the object's t¡anslation in the horizontal plane (pan l).
The camerapose rs frxed; Iineat displacements ate in centímete¡s and angles are in degrees.

region 1 region 2 region 3 region 4 region 5

0e:48

ao=45

d,ro:-6

dao:o

c(cî,cu)

n(nr,nu)

lB¡.; Bnl

R"

(459,237)

(-0.99,-0.11)

[156;350]

0.77

cliff

nof

detected

(473,,2r7)

(-0.57,-0.82)

[140;348]

0.85

(336,178)

(i.00,0.00)

[187;352]

0.61

regron

outside

the

image

0c:48

do=45

d,ro:-3

dYo:o

c(cr,cu)

n(nr,nn)

lB¡,; Bnl

Rc

(358,233)

(-1.00,0.00)

[157;335]

0.72

cffi

not

detected

(367,2i6)

(-0.57,-0.82)

[1aa;$7]

0.80

(242,173)

(1.00,0.00)

[188;s6o]

0.63

(465,173)

(-0.99,-0.11)

[365;1159]

1.04

0c=48

do=45

dno-g

dao:o

c(c*,cs)

n(nr,nr)

IB¡,; Bn)

Rc

(256,227)

(-1.00,0.00)

[155;323j

0.70

cffi

not

detected

(265,2r3)

(-0.45,-0.89)

$+apzal

0.75

(144,168)

(1.00,0.00)

[185;359]

0.64

(367,168)

(-i.00,0.00)

[357;1127]

r.04

0c:48

ao=45

dæo:3

dYo=0

c(cc,cu)

n(nr,nr)

lBu Bn)

Rc

(160,228)

(-1.00,0.00)

[tot;srz]

0.65

cffi

noI

detected

(173,21.1)

(-0.45,-0.89)

[157;319]

0.68

(55,171)

(1.00,0.00)

[183;356]

0.64

(277,773)

(-1.00,0.00)

[3a5;1105]

1.05

0c:48

ao=45

dro:6

dYo:o

c(q,Cu)

n(nrrnr)

[B¡,; Bn]

R"

(57,230)

(-1.00,0.00)

[158;301]

0.62

cliff

not

detected

(68,2L2)

(-0.37,-0.93)

[16i;304]

0.62

re$on

outside

the

image

(178,169)

(-0.99,0.i1)

[332;1059]

1.05
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Table D'6: Cliff attributes at frve specifrc image regions for a quantitative assessmenú of
feature inuañance with respect to the obiect's traaslation in the horizonta,l plane (part 2).
The canterapose is frxed; linea¡ dísplacements a¡e ín centimeters a,nd. angles ate in degrees.

region 1 region 2 region 3 region 4 region 5

0c:48

a.o-15

dco:g

dYo:-6

c(cr,cu)

n(nr,nr)

[Bt; Bn]

R"

(258,127)

(-1.00,0.00)

[1,54;297]

0.63

ctiff

not

detected

(266,7L4)

(-0.51,-0.86)

[too;zoa]

0.57

(155,81)

(1.00,0.00)

[176;368]

0.71

(360,77)

(-1.00,0.00)

[321;i0a3]

1.06

0c:48

d.o-15

d,ao:g

dao:-3

c(c,,ca)

n(nr,nn)

[B¡,; Bn]

R.

(257,177)

(-1.00,0.00)

ftoz;stz)

0.65

cli.ff

not

detected

(267,1.61,)

(-0.45,-0.89)

[168;s2o]

0.65

(t50,122)

(1.00,0.00)

[188;372]

0.66

(364,120)

(-1.00,0.00)

[348;i1i0]

i.05

0c:48

do:15

d,ro:g

dao:o

c(ce,cu)

n(nr,n"s)

[Bt; Bu]

Rc

(266,227)

(-1.00,0.00)

[155;323]

0.70

cffi

not

detected

(265,273)

(-0.45,-0.89)

þ+e;szal

0.75

(144,168)

(1.00,0.00)

[185;359]

0.64

(367,168)

(-1.00,0.00)

[357;11271

t.04

0c:48

d,o:45

dæo:g

dao:3

c(cr,cu)

n(nr,no)

lBr.; Bul

n"

(255,294)

(-1.00,0.00)

[167;352]

0.71,

cffi

not

detected

(265,278)

(-0.51,-0.s6)

[143;353]

0.85

(138,230)

(1.00,0.00)

[1e6;358]

0.58

(372,228)

(-1.00,0.00)

[385;1215]

r.04

0c:48

ao-45

d'æo:g

dao:6

c(c,,ca)

n(nr,nu)

[Bz; Bn]

n"

(253,361)

(-1.00,0.00)

[tzs;szz]

0.72

cffi

nor

detected

(265,342)

(-0.45,-0.89)

[1a0fi7a]

0.91

(131,284)

(1.00,0.00)

Ii97;350]

0.56

(376,287)

(-1.00,0.00)

[a02;1295]

1.05
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Table D.7: Va¡iation in the Location of the cliff. features due to object translation in the
horizontal pla.ne (0":48 degrees, ao:45 degrees, and d,no and d,yo are in centimeters).

Table D'8: Variation of brightness levels of the cliff feaúu¡es due to object translation in the
horizontal plane (0":48 degrees, do:45 degrees, and d,xo a;rtd d,yo are in centimeters).

(6C¡,6Cr,6C¿) (6Cr,6Cy,6Cù (6C,,6C,y,6C) (6Cr,6Cs,6C¡)

(i01,4, 101)

(102, 6, 102)

(96, 1,96)

(109,2, iog)

(106,1, 106)

(102,3, 102)

(92,2,92)

(105,1,105)

(94,5,94)

(99, 5, gg)

(gg, 3, gg)

(gg, 5, gg)

(90, 5, g0)

(gg, 4, gg)

-6 to -3

-3to0

0to3

3to6

(1,50, 50)

(1,50, 50)

(L,67, 67)

(2,67,67)

(7,, 47, 47)

(2,52, 52)

(0,65, 65)

(0, 66, 66)

(5,41,, 47)

(6,46,46)

(6,62,62)

(7,54, 55)

(4,43,43)

(3, 49, 4g)

(5, 60, 60)

(4, 59, 59)

(6Bu68¡¡,6R¿) (6Bt,6B¡¡,6R") (68¡,,68¡7,6R¿) (6Bt,6B¡¡,6R")

-6 to -3

-3to0

0to3

3ro6

(0.6, 4.4, 5.9)

(1.3, 3.6, 2.9)

(3.8, 1.9, 7.4)

(r.9,5.2, 4.6)

(2.9, 3.2, 6.0)

(2.7,,3.9,7.3)

(5.9, 1.6, 9.1)

(2.5, 4.9, 10.1)

(0.5,2.2,2.5)

(1.6, 0.3, 1.9)

(1.1, 0.g, 0.3)

(2.2,2.9,0.4)

(3.4, 2.0, 1.0)

(3.9, 4.3, 0.3)

-6 to -3

-3to0

0to3

3to6

(5.1, 6.5, 2.0)

(4.4, 1.9, 9.3)

(7.5, 9.6, 1.4)

(4.7, 5.5, 1.0)

(1.9, 7.1, 13.3)

(9.6, 1.2, i3.7)

(3.4, g.6, 12.7)

(2.i, 5.9, 7.3)

(6.6, 1.1, 7.2)

(L.6,3.6,2.7)

(5.9, 0.3, 9.0)

(0.5,2.3, 4.4)

(8.1, 6.2, 1.3)

(2.6, r.5,0.7)

(7.5, '/.5, 0.0)

(4.3,6.4,1,.4)

377



APPENDIX E

Relevant Data and trnformation used in the

Recognition Experiments

This appendix presents the data-file describing the structure of the model database
used in the recognition e:iperiments. Sample pictures of the modeled objects dis-
playing the objects and the extracted brightness featu¡es are also presented in this
appendix, along with the results of processing the mod,el features and,setting the Ìevels
of invariance and uniqueness.

E.L rhe rnput-File Representing the Model rratabase

This file describes the modeled objects and contains pointers to the feøture
corresponding to the specified object poses and. mod,er i,mages.

O InagesDisplayed---1_YES__O_NO
5 Nun_Objects
0 13 23 Mouse_A Objld_01__Nun_poses__Nr¡n_Ranges__0bjectName
0 -90 60 noual-90. fdt poserd--ArphaO_p1__Thetac_c1__Fir.eNane_s1
t -75 60 noual-75.fd.t poserd--Arpha0_p2__Thetac_G1__FileNane_s2
2 -60 60 noual-6o.fdt poserd--Arpha0_p3__rbetac_c1__FileNane_s3
3 -45 60 moual-4s.fdt poserd--Arpha0-p4__rbetac_c1__FireNa¡oe_s4
4 -30 60 noual-B0.fdt poserd--A1pba0_ps__Tbetac_c1__FileNane_s5
5 -15 60 noual-ls.fd,r poserd--Arpha0_p6__rbetac_c1__FireNane-s6
6 0 60 noual-o.fdt poserd--Arpha0_pz__Thetac_c1__FireNane_s7
7 15 60 rnoualpls.fdt poserd--Arpha0-p8--Thetac_c1__FileNane_s8
I 30 60 noualp3o.fdt poserd--Arpba0-p9__Thetac_Ç1__FireNane_s9
9 45 60 noualp4s.fdt poserd--Arpha0-p10-Thetac_c1_-Fi1eNa,,¡e_s10
10 60 60 noualpGo.fdt poserd--á,1pha0_p11_Thetac_c1__FileNane_s11
11 75 60 noualpTs.fdt poserd--Arpha0_p12_Tbetac_c1__FireNane-s12
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t2 90 60 noualpgo.fdt poserd__A1phao_p13_Therac_c1__FileNane_s13
001150Ra¡geld_R1__Node1__Node2__dA1pha0__dTbetaC
112t5ORa¡geId_R2__Nodel__Node2__dA1pha0__dThetaC
223150Ra¡geld_R3__Node1__Node2__d.0,1pha0__dTbetaC
334150Ra¡geld_R4__Node1__Node2__dA1pha0__dThetaC
44515ORargeld_R5__Node1__Node2__dA1pha0__dÏhetaC
556150Ra¡geld_R6__Node1__Node2__d-â,1pha0__dThetaC
667!5ORa¡geld_R7__Nod.e1__Node2__d.A1pha0__dÏbetaC
778150Ra¡geld_Rg__Node1__Node2__dAtpha0__dThetaC
889150Ra¡geld_R9_-Node1__Node2__dA1pba0__d.ThetaC
9 9 10 15 O Rangeld_RlO_Node1__Node2__dAtpha0__dThetaC
10 10 11 15 O Ra¡geld_Rll-Node1__Node2-_dA1pba0__dThetaC
11 11 1'2 15 0 Ra¡gerd-R12-Node1--Node2--d.A1pha0--drherac
L2 O 2 30 O Ra¡geld_Rl3_Node1__Node2__dA1pba0__dTheraC
13 1 330 O Ra¡geld_Rl4_Node1__Node2__dA1pha0__dThetaC
t4 2 4 30 0 Ra¡geld_Rl5_Node1__Node2__dA1pha0__dThetaC
15 3 590 O Ra¡geld_R16_Node1__Node2__dA1pha0__dTberaC
1646300Ra¡geId_Rl7_Node1__Node2__dAtpn"O__afh"t"C
t75730ORangeld_R1g_Node1__Node2__dA1pha0__dThetaC
18 6 830 o Ra¡gerd-Rl9-Node1--Node2--d,1pha0--d'betac
1979300Ra¡geId_R2O_Node1__Node2__dAtpha0__dThetaC
20 8 10 g0 0 Ra¡geId_R2l_Node1__Node2__dA1pha0__dThetaC
2t 9 11 30 0 Ra¡gerd-R22-Node1--Node2--dAlpha0--dïhetac

.22 10 L2 30 o Ra¡gerd-R23-Node1--Node2--d^lpba0--drbetac

1 13 23 Mouse_B Objld_02__Nnn_poses__Nr:n_Ranges__0bjectName
0 -90 60 noubl-90.fd.t poserd--Arpha0_p1__Thetac_c1__Fir.eNane_s1
1 -75 60 noubl-7s.fdt poserd--A1pha0_p2__Thetac_c1__FileNane_s2
2 -60 60 noubl-60.fd.t poserd__A1pha0_p3__Thetac_c1__FileNane_s3
3 -45 60 ¡ooub1-45.fdt poserd--Arpha0-p4-_Tbetac_c1__FiteNane_s4
4 -30 60 noubl-30.fdt poserd--A1pha0-ps--Therac_c1__FileNa.ne_sS
5 -15 60 noubl-1s.fdr poserd--A1pha0-p6--Thetac_c1__FileNane_s6
6 0 60 noubl-0.fdt poserd--A1pha0-p7--Thetac_c1__FileNane_s7
7 t5 60 noub1p15.fdt Poserd--A1pha0-p8_-Thetac_c1__FileNane_s8
I 30 60 noub1p30.fdt Poserd--Arpha0-p9--Thetac_C1__File*ane_s9
I 45 60 noub1p45.fdt Poserd--A1pbao-p10-TbetaC-C1--FiIeNa¡ne_S10
10 60 60 noublp6o.fdt Poserd--A1phag-p11-ThetaG-c1-_FireNane_s11
11 75 60 rooub1p75.fdt Poseld--A1phao-p12-ThetaC-C1-_FiteNane_s12
t2 90 60 noublpgO.fdt Poserd--A1phao-p13-Thetac_c1__Fij-eNane_s13
001150Ra¡gerd-R1--Node1--Node2--d^1pha0--drhetac
112750Rangerd-R2--Node1--Node2--d^lpha0__dïhetac
22315oRangerd-R3--Node1--Node2--d^lpha0--drherac
33415oRangerd-R4--Node1--Node2--d^lpha0--d'hetac
445150Ra¡gerd-R5--Node1--Node2--dAlpba0--drhetac
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55
66
77
88
99
10 10

11 11

120
13 1

t42
153
164
t75
186
197
208
2t9
22 10

39
0 -60
1 -45
2 -30
3 -15
40
515
630
745
860
00
11
22
33
44
ob
66
77
80
91
102
11 3

t24
135
t46

615 0
715 0
815 0
915 0

1015 0
11 15 0
t2 15 0
2 30 0
330 0
4 30 0

530 0
630 0
7 30 0
830 0

930 0
1030 0
tt 30 0
t2 30 0

Range f d_R6__Node 1 __No de2__dAlphaO__dThetaC
Raage Id_R7__Node 1__Node 2__d-A1pha0__dTbetaC
Raage Id_R8__Node 1__Node2__d.Alpha0__dThetaC
Raage Id_R9__Node 1 __No de2_ _d.A1phaO__dTtretaC
Rangeld_R1 0_Node 1__Node2-_dA1pha0__dÏhetaC
Range Id_R 1 1 _Node 1 __Node2__dÂlpha0__d.ThetaC
Range I d_R 1 2_Node 1 __Node2__d.{J.pha0__dThetaC
Range Id_R1 3_Node 1-_Node2_-d-A1pha0__dThetaC
Range f d_R14_Node 1 __Node2__dAlpha0__dThetaC
Range f d_R 1 S_Node 1 __Node2__d.A1pha0__dTbetaC
Range Id_R16_Node 1 __Node2-_d-A1pha0__d.ThetaC
Range Id_R1 7_Node 1__Node2__dålphaO__dTh.etaC
Raage I d_R1 8_Node 1 _ -Node2__dÂLpha0__dThetaC
Raage I d_R 1 9_No de 1 __Node2__dAlpha0__dThetaC
Range Id_R20_Node 1 __Node2_ _dÁlpha0_-dlhetaC
Range I d_R2 1 _Node 1_ _Node2__d-A1pha0__d.ThetaC
Range I d_R22_No de 1__Node2__d.A1pha0__d.ThetaC
Range Id_R23_No de 1 __Node2_ _dAlpha0__dthetaC

15 UHU_a Obj Id_03a__Nr.¡n_poses__Nun_Ranges__0bjectNane
60 uhul-60.fdt poserd--A1pha0-p3--Thetac-ci__ritet¡ane_st
60 uhul-45.fdt poserd--A1pha0-p4--rhetac-c1__FileNane_s2
60 uhul-30.fdt poserd--A1pha0-ps--Thetac-cl--FileNa.ne-s3
60 uhul-15.fdr poserd--A1pha0-p6-_Therac_cl__FileNane_s4
60 ubul-0.fdt poserd--A1pha0-p7--rbetac-c1--FileNane-sS
60 uhu1p15.fdr poserd--A1pba0_pg__Ttretac_c1__FileNane_s6
60 uhu1p30.fdt poserd--ALpha0-p9-_lhetac_c1__FileNane_s7
60 u.hulp45.fdt poserd--Alpha0_p1O_Thetac_c1__FireNa¡ne_s8
60'bu1p60.fdt poserd--A1pha0-pr1-Thetac-c1__FileNa.ne_s9
1 15 0 Rangeld_R1__Node1__Node2__dAJ.pha0_-d.ThetaC
2 L5 0 Rangeld_R2__Node1-_Node2__dÂIpha0__dThetaC
3 15 0 Rangeld_R3__Node1__Node2__dAfpUaO_-afUetaC
4 15 0 Rangeld_R4__Node1__Node2__dAtpUaO__anretaC
5 15 0 Ra¡geId_RS__Node1__Node2__d.0,Ipha0__dThetaC
6 15 0 Rangeld_R6__Node1__Node2__dAlpha0__dTbetaC
7 LS 0 Rangeld_R7__Node1__Node2__dÂIpha0__dThetaC
I 15 0 Ra¡geld_R8__Node1__Node2__dAlpha0__dThetaC
2 30 0 Bangeld_R9__Node1__Node2__dAlpha0__dThetaC
3 30 0 Ra¡geId_RlO_Node1__Node2__dAtpha0__dTbetaC
4 30 0 Rangeld_R1l_Node1__Node2__d.â,1pha0_-dThetaC
5 30 0 Rangeld_R12_Node1__Node2__d.Alpha0_-dThetaC
6 30 0 Rangeld_R13_Node1__Node2__d.[Ipba0-_dTbetaC
7 30 0 Rangeld_R14_Node1__Node2__d.A1pha0__dThetaC
I 30 0 Rangeld_Rl5_Node1__Node2__dAlpha0__dThetaC
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4 9 15 tHU_b 0bjId_03b__Num_poses__Nu¡o_Raages__0bjectNane
0 -60 60 uhu2-6o.fdt poserd--A1pha0-p3--Therac_c1__FileNa.ne_s1
t -45 60 uhu2-4s.fdt poserd--A1pha0-p4__Tbetac_c1__FireNane_s2
2 -30 60 uäu2-30.fdt poserd--AlphaO-ps--Tbetac_c1__FireNane_s3
3 -15 60 uhu2-ts.fdt poserd--Ai.pha0-p6--rbetac-c1--FileNane_s4
4 0 60 r:hu2-0.fdt poserd--A1pba0-p7--rbetac_c1__FireNane_s5
5 15 60 'hu2pls.fdt poserd--A1pha0-pg--Thetac_c1__FileNane_s6
6 30 60 r:-hu2p30.fdt poserd--A1pha0-p9--Thetac_c1__FileNane_s7
7 46 60 ubu2p4s.fdt poserd--A1pba0-p10-Thetac_cl__FiLeNane_sg
I 60 60 utru2p6o.fdt poserd--Arpha0-p11_Thetac_c1__FileNane_s9
001150Rangeld-R1__Node1__Node2_-dA1pha0__dThetaC
112L50Ra¡geId_R2__Node1-_Node2__dA1pha0__dThetaC
223150RangeId_R3__Node1_-Node2__d.A,3_pha0__dTbetaC
334150Ra¡geld_R4__Node1-_Node2__dA1pba0__dThetaC
445150Ra¡geld_R5__Node1__Node2__dAlpha0__dThetaC
556150Ra¡geld_R6__Node1-_Node2__d.[1pha0__dThetaC
667150Ra¡geld_R7__Node1__Node2__dA1pha0__dThetaC
778150Rangeld_Rg__Node1__Node2__dÂIpha0__dThetaC
8 O 2 30 0 Ra¡!eld_R9__Node1__Node2__dAtpba0__dThetaC
9 1 330 0 Ra¡geld_R1O_Node1__Node2__d.A1pha0__dThetaC
10 2 4 30 0 Rangeld_R11_Node1__Node2__dA1pha0__dTbetaC
11 3 530 0 Ra¡geId_Rl2_Node1__Node2__dAlpha0__dThetaC
t2 4 630 0 Ra¡geld_Rl3_Node1__Node2__dÀ1pha0__dThetaC
1357300Ra¡geld_Rl4_Node1__Node2__d.A1pha0__dTbetaC
t46830ORangeld_Rl5_Node1__Node2__d.A1pha0__dTheraC

4 18 39 steel cube Objrd-04--Nr¡m-poses--Nnm-Ra¡ges--0bjectName
0 -60 60 cubel-60.fdt poserd--Arpha0_p3__Thetac_c1__FireNane_s1
1 -30 60 cubel-4s.fd.t poserd-_Arpha0_p4__Thetac_c1__FileNa¡oe_s2
2 -60 60 cubel-30.fdt poserd--A1pha0_ps__Thetac_c1__FileNa:ne_s3
3 -30 60 cubel-1E.fdr poserd--Arpha0_p6__Therac_c1__FileNane_s4
4 0 60 cubel-o.fdt poseld--Arpha0-pz--Thetac-c1__FileNane_s5
5 15 60 cubelplE.fdt poserd--Arpha0-pg--Thetac_c1__FileNane_s6
6 30 60 cubelp3o.fdt poserd-_Arpha0_p9__Thetac_c1_-FileNa¡ne_s7
7 45 60 cubelp4s.fdt poserd--Arpha0-p10-Thetac_c1__FireNa:¡e_sg
8 60 60 cube1p60.fdt poserd--.arpha0-p11_Tberac_c1__FireNa.me_sg
9 -60 30 cube2-6o.fdr poserd--A1pha0_p3__Thetac_c2__FileNane_s10
10 -30 30 cube2-45.fdt poserd--Arpba0_p4__Thetac_c2-_FireNane_s11
11 -60 30 cube2-30.fdt poserd-_A1pha0_ps_-Thetac_c2__FireNane_s12
t2 -30 30 cube2-1s.fdt poserd--Arpha0-p6__Thetac_c2__FireNane_s13
13 0 30 cube2-o.fdr poserd--Arpha0-p7--Thetac_c2__FireNa¡oe_s14
t4 15 30 cube2pls.fdr poserd--Alpba0_pg__Tbetac_c2__FireNa.ne_s1s
15 30 30 cube2p30.fdt poserd--A1pha0_p9__Thetac_c2-_FireNarae_s16
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16 45 30 cube2p45.fdt Poserd--Arpha0-p1g-Thetac-c2--FireNane_S1Z
tT 60 30 cube2p60'fdt Poserd--Arphao-p11-ThetaC-C2--Fiteparne_s18
001150Rangerd-R1--Node1--Node2--d.1pha0--drhetac

: : ?:2 o Ra¡gerd_R2__Node1__Node2__dArpha0__dïhetac
¿¿ö150Ra¡gerd-R3--Nodel--Node2--d.a1pha0__drhetac
334150Ra¡gerd-R4--Node1--Node2--d^1pba0--drhetac
445150Ra¡gerd-R5--Node1--Node2--d^lphao--drhetac
55615ORangerd-R6--Node1--Node2--dA1pha0--drherac
66TtSORangeId_R'__'ode1__Node2__dA1pha0__dThetaC
77g15ORa¡gerd-R8--Node1--Node2--d^lpha0--drhetac
80230oRangerd-Rg--Node1--Node2--dAlpha0--drhetac

'9 1 3 30 o Rangerd-R1O-Node1--Node2--d^1pha0--drberac
10 2 430 0 Ra¡gerd-Rl1-Node1--Node2--d.a1pha0--drherac
11 3 530 o Rangerd-R12-Node1--Node2--dAlpha0--drhetac
L2 4 630 o Ra¡gerd-Rl3-Nodel--Node2--dAlpba0--drbetac
1357300Ra¡gerd-R14-Nodel--Node2--d-a1pha0--dïbetac
t46830oRa¡gerd-R15-Node1--Node2--dA1pha0--drherac
15 9 10 15 0 Rangerd-R16-Node1--Node2--dA1pha0--drhetac
16 10 11 15 o Ra¡gerd-Rl7-Node1--Node2--d.0,1pha0--drhetac
L7 11 t2 15 0 Rangerd-R1g-Node1--Node2--d^1pha0--drhetac
18 t2 13 15 0 Rangerd-R1g-Node1--Node2--d.A1pha0--drhetac
19 13 t4 15 O Ra¡gerd-R20-Nod.e1--Node2--d^lpha0--drhetac
20 t4 15 15 0 Ra¡gerd-R21-Node1--Node2--d^1pha0--drhetac
2t 15 16 15 O Ra¡gerd-R22-Node1--Node2--dAlpha0--drhetac
22 16 t7 15 O Rangerd-R23-Node1--Node2--d.A,1pha0--drherac
23 g L7 30 o Ra¡gerd-R24-Node1--Node2--d^lpha0--drhetac
24 10 t2 30 0 Rangerd-R2'-Node1--Node2--dA1pha0--drhetac
25 11 13 30 o Ra¡gerd-R26-Node1--Node2--dA1pha0--drherac
26 72 t4 30 0 Rangerd-R27-Node1--Node2--d-a1pha0--drherac
27 13 15 30 0 Ra¡gerd-R28-Node1--Node2--dAlpha0--dïherac
28 t4 16 30 o Ra¡gerd-R29-Node1--Node2--dAlpha0--dlhetac
29 15 L7 30 o Ra¡gerd-R3.-Node1--Node2--d.A1pha0-_drhetac
30 0 I 030 Raagerd-R31-Node1--Node2--d.a1pha0--drhetac
31 1 10 0 30 Raagerd-R32-Node1--Node2--d^lpha0--drtetac
32 2 Lt 0 30 Raagerd-R33-Node1--Node2--d^lpha0__drhetac
33 3 1'2 0 30 Rangerd-R34-Node1--Node2--d.A1pha0--drhetac
34 4 13 0 30 Rangerd-R3'-Node1--Node2--d^Lpba0-_drhetac
35 5 14 0 30 Rangerd-R36-Node1--Node2--d-a1pba0--dïherac
36 6 15 0 30 Raagerd-R37-Node1--Node2--dAlpha0--drhetac
37 7 16 0 30 Rangerd-R38-Node1--Node2--d^lpba0--drhetac
38 I L7 0 30 Raagerd-R39-Node1--Node2--d.a1pha0--dïbetac
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8.2 Sample Model Images with Brightness Features of the

Modeled Objects

This section dispiays sample model i,mages of the modeled objects [Figrues E.1 to E.6].

These objects are used in the recognition experiments as described in Chapter 6. The

exbracted features and their attributes could not be explicitly displayed in the images

in terms of type (cli,ff, ridge, or hi,llsi,de features), id numbers and other properties

because the images wili be so congested with information that none of it can be

read. However, the features were displayed in terms of their tangent vectors and their

normal vectors. The three types of featu¡es can be distinguished as follows: The cli,ff

features are distinguished with the tangent and normal vectors that are both white,

the hi,llsi,de features are distinguished with the tangent and normal vectors that are

both black, and the ri,dge f.eatwes are distinguished with the tangent vectors that are

black and normal vectors that are white.
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Figure 8.1: Sample model image and ertracted features of the frrst object (mouse A:
ID:OI) at the reference object rotation (o,o:O) and for the frrst carnera pose (Cl) at
0c:60 degrees.

Figure 8.2: Sample model image and extracted features of the second object (mouse B:
ID:O2) at the reference object rotation (ao:0) and for the frrst canrcra pose (C1) at
0c:60 degrees.
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Figure E.3: Sanple model image and extracted features of the third object (glue stick:
ID:O7a) ¡n iús frst stable confrgwation, at the reference object rotation (ao:g), and for
the frrst caÍnera pose (C1) at 0"-60 degrees.

Figure E.4: Sanple model image and extranted. featwes of the third object (glue stick:
ID:936¡ in iús second stable confrguration, at the reference object rotation (ao:g), and.
for the frrst ca,nera pose (C1) at 0"-SQ d.egrees.
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Figure E.5: samp/e model image and extracted features of the fourth
ID:O4) at the reference object rotatíon (c.o:0) and for the frtst carnera
degrees.

object (steel cube:

pose (C1) at 0"-gQ

Figure E'6: SampJe model image and ørtracted featwes of the fowth object (steel cube:
ID:O4) at the reference object rotation (ao:0) a¡¡d for the second ca&rcra pose (CZ) at
0c:30 degrees.
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8.3 Results of Performing the correspondences among the

Model Features

Table 8.1': Range co*espondences obtaíned for the frrst object (Mouse A).

clffi:

ri,dges:

hi,llsi,des:

P10-P11 P11-P12 P12-P13

cli,ffs:

ridges:

hillsi,des:

Table 8.2: Range correspondences obtained for the second object (Moüse B).

CIffi:

ridges:

hi,Ilsi,des:

P10-P11 P1l-P12 P12-P13

CTffi:

ri,dges:

hi,llsides:
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Table E.3: Range correspondences for the third object (g\ue stick).

first stable configuration

P10-P11

cffis:

ridges:

hi,llsi,des:

second stable configuration

P10-P11

cli,ffs:

ridges:

hi,llsi,des:
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Tã.ble 8.4: Range correspondences for the fourth object (steel cube).

fust camera pose (C1)

cli,ffs:

ridges:

hillsides:

second ca,mera pose (C2)

P10-P11

CTffi:

ridges:

hillsides:
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8.4 Results of Setting the fnvariance Levels

Table E.5: Elementary range-invariants obtained for the frrst object (Mouse A).

pose range Pl-P2 P2-P3 P3-P4 P4-P5 P5-P6 P6-P7

cli,ffs:

ri,dges:

hi,llsi,des:

2

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

2

2

0

4

2

0

1

pose range P7-P8 P8-P9 Pg-P10 P10-P11 P1l-P12 P12-P13

cli,ffs:

ridges:

hi,llsi,des:

1

0

0

3

U

0

3

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

A
1t

0

0

Table E.6: secondary range-invariants obtained for the frrst object (Mouse A).

cli,ffs:

ridges:

hi.Ilsi,des:

P10-P12 P11-P13

cli.ffs:

ridges:

hillsi,des:
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Table E'7: Always-inva¡iants obtained for the frrst object (Mouse A),

extended pose ranges of always_i,naari,ants

P1-P5; P5-Pg; P8-p1g

none

P3-P9

Table E'8: Elementary range-invariants obúa.m ed for the second object (Mouse B).

CIffi:

ridges:

hi,llsi,des:

P10-P11 P11-P12 P12-P13

cli,ffs:

ri,dges:

hi,Ilsi.des:
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Table E.9: Secondary range-invariants obtained for the second object (Mouse B).

CTffi:

ridges:

hillsi,des:

P10-P12 Pil-P13

cli,ffs:

rid,ges:

hillsides:

Table E.10: Always-invariants obtained for the second object (Mouse B),

extended pose ranges of alwags_,inaariants

P2-P7;P7-PI2

none

none
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Table E'11: Elementary range'invariants obúam ed for the third object (glue stick).

first stable configuration

P10-P11

clffi:

ridges:

hi,llsi.des:

second stable con_fiþuration

P10-P11

CTffi:

ridges:

hi,llsi,des:
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Table E'12: Secondary range-inva¡iants obtaíned for the third object (g¡ue stick).

first stable configuration

cli,ffs:

ridges:

hillsi,d,es:

second stable configuration

cli,ffs:

ridges:

hi,llsides:

Table E.13: AJways-invariants obtained for the third object (glue stick).

extended pose ranges of always_i,naariants

first camera pose (Cl)

P3-P7; P5-P11; P6-p11

none

none

second camera pose (C2)

3x (P3-P11); 2x (pa-pl1)

none

none
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fi¡st camera pose (C1)

pose range P3-P4 P4-P5 P5-P6 P6-P7 P7-P8 P8-P9 Pg-P10 P10-P11

cli,ffs:

ridges:

hi,IIsi,des:

Ð

1

1

2

0

0

/l
=

1

0

3

0

0

4

0

0

4

1

0

4

0

1

0

0

0

second camera pose (C2)

pose range P3-P4 P4-P5 P5-P6 P6-P7 P7-P8 P8-P9 Pg-P10 P10-Pi1

cliffs:

ridges:

hi,llsi,des:

8

0

2

2

0

1
I

7

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

4

1

0

4

0

3

o

0

3

Table E.14: Elementary range-invariants obúal'ned for the fourth object (steel cube).
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first camera pose (C1)

pose range P3-P5 P4-P6 P5-P7 P6-P8 P7-P9 P8-P10 Pg-P11

cli,ffs:

ridges:

hi,llsides:

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

U

/1
I

0

0

second camera pose (C2)

pose range P3-P5 P4-P6 P5-P7 P6-P8 P7-P9 P8-P10 Pg-P11

cli,ffs:

ridges:

h'illsi,des:

2

0

0

1

0

0

2

0

1

0

0

0

3

0

0

¡

0

2

2

0

0

Table E.15: Secondary range-invariants obtained for the fourth object (steel cube).

Table 8.16: Always-invariants obtained for the fourth object (steel cube).

extended pose ranges of always-i,nuari,ants

first camera pose (C1)

cli,ffs:

ridges:

hi,llsi,des:

P3-P6; P6-Pg

none

P3-P7

second camera pose (C2)

cli,ffs:

ridges:

hi,llsi,des:

2x(P3-PT); P6-P10

none

P3-P9; P6-P10
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